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1. PREFACE

The work described in this document was performed under con-

I I tract to the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Devel-

opment Command, Fort Belvoir, Virginia by SCOPE Incorporated,

Reston, Virginia. The contract number is DAAK7O-82-C-02l3,
4 Ranging and Correlating Sensor Development.

The final goal of the program is to design and develop five

Advanced Development Models (ADM) of an improved interior

intrusion detection sensor. The program includes an inves-

tigation of new intrusion detection concepts, selection of

W techniques to be tested in brassboard form, followed by de-

sign, fabrication, and test of the ADM systems.

The improvement under development concerns the reduction of

nuisance alarm sensitivity encountered using existing de-

vices. The majority of existing devices are motion detec-

tors, principally relying on a Doppler frequency as the basis

for alarm. Nuisance alarms can potentially be generated from

any environmental or man-made disturbance that imparts motion

within the protected area. Examples include air turbulence,

rotating or oscillating objects such as fans and curtains,

and personnel/vehicular activity in adjacent areas. The

thrust of this effort is to develop sensors with an inherent

* ranging capability, such that a disturbance can be localized

and correlated to a specific location within the protected

area. In this manner a significant reduction in nuisance

alarm probability should be realized.

14



2. SUMMARY

The document ft;iatined fii- reports the findings of the

study phase of this contract, with conclusions and recommen-

dations for advanced interior intrusion detection concepts to

be tested in brassboard. The report discusses potential

sources and properties of intrusion signals, measurement

techniques, and signal processing methods to extract range

and correlating data. It has been found that many techniques

have the potential for ranging and correlation of intrusion
signals, however few of these are accomplished in a straight-

forward, practical sense. Through the derivation and appli-

cation of evaluation criteria, several candidates were selec-
ted for further study in breadboard experiments. The bread-

board tests afforded a first hand opportunity to measure and

compare the anticipated performance of these candidates. The3 outcome of the experiments then formed the basis for recom-
mending concepts to be explored further in brassboard devel-

opment.~

i ! 2-1



3. TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

%,

In general terms, the approach taken in this study was that

of an optimization process in systems analysis. Optimization

in this sense first involves a clear definition of the prob-

... 'lem environment. Once having defined the problem, a set of

initial solutions is proposed. From the proposed solutions,

system design models are developed. These models further de-

' fine the system design characteristics and the interaction of

system variables and requirements. The models are then ana-

lyzed for their response to the intended environment. At
this point the optimization process becomes recursive; know-

ing the behavior (response) of specific models in the envi-

ronment, the set of initial solutions is re-examined for po-

I tential improvements. New models are developed and analyzed

until a set of feasible solutions is obtained. The set of

feasible solutions is then ranked according to their ability

to meet the goals and objectives of the problem defined at

q the onset.

In the study described herein, the problem was initially de-

i .fined through surveying literature reporting the experiences

of others involved in intrusion detection and security tech-

nology. Appendix A contains a partial list of the references

reviewed, with summaries of the pertinent facts obtained from

each. The signal environments in which intrusion signatures

could be measured were then identified. Identification of the

environments involved analysis of the physical phenomenon

--, associated with human intrusion, including both potential

3-1



sources and properties of intrusion signals. An inseparable

part of this analysis required determining if detectors and .p

emitters were available to measure the intrusion signals.

Given a signal environment and a set of transducers to meas- -

ure the intrusion phenomenon, signal processing techniques

pertaining to each environment were formulated. Both envi-

ronments and target detection techniques were evaluated with

a prescribed set of criteria from which highly ranked candi-

dates were identified. These candidates were modeled and

analyzed through breadboard circuit investigations. Repre-

sentative system performance could be measured and weighed :

from the breadboard tests, thus providing a solid basis for

identifying the candidates for brassboard development.

3.2 PHYSICAL PHENOMENON ASSOCIATED WITH HUMAN INTRUSION

The detection of human intruders must rely upon the sensing

of environmental changes or effects caused by the presenceOi
and/or the actions of the intruder within the volume under

surveillance. In order to seek out successful intruder de- A

tection system designs it is essential to review the options

available. The process must begin with a summary of the 6

physical phenomenon associated with human intrusion and the A

measurable effects that can be considered to implement a re-

liable detection system having the greatest possible immunity

to extraneous nuisance signals.

3.2.1 Sources of Intrusion Signals -

The penetration of a protected area by an intruder can be ex-

pressed in simple physical terms as a local biological mass

in motion. The biological processes of the human body are

unique sources of various chemical, radiant and thermal eman-

3-2
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ations not associated with inanimate physical objects. Addi-

tionally the presence and motion of the intruder have an

effect on the electromagnetic and acoustic signal equilibria

,-.. due to the absorption and reflection characteristics possess-

* .... ed by the intruder. These effects include transient phenom-
ena associated with non-continuous motions of the intruder

plus the permanent changes in the signal environment caused

by intruder presence.

Table I. lists the major categories of physical phenomena

which arise because of an intruder. They are divided into

* the three major categories of mass motion effects, emanations

* and effects on local signal equilibria.

3.2.1.1 Mass Motion

*The effects of mass motion are seismic, acoustic and local
gravitational effects. The movement of a mass from place to

place subjects the ground or floor to a moving pressure equal

to the intruder's weight on the order of 50 Kg. The tran-
sient effects produce seismic vibrations in the supporting

medium which propagate through all continuous material in the

P.-~*structure. The steady state or presence effect results in

pressure or stress in the supporting structure.

The motion of a mass results in air motion as well as induced

motion of supporting structures. Acoustic signals in air are

produced which range from very low (infrasonic) frequencies

up into the very high (ultrasonic) frequency region of the

acoustic spectrum. Finally, mass motion results in a change

in the local mass distribution with the region under surveil-

-. lance. This implies that a change in the local gravitational

field takes place as the mass moves around.

I 3-3



1)MASS MOTION

A) IMPARTS VIBRATION TO POINTS OF PHYSICAL CONTACT
(PRESSURE AND SEISMIC).-

B) IMPARTS MOTION TO AIR (ACOUSTIC).
C) CHANGES MASS DISTRIBUTION IN VOLUME UNDER

SURVEI LLANCE.

2) EMANATIONS

A) ACOUSTIC
*B) ELECTROMAGNETIC (GRAY BODY RADIATION)

C) CHEMICAL (C02' H201 PERSPIRATION)
D) THERMAL CONVECTION AND CONDUCTION

3) CHANGE IN LOCAL SIGNAL EQUILIBRIUM

A) ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION.

B) ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION OF ACOUSTIC OR

SEISMIC SIGNALS. '

7< TABLE I. PHYSICAL PHENOMENON ASSOCIATED
WITH HUMAN INTRUSION
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3.2.1.2 Emanation

* The mere presence of an intruder results in emanation phe-

~ ~. nomena that are not normally present unless extreme measures

are taken to prevent their escape. Respiration and cardio-

vascular activity produce acoustic energy which is transfer-

red to air and matter in contact with the intruder. Physio-

logical processes generate heat which raises surface tempera-

tures above normal ambients and which have varying gradients

throughout the limbs of the body. The resulting gray body

radiation differs from that of most inanimate material.

Respiration processes of the lungs and pores issue quantities

of water vapor, carbon dioxide and other chemicals into the

surrounding air. Also, the thermal effects of conduction and

convection locally affect the temperature of air and material

in contact with the intruder. These induce thermal gradients

which depart from those which prevail if no intruder is pre-

sent.

3.2.1.3 Change in Local Signal Equilibrium

When an element of mass is introduced into an environment,

the absorptive and reflective properties of the mass change

the local state of equilibrium for both electromagnetic and

acoustic signals. The intruder's presence causes changes in

the amplitude, phase, frequency, direction and for electro-

magnetic radiation, the polarization of signals affected. In

the absence of illuminants or radiators designed to provide a

high level of ambient signal, only the gray body radiation

* from objects in the environment is available.

3-
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.5 3.2.2 General Characteristics of the Intrusion Signals

Each of the phenomena listed above defines potential signal

sources that can be used in an intrusion detection process.

In later sections each of these signal environments will be

discussed in some detail tying together the technology for

sensing or transducing a particular signal, providing an

illuminant when required and processing the resulting signals

for the detection circuits. The following paragraphs offer a

general description of the potential signal sources as an in-

* troduction to the more detailed material.

3.2.2.1 Signals Caused by Mass Motion

The accelerations and decelerations of the intruder will im-

part kinetic energy to any matter that is contacted. The

pressures on supporting structures generate vibrations which

propagate rapidly in material contiguous with points of con-

tact. Material structures possess favored vibrational fre-

quencies or resonances which depend on physical dimension and

the types of materials from which they are made. The geomne-

tries of the object define points having either large or

small signal amplitudes as well as points that strongly re-

flect incident acoustic energy. Signals may propagate either

as transverse (violin string) or compressional waves, each

traveling at different speeds.

A given physical environment will exhibit a wide range of

frequency, speed, reflection and resonant characteristics be-

cause of the diversity of materials and their physical make-

ups. In many materials these seismic signals travel large

distances with but small attenuation. Reflection and multi-

path signals will result at any point where there are discon-

tinuities in the propagational speed.

3-6
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The signals imparted by the intruder to the fluid medium of

3 air are strictly compressional. The gross intruder motion

predominantly generates very low frequency compressional

waves in the air. Secondary acoustic signals can arise from

movement of the supporting structure and any sliding contact

between intruder and local material. Signals of this type

can be found throughout the acoustic spectrum. The airborne

acoustic signals radiate in a spherical wave from their

source in all directions and exhibit strong reflection from

rigid surfaces. Low frequencies propagate very well through

~.-* :-.air but higher frequencies are severely attenuated. Both

temperature and humidity affect the speed of propagation and

signal attenuation.

The remaining potential signal source due to mass motion is

the actual mass distribution in the volume under surveil-

lance. A redistribution of mass causes a slight change in

U the local gravitational fieldl this change is, of course,
very slight and presents a severe challenge to a sensing sys-

tem.

3.2.2.2 Signals Available from Intruder Emanations

Acoustic signals that may be available because of the pre-

sence (rather than the motion) of the intruder result from

intrinsic motions associated with biological process. The

cardiovascular and pulmonary actions within the human each
produce low level acoustic signals. The pulsing of the

heart, although a strong physical process, is well damped and

Li transmits small signal levels to the surrounding air. The

breathing process couples directly to the air, but the case

of quiet breathing transmits predominantly very low frequency

signals. Heavy breathing can generate turbulent air flow

which is richer in high frequency content.
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Moving to the electromagnetic domain, the human body must ra-

diate or otherwise dissipate the nominal 100 watts of heat

energy that are constantly generated internally. In general,

this dissipation is reflected in warmer skin temperatures and

breath exhalation warmer than the undisturbed surround. The

warmer surfaces exhibit radiation levels higher than inani-

mate objects in the region. These radiations from bodies in

the neighborhood of 300 0 K are a maximum in the 8 to 20 micron

region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

The chemical emanations from the human consist of rather

large quantities of water and carbon dioxide vapor plus a

number of trace chemicals which also appear in vapor forms.

These vapors diffuse slowly into the surrounding air but

leave a trail known to be trackable by the familiar blood-

hound.

The body generated heat mentioned above not only radiates in

the form of electromagnetic radiation, but is conducted to

any material or air in contact with the body. This raises

the temperature of the material being touched and, in the

case of air, causes thermal convection currents moving up and

away from the intruder. These columns of rising air are

slightly higher in temperature than the ambient and slightly

increase the air motion in the vicinity.

3.2.2.3 Signals Available from Changes in Local Signal

Equilibrium

A volume under surveillance can in a general sense be con-

sidered a resonant chamber for both acoustic and electro-

magnetic radiation. Given a source or sources of either type

of radiation anywhere in the volume, then the equilibrium

condition for the volume will result in a fixed standing wave
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pattern if indeed no physical changes are taking place in the

3 volume. The amplitude and relative phases of the radiant

energy will be stable throughout the volume. In the real

world this model must allow for signal penetration from out-

4 side the volume as well as controlled changes necessary for

temperature control within the volume.

The penetration and subsequent motion of an intruder in the

volume will disturb the signal equilibrium described above.

The intruder will cause changes in signal amplitude, phase,

polarization and frequency throughout the volume. These are

-~ caused by absorption and reflection of radiation by the in-

truder.

In typical environments, the only type of radiant energy

that is present in any strength and stability is infrared

electromagnetic radiation from gray body radiators. The

exploitation of detection techniques using the principles of

change in local signal equilibrium requires active illum-

inants or radiators for the acoustic domain and other regions

of the electromagnetic spectrum. Transducers must then be

selected and positioned in accordance with the type of system

~-. being implemented.

2 3.2.3 Detection System Design Criteria

-. Given the list of potential intrusion detection signals des-

cribed above, the task of system design begins with a survey

- of the available emitters and detectors which can be used to

sense the available intruder signals. In conjunction with

these data, it is necessary to review all of the known meth-

ods for processing the transducer signals and accomplish re-

liable detection with a minimum of false alarms caused by

nuisance signals.
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The section to follow will present the current technology of

emitters and detectors and the myriad of processing schemes

that have been used in various target detection systems. The

characteristics of these systems will be tabulated and ranked

for suitability in the ranging and correlating system.

3.3 EMITTERS AND DETECTORS

A list of emitters and detectors available for use in intru-

sion detectors is given in Figures 3-1 through 3-6. The list

is presented in flow chart form to show clearly the grouping

of the transducers by signal environments. The emitters and

detectors presented in the figures are generic rather than

specific models. A list of specific representative trans-

ducers is given in Appendix B.

3.4 DETECTION AND PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

3.4.1. Passive Infrared Sensors

3.4.1.1 Physical Phenomenon of Intrusion

A passive infra-red detector alarms on the IR energy

emitted by an intruder. No emitter is required to illum-

inate the area to be secured for the detector to operate.

All objects radiate IR energy. The wavelength and amount

of the energy is a function of an object's temperature,

color and surface texture. IR energy is always present

in a given area and changes very slowly with temperature. -

The passive IR detector responds to the abrupt change of

IR energy with respect to the background level caused

when an intruder enters its field of view.
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3.4.1.2 Detectors --

A human body at an average temperature of 98.6 0 F emits IR

energy predominantly at wavelengths from 8 to 14 microns

and radiates an amount of energy roughly equivalent to a

50 watt source. IR energy at these wavelengths is invis-

ible to the human eye. An IR sensing element for energy

at these wavelengths works upon the principle of respond-

ing to the change in its temperature due to being illum-

inated by IR energy received from its field of view.

Three types of detectors are currently used in commerci-

ally available passive infra-red sensors. These are

thermistors, thermopiles, and pyroelectric sensors. A

thermistor changes resistance as its temperature changes.

A thermopile is made up of several thermocouples connec-

ted in series and produces a change in generated voltage
for a change in temperature of the element. The pyro-

electric detector changes its polarization with a change

in its temperature and is the most sensitive and quickest

to respond of the three types. The pyroelectric detector

is constructed from a crystal to which parallel electrode

plates are attached. The crystal exhibits an internal

electric field which results from the alignment of elec-

tric dipole moments. The electric field is directly pro-

portional to crystal temperature because the degree of

7 alignment can be disturbed by phonon vibration. If the

temperature of the crystal varies, the electric field

also changes and the change will produce an observable

current when the electrodes are connected to external

circuitry. The pyroelectric effect depends on the rate

of change of temperature, and any steady radiation from

stationary objects in thermal equilibrium will not be de-

tected. Thus the detector inherently cancels out signals

3-17
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from stationary scene elements and responds to radiation

that emanates from moving objects provided that the in-
tensity of radiation of the moving objects differs from

that of the background.

For increased signal and sensitivity, the scene under

surveillance can be focused on the pyroelectric cell with

a lens or with a curved mirror. The choice between the

two may be based in part on the fact that a lens must be

made from a material that passes IR energy from 8 to 14

microns. Glass cannot pass radiation much beyond one

micron. Therefore the lens must be made of such costly

materials as Germanium or Zinc Selenide. A mirror how-

ever is required only to reflect IR energy and can be

made from any of a wide array of materials including sil-

vered glass, and turns out to be much less expensive than

the lens.

3.4.1.3 Dual Element Sensor

A type of passive IR sensor that is currently available

. - and widely used for interior intrusion detection purposes

contains a dual-element pyroelectric detector and a mul-

tisection mirror. The multisection mirror breaks the

overall area of coverage into smaller separate fields-of-

view. The number of fields-of-view equals the number of

mirror sections. This arrangement provides more sensi-

tivity than a continuous surface mirror because as an in-

truder moves in and out of the fields-of-view, the output

of the detector is caused to vary between the background

level and the intrusion level. The multisection mirror

is thus particularly helpful for the situation of a uni-

form background of radiation.

3-18
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A dual element detector is used to cancel out the effects

of background and ambient temperature variations. The

two elements are connected in series opposition such that

their combined voltage is the difference between their

individual voltages. As an intruder moves through one of

*the fields-of-view, the radiation emitted by him falls on

one of the elements before the other. This causes a net

signal out from the pair and forms a pre-alarm condition.

By sensing the order in which the elements receive a

-, stimulus, one can determine in which direction the intru-

* der is moving. If the intruder continues to move across

the fields-of-view, the differential signal fluctuates at

a rate which is proportional to his speed. In order to

distinguish between intrusion and nuisance phenomenon,

.~' ~:the number of signal fluctuations may be counted, and a

minimum count threshold of 2 or 3 can be set which must

be exceeded for an alarm to be issued.

-' Although there are many equivalent beams of coverage with

this sensor, one cannot obtain any bearing information on

the intruder. This is so because no matter which beam is

entered, the only indication is a signal level change

from the detector. One cannot relate the signal level

~ ~* change to the exact beam entered because all beams are
ultimately focused on the same detector.

3.4.1.4 Imaging, One-Dimension Scan

A passive IR sensor that uses a one-dimensional scanned

imaging technique employs as a detector either a row of

pyroelectric cells or a single pyroelectric cell and a

mechanism such as an oscillating or vibrating mirror.

The image of the area under surveillance is focused on

- the detector the output of which consists of a video sig-
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nal similar to a single scanned line from a video camera.

In order to alarm on a moving target when the mechanical

scanning technique is used, scan-to-scan cancellation

must be employed to subtract out the video information

resulting from stationary elements of the scene.

With a non-mechanical scanning technique such as an elec-

tronically scanned row of cells, scan-to-scan cancella-

tion is not necessary because the background radiation-

pattern does not sweep past each cell and is in fact con-

stant. The signal out of each cell for stationary scene

elements is close to zero because of the capacitive na-

ture of the pyroelectric cells. The row of cells may be

* . read out either by an on-chip CCD shift register if the

assembly is integrated, or with the use of a separate

analog multiplexer if it is not. For horizontal scan-

ning, the azimuth of the target is proportional to the

position along the scan at which it is detected. Anti-

nuisance processing includes setting a requirement for a
minimum indicated degree of movement along the row of

cells and of determining that the response is continuous

along the cells.

Ranging with a single detector assembly is not practical

and can only be done to a crude approximation. If the

* width of all targets were a constant (far from true) the

range of a target would be proportional to the width of

the image. With the use of two detector assemblies, how-

ever, it is possible to calculate the target range by-

* triangulation provided that the two assemblies are sepa-

rated.
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3.4.1.5 Imaging, Two Dimensional Scan

A passive IR imaging sensor that scans in two dimensions
can use as a detector either a pyroelectric camera tube,

a two-dimensional array of pyroelectric cells, or a row

4 of pyroelectric cells in conjunction with an oscillating

or vibrating mirror. Two dimensional arrays of pyro-

S. electric cells may be mounted in IC packages with built-

-. in CCD shift registers and clocking circuitry to shift

the output of the array through a single video output

port.

In order to cancel out stationary picture elements when a

mechanical scanning technique is used, frame-to-frame

cancellation must be employed. This is not required when

an electronically scanned detector is used for the same

reasons as given in the section on one-dimensional scan-

ned passive IR imaging sensors.

Pyroelectric cameras, designed to provide standard TV

type output (512 lines-per-frame, 60 frames-per-second)

S:5 have been proposed for intrusion detection. They are not

well suited for the task because of the high data rate.

The only practical way to use them is in the "stare" mode

where data is output only for pixels that have changed
from one scan to the next. Even so the scan rate of 60

frames-per-second is much too fast for the intrusion sen-

.- sor application.

When the orientation of the sensor is such that scanningi4,
is done in a vertical or near vertical plane, both azi-

muth and height information is obtained on the target.

"" It is more difficult for an intruder to elude the two di-

mensionally scanned sensor by passing under or over its

3-21
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field-of-view than for the one-dimensionally scanned sen-

sor since the field-of-view has height as well as width.

The azimuth of the target is proportional to the position

along the scan of the moving target image center with re-

spect to the vertical edges of the scan. With a two di-

mension scanning technique the extreme edges of the tar-

get image in the horizontal direction can be determined

more accurately than with the one-dimension scanning

technique. The left-most edge can be found by vertically

searching the stored matrix of pixels along each column

starting with the left-most column to detect the first

column which contains any target image video. The right-

most boundary can be found in a similar fashion by searc-

hing right to left.

As in the case of a one-dimensional scan, ranging is not

practical and can only be done to a crude approximation.

3.4.2 Passive, Electrostatic Sensors

3.4.2.1 Physical Phenomenon of Intrusion

A passive electrostatic sensor alarms on the electric

- field emitted by an intruder. To emit an electric field

the intruder must first have accumulated an electrical

charge on his body. He can do this by walking across a

rug or brushing by a wall.

3.4.2.2 Detection

One way to detect the electric field is to employ a very

high gain FET input operational amplifier to amplify the

difference in potential that is electrically induced -

across the ends of a wire placed in the field. If the
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wire is oriented in line with the lines-of-force from the

intruder, the free electrons in the wire will move along

the wire in a direction opposite to that of the diL'ection

of the electric field and the ends of the wire will be-
come oppositely charged. The operational amplifier amp-

lifies the induced voltage. The output of the amplifier

-. can be level detected to alarm on a minimum value of

electrostatically induced voltage in the wire.

3.4.2.3 Problems of Implementation

The major weakness of this detection technique is the

large degree of uncertainty that the intruder will accu-

mulate a charge on his body. Even if a rug is installed
in the room to cause the charge build-up, the intruder

may discharge himself during normal movements in the room

g by touching grounded objects. Also the humidity would

have to be kept low in the room.

The proposed sensor would be subject to a large degree of

environmental noise in the form of stray electrical

fields. A major contributor would be AC fields at multi-

ples of the power line frequencies. The strength of the

stray electrical AC fields would be much larger than the
I .~ slowly varying electric field emitted by an intruder.

.6. 3.4.3 Active Electric Field Sensors

*J ~.*3.4.3.1 Physical Phenomenon of Human Intrusion

An active electric field sensor alarms on the effect of

human presence on an electric field which is generated in

a space to be protected. The most effective way to meas-
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ure or detect this electric field disturbance is to meas-

ure or detect the change in capacitance caused by the di-

electric and conductive properties of the human body.

The capacitance of the object to be measured can be con-

sidered to be the detector portion of an active electric

field sensor. The object must consist of two separate

* . conductive pieces such as a wire and ground, two wires,

two metal plates, or their equivalent.

3.4.3.2 Currently Available Sensors

Several commercially available sensors operate upon the

active electric field principle though none can be con-

sidered to offer interior volumetric protection. One

type is the proximity detector which offers point protec-

tion, e.g., it is designed to alarm when an intruder con-

tacts or is in close proximity to a designated position

in an area to be secured. It is used to protect metal

objects such as safes or filing cabinets which form one

portion of the capacitor. The object is placed on a

grounded conducting plane but is insulated from it by

thin insulating pads. The metal object is connected to

one input terminal of the proximity sensor and forms part

of a sharply tuned resonant circuit. The other input

terminal of the proximity detector is connected to

ground. An oscillator in the sensor generates an rf cur-

rent which is passed through the resonant circuit and

causes a given voltage drop across it. When an intruder

touches or comes near the metal object he causes an ef-

fective change in the dielectric constant of the space in

the vicinity of the object which changes the capacitance,

detunes the resonant circuit, causes a change in ampli-

tude of the voltage across it, and triggers the alarm in- r
dication.
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Another type of active electric field sensor is the elec-

U tric field fence sensor which is designed to provide ex-

tenior protection. Sensors of this type are made up of

~ several parallel wires strung above ground either suppor-
ted on a fence or parallel to it and supported on sepa-

rate posts. One form of fence sensor uses active wires

and passive wires. An AC generator excites the active

wires with a voltage of 300 volts or more and the passive

wires have a voltage induced into them by capacitive

* coupling with the active wires. An intruder attempting

* - to crawl under the wires or trying to pass through the

space between an active wire and a passive wire changes

the capacitive coupling between the wires and therefore

* the amount of induced voltage in the passive wires which

* sets the alarm indication.

Another type of electric field fence sensor uses wires

that are all active. Each pair of active wires is driven

by the same AC voltage source. Both wires of the pair

are balanced to ground with RC networks such that the

S voltage drops of both wires are the same in phase and am-

* plitude. When an intruder approaches the pair of wires

and is closer to one than the other he changes the capa-

citance to ground and upsets the balance between the vol-

tages of the two wires which triggers the alarm condi-

* tion.

3.4.3.3 Sensors for Interior Space Protection

Neither the proximity detector nor the electric field

fence sensors as described above can be used directly to

provide interior space protection with ranging capabili-

ty. The main limitation of a proximity detector is the
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lack of sensitivity with distance of the intruder from

the capacitive elements. Beyond a range of one meter the

electric field intensity is considerably lower and the

signal-to-noise ratio decreases to an extent that makes

for unreliable alarming. Installing more than one proxi-

mity detector in a room and with a common processor would

allow for fuller coverage of the area with some ranging

capability. Existing metal objects distributed in a room

could be wired separately to a multiple input proximity

sensor processor. These objects might be filing cabi-

nets, metal partitions, metal shelf units, etc. This

method would be highly dependent upon the arrangement of

the area to be secured and would not necessarily allow

for uniform coverage of the area.

More uniform coverage could be obtained with an array of

proximity detector elements installed in the floor dis-

tributed evenly throughout the area. These could consist 1

of metal plates mounted flush with the surface of the

floor and could be painted to resemble the floor. The

plates could be alternately the signal plates and ground

plates of the proximity detector array and each separate

pair of plates would form the tuning capacitor of a sepa-
rate resonant circuit. This type of multiple detector

sensor would be difficult if not impractical to install

* because the wiring would have to be installed under the

floor. Positional information on the intruder would be

obtained from this system but it would be limited in

resolution to the number of pairs of plates installed. C
* Instead of mounting the plates directly into the floor

they could be mounted in a mat with the wiring included

in the mat. This would make installation easier, but the

limitation on resolution of the positional intruder data

would still exist. 4
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Instead of an array of proximity detector elements in a

p floor mat, a grid of wires could be installed. The wires

could be excited and sensed as described for the electric

field fence sensors in the preceding section. This sen-

sor would yield positional data on the intruder but would

MP be limited in resolution by the density of wires in the

grid. Also the signal pickup between the wires oriented

in one direction with those oriented at right angles may

present problems in balancing out the detection circuit-

ry.

Merely placing arrays of capacitive elements in the floor

does not provide total volumetric coverage of the room.

The height above the floor in range of the array is one

meter or less. Placing arrays of detectors in the ceil-

ing in addition would increase the degree of coverage

too, but it would not be totally volumetric. The size of

the installation effort and the large number of detection

elements needed to provide both floor and ceiling detec-

tors makes this arrangement impractical. when the degree

of uncertainty of the development of a successful and re-

liable sensor with the techniques described above is also

taken into consideration, it becomes apparent that the

idea of the use of an active electric field sensor as an

interior motion detector should be ruled out.

3.4.4 Passive Magnetic Sensors

3.4.4.1 Physical Phenomenon of Human Intrusion

A passive magnetic sensor detects the magnetic field

caused by the presence of a human intruder. The human

body does not generate an appreciable magnetic field,

i.e., one that can be easily measured at any distance
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from it. If the intruder carries an object made of mag-1

netic material either in his hands or as part of his

clothing the magnetic permeability of the space in his
immediate vicinity will be increased over that of non-

magnetic material. If the intruder is near a passive

magnetic sensor, such as a coil of wire which does not

have a current flowing in it, this change of permeability

does not cause a response in the detector since no mag-

netic lines of force are generated by the coil. However,

the Earth's magnetic field in the vicinity of the intru-

der will be distorted by the magnetic material carried by

the intruder. As the antruder passes either through or

by the coil, a number of magnetic lines near the coil

will be shifted out of their normal equilibrium position

and will be cut by the wire of the coil. This induces an

EMF in the coil which is amplified and forms the basis

for alarming. -

A 3.4.4.2 Probability of Detection

Tne passive magnetic detector depends upon the intruder

carrying a piece of magnetic material past the detector

coil for detection. The probability that this will occur
is so uncertain that this method of detection cannot be

considered to provide adequate protection if used as the

only intrusion sensor in an area. A further deficiency
of this technique is that it does not lend itself to the

requirements of providing volumetric coverage of a room

and positional or ranging information on the target.

To meet these latter requirements a large array of sens-

ing coils would have to be installed in the ceiling,

walls, and floor of a room. The resolution would be
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limited by the area covered by each sensing coil. The

large effort required to install the system makes it im-
practical for an interior motion sensor.

3.4.5 Active RF Sensors

3.4.5.1 Physical Phenomenon of Intrusion

An active RF sensor operates upon the principle of illumina-

ting the area to be secured with electromagnetic waves at

radio frequencies and of detecting disturbances in the radi-

ated field produced by the presence or motion of a human in-

truder in the area. This principle is the same as that used

in radar and the active RF sensor is in fact a radar. The

*lower limit of the frequency band of the radar is dictated by

the resolution requirement for human targets. To reflect a

detectable amount of energy from a human target, the wave-

length of the incident signal should be comparable to or pre-

ferably smaller than the average dimension of a person in the

beam measured at right angles to the beam. if for an average

sized adult, the body width is estimated to be 0.5m, the

wavelength of the signal used to illuminate the area should

be .5mu or less which corresponds to a frequency of 600 MHz or

~' ~.more. CW RF sensors operating at 60 MHz are presently being

* developed for exterior intrusion detection by Computing De-

vices Company, Ottawa, Canada for the U.S. Air Force. Compu--

ting Devices is also under contract with the U.S. Army BRADC

to investigate similar sensors for interior use. While they

have found frequencies as low as 30 MHz to be useful, in gen-

eral, resolution of human radar targets improves with the use

of higher frequencies.

The practical upper limit of the frequency band to be em-

ployed is limited by the state-of-the-art in microwave compo-
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nents available for operation at multi-GHz frequencies. The

K-band (12.5 to 40 GHz) forms the current upper limit for -

most radar applications. At higher frequencies operation is

made difficult by the design problems of higher noise, low

receiver sensitivity and difficulty of obtaining sufficient

transmitted power. Further limitation of the frequencies of

operation is provided by the FCC which has set aside the

following frequencies of operation for microwave intrusion

detectors: 915 MHz plus or minus 13 MHz, 2450 MHz plus or

minus 15 MHz, 5800 MHz plus or minus 15 MHz, 10525 MHz plus

* or minus 25 MHz, and 24125 MHz plus or minus 50 MHz.

The remaining sections on active RF sensors describe in de-

tail and analyze four different radar techniques for applica-

tion to interior intrusion detection which have the capabili-
ty of providing range information on the target. The analy-

sis shows that two of the techniques, the pulsed and modula-

ted CW, exceed the FCC bandwidth limitations and cannot be

used. One of the techniques, the interferometric, cannot be

applied at the short ranges that exist indoors. It is con-

cluded that the only technique that can be considered which

meets FCC regulations and yields ranging information on the

target is the multiple-frequency CW technique. Most of the

equations and generalized systems described in the following

sections were obtained from Reference 1.

3.4.5.2 Pulsed Sensors

The classical radar technique uses a narrow pulse of electro-

magnetic energy transmitted at a low duty factor and measures

range by timing the round trip path to a reflecting object.

The pulsed technique is simple and has several advantages

with respect to false target discrimination. It can readily
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discriminate against targets outside of the range limits of

interest. Stated differently, range can be measured unambig-

uously over arbitrary limits by choice of pulse repetition

interval and the interval over which we choose to accept echo

returns. Furthermore, we can adjust the receiver gain as a

- function of range so that targets of a given size produce the

same level signal regardless of range.

Neither of these techniques is available with the CW radar,

which is primarily a motion sensor rather than a range sen-

*' sor. The pulsed ranging sensor has another advantage related

to motion sensing that is particularly applicable to the in-

trusion detector. It can measure motion, or more properly

the change of position of the targets observed, over arbi-

trarily long intervals. With the CW sensor, there is a prac-

tical lower limit to rate of motion that can be detected,

since it is determined by the cut-off frequency of a high-

pass filter.

While the pulsed technique is simple to apply for measuring

range over intervals measured in miles, where pulses of sev-

eral hundred nanoseconds duration are used, it presents dif-

ficulties for the intrusion sensor application. Here the

maximum range is 10-20 meters and a resolution of no more

than 1-2 meters is required. Since the range delay (round

trip time) for electromagnetic radiation is about six nano-

seconds/meter, very short pulses would be required - 10 nano-

seconds or less. The interval of interest (for reception

after the transmitted pulse) is no more than about 120 nano-

seconds. The circuitry that produces the pulses and pro-

cesses the echoes must be correspondly fast. While suci high

speed circuitry is not beyond the state of the art, it is in

general more expensive and difficult to use and maintain than

slower speed circuitry.
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Another disadvantage is that the RF bandwidth required would

preclude approval under the current FCC regulations. Part

.N 15, Subparagraph F of the FCC Rules and Regulations governs

devices of this type (intrusion sensors). Five nominal oper-

ating frequencies are set aside at 915, 2450, 5800, 10,525

and 24,125 MHz with band limits ranging from +/-13 MHz at the

low end to +/-50 MHz at the high end. These limits include

drift of the transmitter as well as modulation components. A

rectangular pulse of 20 nanoseconds duration would have a-

spectral width to the first nulls of +/-50 MHz. To allow for

transmitter drift and to include the modulation components

outside of the first nulls, a pulse width of several times 20

nanoseconds would be required.

3.4.5.3 Pulsed System Design

This section presents the design of a pulsed radar for inter-

ior intrusion detection without regard to the FCC regulations

mentioned above. This is done to illustrate whether develop-

ment of a pulsed radar is feasible at all. The following de-
sign parameters must be chosen; radio frequency, pulse dura-

tion, and PRF.

In the case of RF, immunity to interference from other sour-

ces would favor choice of a higher frequency, while sensitiv-

ity considerations would favor lower frequencies. The latter

is true since the path loss is proportional to frequency. It

is also true that the target cross section increases with

frequency also, but this effect does not offset the path loss

increase. With lower frequencies then a system could operate

with less transmitted power. With higher frequencies it is

possible to get narrow antenna beam widths with physically
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smaller antennas. This, however, is not a consideration

-.here, where relatively wide beamwidths are desireable. Be-
*:" fore choosing an RF, we consider the other parameters.

The pulse width is determined by the resolution desired in

4 athe range dimension. A ten nanosecond pulse will provide a

resolution of about 1.5 meters. This is also the minimum de-
tectable range. Closer targets will return echoes while the

transmitter is still on and will not be detectable.

The maximum PRF is determined by the desired unambiguous

range interval. A PRF of 1 MHz will provide an interval of

150 meters, certainly enough for an interior intrusion sen-

sor. Lower PRFs will decrease the likelihood of false indi-

cations but will provide less reflected power and hence less

sensitivity. Lower PRFs will provide more time to process

the data from each pulse. This may well determine the prac-

tical upper limit for the PRF.

3.4.5.4 Processing Schemes

The transmitter produces a pulse of 10 nanoseconds duration

and the receiver looks for some period following this.

A 100 nanosecond period provides a range of 15 meters, a

reasonable limit for the interior sensor. During this time

echos from one or more targets will be received. The sim-

pleat processing scheme simply measures the distance to the
nearest target above some threshold. We refer to this as a

one-dimensional system since the measured data is a single

quantity. Our decision could be based on the value of this

quantity, but a more useful process considers the variation

of this quantity with time.
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Figure 3-7 shows the system, consisting of transmitter, an-

tenna, receiver pulser and timer. The timer output is digi-

tal and provides data to a digital processor. The timer may

be digital as shown in Figure 3-8 or analog as shown in 3-9.--

The digital timer requires a high speed counter and a clock

rate of several hundred MHz to obtain resolution. The analog

circuit can use a relatively slow analog to digital converter

but requires a high speed operational amplifier for the inte-

grator circuit. In either case it is possible to integrate

the measurement process over a number of pulses by not reset--

ting the counter or discharging the integrator.

This sensor is relatively simple and can be implemented easi-

ly in either the digital or analog version. Unfortunately,

integration of the measurement interval over a number of pul-

ses, while improving accuracy, does not contribute any im-

provement to sensitivity. We must still provide enough sig-

nal at the receiver relative to noise to provide reliable

triggering with a threshold set so that no triggering occurs

on noise alone. If this is not the case then the probability

density function for the range measurement is as shown in

Figure 3-10. With no target the curve would follow the

dashed line.

For a uniform probability p that the threshold will be ex-

ceeded by noise alone (no STC applied), the probability that

the range measurement will fall in the kth range bin is

i.e. the probability of detection in the current bin times

the probability that no detection has occurred in previous

bins.
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When a target is present at Rur (Figure 3-10) of sufficient

U size that detection is virtually certain, then the area re-

maining in the noise-only curve at ranges greater than RT

gets squeezed up into a peak centered on RT. obviously the
distribution is not symmetrical about RTr except over a small

range. Therefore, integration will not compensate for the

lowered threshold. This would not be the case if we inte-

grated the receiver output before applying it to the thres-

hold detector. Then the signal-to-noise power ratio required

for a given level of detection capability would be reduced by
a factor between N and VN where N is the number of pulses in-

tegrated.

Pre-threshold integration would add a measure of complexity

to the system. It might be done as shown in Figure 3-11.
The receiver output is combined with a delayed sample. If

the delay is exactly equal to the pulse-repetition interval

then successive outputs from the same range bin will "pile

-- * up". The delay can be incorporated in the frequency deter-

mining circuit of the pulser to ensure that the delay matches

the PRI.

There is a serious problem with the delay line integrator in

that a delay line with a large delay to rise-time ratio is

required. if the feedback loop gain is close to unity as

would be required for effective sensitivity improvement via

* post detection integration, then each pulse circulates

through the delay line many times before its effect dies out.

As far as the effect on the waveform of the signal is con-

cerned this is equivalent to passing the signal through a

number of delay lines in series.
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Suppose we wish to integrate 100 pulses. If the range bin

increment is 10 nanoseconds then we would like to keep the

rise time of the processed pulse down to about 4 nanoseconds.

7.; ~7.Now the rise time is proportional to the reciprocal of the

bandwidth and the bandwidth of n cascaded networks relative

* to the bandwidth of a single network is

B/B1 = _l___

and the rise time ratio is the reciprocal of this expression.

For n - 100, B/Bl = .0833. The rise time for the delay line

would have to be .0833 x 4 - .33 nanoseconds. If the delay

is 1 microsecond a delay rise time ratio of 3,000 is re-
quired. This is certainly not feasible with lumped constant

delay lines. It is possibly achievable with ultrasonic delay

lines but at considerably greater cost.

SA more sophisticated system measures the signal present in a

number of range bins rather than simply the distance to the

nearest target. This system is multi-dimensional with as

many dimensions as there are separate range bins. Time vari-

ation of the multi-dimensional signal adds still another di-

mension. The system is somewhat more complex than the previ-

ous one.

* * Figure 3-12 shows a possible implementation. A high speed

A/D converter samples the receiver output and provides a
series of digitized outputs which are stored in a high speed

buffer memory. To be compatible with the pulse width and

range resolution, the converter has to run at a 100 MHz rate.

This is feasible under the current state of the art. Ana-

log-to-digital converters that operate at a 100 MHz rate are

available and ECL memory can be used for the buffer.
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A system that does not require such ultra high speed compo-

nents is shown in Figure 3-13. Instead of reading data for

all range bins on every transmitted pulse, this system only

reads one. The sample point is moved progressively further

from the transmitted pulse for each measurement. A variable

delay device generates the sampling delay with a sawtooth

variation. A much slower A/D converter can now be used al-
a-

though a high speed sample and hold circuit is required.

A delay line integrator could be used with either of the
multi-dimensional systems. The integration can be done digi-

tally however, in the systems, although at some penalty in

processing time.

3.4.5.5 Pulsed Sensor Range Calculation

U iIn this section the transmitter power required for a pulsed

* l.. sensor is calculated. The radar equation is

P G
P t

r-1 (4) R

where Pr is the received power, Pt the transmitted power, G

the antenna gain, X the wavelength, a the target cross sec-

tional area and R the range. The minimum received power is

related to the receiver bandwidth and noise figure by

rmin Fk To B(S/N)min

LIj where F is the receiver noise figure, k is Boltzmann's con-

. stant, To a 290 0 K, B is the receiver bandwidth and S/N is the

required signal-to-noise ratio.
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The minimum required signal-to-noise ratio is determined by

the probability of detection required, the permissable false

alarm ratio and the number of pulses integrated. It is also

a function of how the integration is done. For detection on

a single pulse with 99% probability and negligible false

alarm rate, a signal-to-noise ratio of about 16 dB is re-

quired. If the decision is based on n integrated pulses

rather than a single pulse then the single pulse SIN ratio is

reduced by a factor nE(n). E(n)= 1 for coherent (predetec-

tion integration). For post detection integration E(n) is a

function of n, the probability of detection and the false

alarm ratio. A lower limit is /n. For a human operator

viewing a CRT display, E(n) approaches the lower limit.

The integration improvement factor nE is a slowly varying
function of the false alarm and detection probabilities. A

good approximation is-

nEi(n) n .83 n<20

2n*6 0 n>20

These relationships assume that all pulses are weighted

equally in the integration. with a delay line integrator

this would require exact unity gain around the loop, impos-

sible to achieve. In the digital scheme equal weighting is

possible. with equal weighting it is necessary to periodic-

ally reset the accumulator. This presents no great problem.

Another technique, however, is to add the latest value to a

fraction a~ of the previous sum. Thus the contribution to the

sum of a pulse received k intervals previous to the present

is akrelative to that of the latest pulse. This scheme

further reduces the integration improvement factor by about

.9
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* The minimum transmitter power required can be written

34 3 R4 max k ToBF(S/N)IminPtmin X2 atn lmi n nE(n)

where (S/N)limin is the single pulse minimum signal-to-noise

ratio. cmin is next estimated.

The radar cross section of a man is discussed in Reference 2.
V2The authors measured values ranging from .2 to 1.75 M2 for

frequencies in the range 1120 MHz to 9375 MHz. Variations

were functions of frequency, polarization and aspect angle.

The measurements were made with a standing man. Precautions

were taken to eliminate multipath via the ground reflection

and distances were chosen where possible to assure a plane

wavefront at the target. Ground reflections, posture other

S than standing and closer ranges where the wavefront would not

be a plane could all tend to reduce the cross-section. We

choose a value of 0.1 M2 to provide some safety margin in the

calculation.

Assume Rmax 20 m, G = 3 dB, n = 100, and F 1 10 dB. A 10

ns pulse width requires an RF PRF of 200 MHz, and a video

bandwidth Bvid of 100 MHz. The effective bandwidth, to be

used in the calculation of the noise level is

B (2B Bv2dB = rfBvid Bvid

in this case 173 MHz. The single pulse (S/N)min - 16 dB and

the improvement factor for 100 pulse integration is 30. With

these inputs the minimum peak transmitter power is approxi-

*mately 8 watts.
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This, of course, is the peak power. The average power is

less by the duty factor, Tfp, where T is the pulse width (10

ns) and f is the pulse repetition frequency. Suppose we
p

"-. wish to make the measurement in one ms. This means that we

have to transmit 100 pulses in that period. The PRF is 100

kHz. The duty factor is 10-8.105 =o10 - 3. The average power

is 8 mw.

An antenna gain of 2 was assumed. Hence the effective radi-

ated power is 16 mw. Under FCC regulations an ERP of 75 mw

is allowed (although not the bandwidth required for the pul-

sed system). There is margin therefore, for good performance

with reasonable a transmitter design.

3.4.5.6 CW RF Ranging

The primary measurement available with CW radar is target

velocity. This it can provide unambiguously by measurement

of Doppler frequency. It is possible to measure range as

well with a "CW" system by modulation of the CW carrier or by

transmitting simultaneously on more than one frequency. This

A section shows why only the latter is potentially useful for

the intrusion sensor application.

The transmitted signal in the general case can be expressed

as

E(t) - A(t)sin (wct + g(t))

where A(t) and $(t) are the amplitude and phase modulation

functions reapectively. For a "CW" system only phase modu-

lation is used and the receiver output is derived by mixing

the received signal with the transmitted signal.
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This may be expressed

R(t) = sin (w T + 4(t) -

where r is the range delay. If the target has a component of

radial motion, T is a function of time T + 2r't The re-0 c
ceiver output then is

R(t) sin ( 2Wcr't $t) - 0(t-To))
c

when the constant phase term wCTo and the time varying delay

component in (t-r) have been dropped.

The first term in the phase function is the Doppler frequency

component. The other two terms may be used to determine T

and hence the range with a suitable selection of (t). One

choice is M(t) = 4o sin Wmt. Then 0(t) - c(t-TO) =

O'2(l-cos wmTo) cos (wmt + O). e = tanI ((1-cos WmT).
,-J

The receiver output then has the form of a sinusoidally phase

modulated carrier with the Doppler frequency taking the role

of carrier. Range information is contained in the amplitude

- of the modulation component, 6(2-2 cos WT0) For wm To

small this is approximately 60m 0 .

has to be chosen large enough so that wmTo will have some

measureable value in the range interval of interest. If this

interval is 20 meters and ISt0 is chosen at the maximum range

- .003 (corresponding to about 1 degree) then the modulating

' frequency fm is 6.8 kHz. This is at least a magnitude great-

er than any Doppler component that would be obtained from a

moving human intruder even at the maximum RF (24 GHz). The

received signal cannot be processed as a modulated carrier.
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Another form of ranging modulation takes the form 4(t) = kt2 .

This produces a linear frequency modulation, the instantane-

ous frequency of the transmitted waveform being + 2kt. In

this 0(t) - 4(t-T0 ) - 2kT0 t-kT0'. The first term represents

a frequency that is added to the Doppler component. The sec-
v-ond is a fixed phase term that can be neglected. The re-

ceived signal is a sirusoid with frequency fd + kT/7. There
is no way, in this case, to separate the Doppler component

from the range component. It is possible, however, to modu-

late the frequency of the transmitted signal in a sawtooth

fashion so that the constant k alternates between positive

and negative values. The receiver output then alternates

between fd + kT0 /i and fd - kT0 /r.

In order to separate returns from moving and fixed targets, k

should be chosen small enough so that kT0 /r for the maximum

range for fixed targets is less than the minimum Doppler fre-

quency. This unfortunately makes ranging modulation quite

small for close in targets. Range differences must be detec-

ted, else the system is no more than a Doppler motion detec-

tor. Small components must be detected then at the scanning
frequency rate. The returns from fixed targets, which will

undoubtedly be large since these include the walls of the

room, have phase discontinuities at the transitional points

of the modulating waveform. These potentially will cause am-

ple components at the modulating rate to occur in the output

of the discriminator used to measure the ranging modulation.
.9-,

Another means of processing is available for the linear sweep

modulation system. The power density spectra of the received
signal during the up and down sweeps can be measured and com-

pared. Specifically one can be subtracted from the other.

Stationary target echos will cancel, while moving ones will
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produce paired returns in frequency cells separated by an

amount proportional to range.

.: N:The range resolution is determined by the scan rate and the

frequency resolution in the measured spectrum. One still

must keep the maximum offset less than the minimum Doppler to

.. prevent fold-over frequency components for minimum velocity

targets at the maximum range.

For a minimum Doppler of 20Hz (corresponding to a velocity of

': ~12.5 cm/sec for a 24 GHz RF), and a maximum range of 20

meters,

k d T = fdd/Rmax f T.20.3xI0 8/20 = 942 x 106
rad/sec

Now the minimum range measureable is determined by the fre-

quency resolution in the measured spectra and this is l/Ts

where Ts is the scan period (upsweep or downsweep).

,rc
Now Ts 0 4kR

for Rmin = 2 meters T. = .125 sec. The frequency scanned and

hence the bandwidth of the transmitter is .125 x 9 42/2r = 75
MHz which is far in excess of that allowable under FCC regu-

lations.

It is concluded that neither the pulsed or modulated CW tech-

nique is particularly suited for the intrusion sensor appli-

cation. Neither can be implemented in a satisfactory form
. -. : under the existing FCC regulations. Even if this were set

aside, they both require fairly complex and expensive cir-

cuitry to implement without promising any outstanding per-

formance in terms of sensitivity or range resolution.
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3.4.5.7 Multiple Carrier CW Sensors

Another means for making simultaneous range and Doppler meas-

urements is by using multiple CW carriers. Consider the case

of two carriers at wi and w2* The transmitted signals are

sin wit and sin w2t. The received signals are

2R( 0  2r't
sin wl(t----- c

and

2R
0 2r'tsin w2(t- c

2 c C 5
These are mixed with the transmitted signals to produce

and

2car ' 2w2R 0

sin (2 -- t + 2 0C C

The phase difference between these two signals is .

AO = 2ARo + 2 c' tC C

If one chooses Aw such that the first term of this expression

is less than 27r for the maximum range, then unambiguous range

can be measured by measurement of the phase difference be-

tween the outputs. The second term of the expression is the

Doppler associated with the difference frequency and is

small. It expresses the change in phase shift associated

with the change in range as the target moves.
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Greater values of Aw will provide more precise range measure-
. ments but at the expense of ambiguities since phase shifts

modulo 2w are indistinguishable. To achieve precision with-

out ambiguity more than two carriers can be used. The larger

frequency spacings are used for precision with the smaller

ones used to resolve ambiguities. The multiple frequencies

"" can be transmitted simultaneously or sequentially in pairs.

Consider the simple, two frequency sensor shown in Figure

3-14. The receiver outputs are shown in Figure 3-15. The

"- .~measurement of phase shift is accomplished by detecting the

three zero crossings as shown at times to , tI and t2. The

phase difference is 2w(t1 -t0 )/(t 2-t0 ), and the range is

c R- ti-t 0  ti-t 0
T-. t2-t= = 'max t 2-to

* %The measurement of the three times will be in error by an

* amount At as a result of noise in the system. First
.4

AR (R 12 A2 t 0  + 6R 2 A2 tl + 6R 2

0 rms I rms 2

. 2 t 2  ]

".4 rms

-"At "-6R 2 6R 2 6R 2J}
t 0  Zi.

since the rms error is the same for all three times.

Now

RSR max- "Ei t2 t 0 Rmaxfd

" " 8R t-50

SR2
" -Rmax - "fdR . t2-t

6 R: -R m x ( t 2 o_ " -m
0 2 0 Rma34max"" 3-49
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Therefore

R 2-2 R
rms rms Rmaxfd 2(+i-ax) R + 2."amax

Now the slope of the signal at the zero crossing point is 2rr

fdS where S is the amplitude. The rms time error is

Atrms = Nrm s

27rf S

The signal to rms noise ratio is

Sr V 2 Nrms

Thus
1

and

rms 27r Rax R +-max Rmax

This has the value Rmax/2wr at R-Rmax and R 0 and a minimum

-' of '3/4 times this value at the midpoint R = Rmax/2•

If Rmax - 20 meters then Af, the frequency difference betweencarriers, is C/2Rax - 7.5 MHz. Next is computed the signal-.

to noise ratio and rms range error for representative designs

at RF carriers of .915, 10.25 and 24.125 GHz. At these fre-

quencies one is allowed a field strength of 50,000 micro-

volts/meter at 30 meters, per FCC regulations. This equates

to an effective radiated power (ERP) of 75mw. One-half of ,

this is available for each frequency. The radar equation is
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PtGtGr 2

- 347 T7.7T7

P

* (4 ) 3R4

Now PtGt 37.5 mw. Assume Gr - 3 dB; R - 20 m. As before

the radar cross section of a man is assumed to be .1 m 2 . Us-
ing the above figures the following received powers are cal-

culated:

FREQ - GHz Pr - dBm

.915 -86

10.25 -107

24.125 -114

To determine the signal-to-noise ratio it is necessary to

calculate the noise power. Noise power is proportional to

bandwidth, in the simple case the bandwidth required is twice

the maximum Doppler frequency. If one uses about 12.5 m/sec

as the maximum velocity, the bandwidths required are 160,

1800 and 4000 Hz respectively for .915, 10.25 and 24.125 GHz
,.-. carrier frequencies. The noise is -174 dBm/Hz + FdB where F

is the noise figure.

With an assumed noise figure of 10 dB the following values

for signal-to-noise ratio are calculated

FREQ - GHz S/N dB RMS Range Error- M

.915 57 .0045

10.25 24 .200

24.125 14 .635

At mid-range (10 m) the signal-to-noise ratios are better by

12 dB and the range errors smaller by a factor of 4.
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It is concluded that a dual frequency system operating at

either .915 or 10.25 GHz will operate with satisfactory sen-

sitivity and range measurement accuracy at ranges up to 20

.~ **.meters. The K-band frequency would also be satisfactory at a

shorter maximum range. This can be achieved within the FCC

Rules and Regulations.

There are problems with this approach, however. The sample

system described works with only one target. With multiple

targets present, it will provide data only for the strongest

target, or, where the targets are at nearly the same level

within about 3 dB, it will provide erroneous measurements.

Even a single intrude r might appear as multiple targets due

to different rates of motion of different parts of the body.

Multiple target discrimination on the basis of Doppler fre-

* quency may be possible, but would require a considerably more5 complex system.

3.4.5.8 Interferomueter Technique

3.4.5.8.1 Functional Description -It is possible to locate

a target by means of echoes and time difference measurements

without ranging directly. This is done by measuring angle-

of-arrival of echos at two spatially separated sites. The

target is located at the intersections of the two lines of

sight. As illustrated in Figure 3-16, angle-of-arrival can

be determined by measuring the difference in time-of-arrival

of echoes at two separated receivers. The time difference

can be measured by the same techniques used for ranging, i.e.

simple pulsing, pulse compression, CW swept FM, etc. It can

also be measured by measuring the phase difference of the

carriers of the received signals. In this case no modulation

is necessary and the device is known as an interferometer.
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An interferometer can measure angle unambiguously over a plus

or minus 900 sector if the two receivers are separated by

one-half wavelength at the carrier frequency. (The phase

shift will be less than plus or minus 1800 for any target.)
It is clear that for an interio- intrusion detector with

ranging, motion detection is essential, else the receiver

-' will be hopelessly cluttered with echoes from fixed targets-

'V4 walls, floors, furniture, etc. Therefore, instead of meas-

uring directly the phase difference between the carriers of

.-. the received signals, the phase difference between the ex-

:j. tracted Doppler frequencies of the two received signals is

measured. These signals are taken from the outputs of the

coherent detectors in the two receivers.

The fixed target returns can be eliminated by high-pass f il-

tering. The product of the two outputs is proportional to

* the cosine of the RE' phase difference.

.4 Figure 3-17 is a block diagram of a microwave interferometer.

The system transmits CW at about 1 GHz and the receiving

antennas are spaced about six inches apart. A sample of the

P transmitted carrier is used to mix with the received signals

and the resulting baseband output is high-pass filtered to

remove all but returns from moving targets.

The carrier phase-angle difference is preserved in the Dop-

- pier returns. Accordingly, these are limited to standardize

amplitude and the product taken. This should produce an out-

put proportional to the cosine of the bearing angle. Two or

more such systems would be required for location purposes.
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3.4.5.8.2 Limitations -The target bearing is given by the

~ .formula 9-sin- where e is the phase shift between the

-~ two received Doppler signals and d is the spacing between the

antennas. The phase difference between the two Doppler sig-
nals can be considered constant with respect to the direction

of target motion only when the distance from the target to
the receiving antennas is large enough that the two lines

drawn from the target to the antennas are essentially para-

Ilel. Unfortunately this is seldom the case for the distan-

ces involved in most interior locations. A diagram showing

* ~.-the geometrical relationships between a pair of receiving

antennas and a relatively close target is given in Figure

b3-18. If the target bearing e, the target velocity direc-
tion a and the target range R are as defined in the figure,

the two components of the target velocity projected on the

lines drawn from the antennas to target are V, and V2. If VI

is not equal to V 2, the Doppler frequencies received at the

two antennas will be different, and the phase difference be-

tween the two received Doppler signals will be continuously
changing and cannot be used to calculate the target bearing.

~ The difference between V, and V2 will now be derived.

tan iRsinO-d/2
.~ tn 10 Rcose

tan ~ sfld/
e2 Rcos0C

where 01 is the angle between the zero axis and the line from

the target to antenna 1, e2 is the angle between the zero

~. . axis and the line from the target to antenna 2, and d is the

-. distance between the antennas. The two velocities are:
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s.]

SV, - V cos a - e )

o*. , , V2 - V cos (c - e2 )

Therefore:

V1 = V cos [a - tan- I (tan e R )]
cose

V2 - V cos [a - tan- ' (tan e + 2 R d

cose

The difference between the velocities Vl, and V2 as a per-

centage of v1 is given by:

AV(%) - 100 x V

1-

-1
cos[a-tan (tane-D/2Rcose)]

Table II shows velocity differences which were calculated
with the use of the above formula with respect to various

target bearings and target directions of motion. These fig-

ures are calculated for a range R of 10 meters and a spacing
S..between antennas suitable for operation at 915 MHz. For this

frequency X - .328m and d - V/2 - .164m. As may be seen from

the table for the angles shown, the velocity differences

range from 0 to 20%. These large velocity differences will

*. '. result in proportionally large Doppler frequency differences

between the signals received at the two antennas. Therefore

the phase difference between the two received signals cannot

be considered a constant and ought not be used to obtain the

target bearing. Since, in general, an intruder is likely to

.be closer to a sensor than 10 meters, and a smaller range

will cause even greater Doppler frequency differences, it is
** rcohcluded that the interferometric technique cannot be ap-

plied co interior intrusion sensing for the purpose of ob-

' taining target bearing and subsequent range determination.
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TABLE II. PERCENT VELOCITY ERROR AS FUNCTION OF TARGET

BEARING AND DIRECTION

Target Target V1-V2

Bearing Directicn Vi

Deg Deg

0 0 0

0 45 -1.65

0 75 -6.31

0 85 -20.7

45 0 -1.14

45 45 0

45 75 -.667

45 85 -.97

80 0 1.6

80 45 .199

80 75 0

80 85 0

% -6

* .- ',
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Vo 3.4.6 Active Visible/IR Sensors

3.4.6.1 General

Beam-breaking, imaging, optical radar, and fiber optic tech-

* .niques can be used in both active visible light sensors and

active infrared (IR) sensors. Visible light sensors employ

-. photosensitive detector elements which respond to light wave-

lengths of from 500 to 1,000 nanometers. IR sensors use de-

tector elements with optical filters which restrict and en-

hance sensitivity to light in the 800 to 1,100 nanometer

range. Both types of sensors require external sources of

artificial or natural illumination which may produce light

distribution patterns ranging from narrow concentrated beams

, -to even general lighting. Active IR sensors have the advan-

tage of better concealability and may operate in totally dar-

kened interiors. This section describes beam-breaking, ima-

I ging optical radar, and fiber optic techniques as applied to

active visible/IR sensors.

3.4.6.2 Beam-Break

Beam-break sensors, also known as photoelectric sensors, di-

rect a beam of light from an emitter, typically an IR LED,

across an area to be protected at a photodetector. When an

intruder enters the area and breaks the beam, he reflects all

or a portion of the light. The reduced output of the photo-

detector forms the basis of an alarm. There are both bi-

static and monostatic sensor types. The bistatic sensor is

made up of two separate assemblies, one containing an emitter

and the other a detector. The emitter assembly is placed in

one location and the detector assembly in another. Placement
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is such that the beam from the emitter to the detector cuts

* across the expected path of an intruder. The beam can be

extended around corners if required with the use of mirrors.

In a monostatic sensor, both the emitter and the detector are

contained in one assembly. A separate assembly which con-

tains a mirror is required to reflect the beam back from the

emitter to the detector. The emitter/detector assembly is

placed on one side of a protected path and the mirror assem-

bly on the other side.

To reduce the nuisance affects of extraneous illumination, a

.4pulsed emitter can be used with synchronous detection cir-

cuitry on the detector end. Pulsing also increases the maxi-

mum separation possible between the emitter and the detector

because more power can be input into each pulse without ex-

ceeding the maximum average power dissipation of the emitter

-' element. Another advantage is that an intruder cannot defeat

the sensor with the use of a portable source of illumination. -

The beam break technique does not yield any ranging informa-

tion on a target. Alarm is given on loss of signal. if only .

one detector is used an alarm indicates that an intruder is

somewhere along the line of a beam. if several emitter/de-

tector pairs are located in a given area additional position-

4 al information on a target may be obtained, but no continuous

volumetric protection is given.

3.4.6.3 Imaging, one-Dimension Scan

A sensor which uses a one-dimensionally scanned imaging tech-
nique employs as a detector either a row of photosensitive

elements or a single photosensitive element and a mechanism
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such as an oscillating or vibrating mirror. The image of the

area under surveillance is focused on the detector of which

the output consists of a video signal similar to one scanned

line output from a video camera. In order to alarm on a mov-

ing target, scan-to-scan cancellation can be employed to sub-

tract out the video information resulting from stationary

elements of the scene. For horizontal scanning the azimuth

of the target is proportional to the position along the scan

of the center of the image of the moving target with respect

to the end of the scan.

For best contrast and highest signal-to-noise ratio, the

lighting of the scene should be as uniform as possible. Care

should be taken to prevent extraneous moving light such as

* from automobile headlights from falling on the scene since

this can be a source of nuisance alarms.

Ranging with a single detector assembly is not practical and

can only be done to a crude approximation. If the width of

all targets were a constant the range of a target would be V

proportional to the width of the image. with the use of two

detector assemblies however, it is possible to calculate the

target range provided that the two detector assemblies are

separated. The range can be calculated as a function of the

known distance between the two detector assemblies and the

target azimuths obtained from the two detector assemblies.

3.4.6.4 Imaging, Two-Dimensional Scan

An imaging sensor which scans in two dimensions can use as a

* detector either a video camera tube, a two-dimensional array

of photodiodes, or a row of photodiodes in conjunction with

an oscillating or vibrating mirror. Two-dimensional arrays

of photodiodes are currently available which are mounted in
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IC packages. Some contain built-in CCD shift registers and

clocking circuitry to shift the output of the array through a

single video output pin.

Video cameras or large photodiode arrays connected to stan-

* dard TV video circuitry (512 lines per frame and 60 frames

per second) can result in an information rate high enough to

require large sophisticated array processors for real-time

processing. If the resolution of the detector assembly ex-

ceeds the requirements of the intrusion detection sensor,

some steps can be taken to reduce the information rate to a

manageable degree. These include a lowering of the frame

rate, integration of the video signal, and the lowering of

the number of bits per video sample.

As with the one-dimensionally scanned imaging sensor, frame-

to-frame cancellation can be used to eliminate or reduce the

video output which results from stationary elements of a

scanned scene. This leaves only video information caused by

*moving targets. For best contrast and highest signal-to- N

noise ratio, the lighting of the scene should be as uniform

as possible. Care should be taken to prevent extraneous mov-

ing light such as from automobile headlights from falling on

e, the scene since this can be a source of nuisance alarms.

When the orientation of the sensor is such that scanning is

done in a vertical or near vertical plane, both azimuth and

height information is obtained on the target. It is more dif-

ficult for an intruder to elude the two dim~ensionally scanned 1

sensor by passing under or over its field-of-view than for

the one-dimensionally scanned sensor since the field-of-view

has height as well as width. The azimuth of the target is
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proportional to the position within the scan that it has de-

tected. With a two dimension scanning technique the extreme

edges of the target image in the horizontal direction can be

determined more accurately than with the one-dimension scan-

ning technique. The left-most edge can be found by vertical-
F." ly searching the stored matrix of pixels along each column

1' starting with the left-most column to detect the first column

which contains any target image video. The right-most boun-

dary can be found in a similar fashion by searching right to

left. As with a single detector assembly ranging is not

practical and can only be done to a crude approximation.

CI: 3.4.6.5 Pulsed Radar

A visible/IR pulsed radar sensor uses a pulsed emitter, typ-

ically a laser, to illuminate a target. The range of the tar-

* get is directly determined as a function of the measured

round trip time of a reflected pulse which may be detected by

a photodiode. In order to enhance returns from moving tar-

gets and cancel those of stationary targets, sweep-to-sweep

cancellation or integration techniques can be employed.

Distance measuring devices which operate under the principles

of pulsed optical radar are currently finding wide applica-

tion in the surveying industry. These devices use a mirror

reflector placed at the remote end of the dimension to be

measured in order to ensure a large amplitude return.%

Since the wavelengths of the illuminant is so short extremely

narrow pulse widths are possible with optical radars. Pulses

as narrow as one picosecond are possible with current laser

modulation technology. For interior intrusion sensor re-

quirements a wider pulse width can be used to reduce the
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bandwidth of the sensor circuitry. Assuming a minimum range

4% requirement of two meters, the maximum pulse width is 2 x 2/3

x 18or 13.3 nanoseconds. This is the pulse width necessary

for the reflected pulse not to overlap the emitted pulse at a

distance equal to the minimum range.

To measure the round trip time of a pulse, a binary counter

can be used. The counter is enabled to count a high fre-

quency clock from an external source by the transmit pulse

and is inhibited from counting by the received pulse. The

target range is proportional to the count indicated after the

counter is inhibited. For a range measurement accuracy of

+/-2m, a clock frequency of at least 1/13.3 x 10-9 or 75 MHz

is needed. To increase the accuracy to +/-.5m, the frequency

required is 4 x 75 or 300 MHz.

The beams emitted by lasers are extremely narrow and there-

fore angular measurement resolution is very high. For exam-

ple, for a 1,000 nanometer emitted wavelength beamwidths on

the order of 0.1 milliradians can be obtained. To locate a

small moving target miles away over a wide angular purview by
scanning techniques is a very time consuming process. For

interior intrusion applications, however, the maximum target

4.. range is measured in feet rather than miles and a higher PRF

can be used than for aircraft location and tracking. There-
fore a scanning technique may be practical for interior

applications with respect to time-to-detect.

A major factor to be considered in the use of a laser-based

intrusion sensor is that a health hazard exists. Permanent

eye damage is possible if a person stares directly at the

emitted laser beam at close range. This is difficult to
avoid since the beam is invisible, the sensor would be moun-

ted inconspicuously on a wall, and indoor room layouts could

allow a person to approach near to the sensor.
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3.4.6.6 CW Radar

A visible/IR radar sensor which operates in the CW mode can

detect the velocity of a target by measurement of the Doppler

frequency shift of a laser beam reflected from the target.

This can be done with coherent or non-coherent detection

techniques. Coherent detection is done by mixing the return

beam with a portion of the transmitted beam on a half-sil-

vered mirror. The intensity of the mixed beam transmitted

through the mirror at a photodetector varies at a rate equal

to the Doppler frequency shift which is proportional to the

_ velocity of the target.

The maximum Doppler frequency is much greater than that ob-

tained from either an RF or acoustic radar which operates in

the CW mode. For example, for a target moving at 6 m/s, the

Doppler frequency shift for a 1 micron carrier wavelength is

2 x 6 / 10-6 or 12 MHz. In order to reduce the maximum Dop-

pier frequency, a non-coherent CW technique can be used.

This entails amplitude modulation of the transmitted beam and

non-coherent demodulation of the reflected beam. The demodu-

lated signal is then mixed with the modulation signal to ob-

tain the Doppler frequency shift. The Doppler frequency

shift is equal to 2vfm/c where fm is the modulation frequency

and v is the target velocity.

3.4.6.7 Fourier Transform Sensor

A visible/IR Fourier Transform Sensor may employ an acousto-

optic camera to produce the spatial Fourier transform image

,A of a scene under surveillance. One such camera is under de-

velopment by Deft Laboratories, Inc., 7 Adler Drive, East

Syracuse, New York. Much of the material presented in this

section has been made available by Deft, Inc.
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In its current stage of development, the Deft camera is us-

able only with light in the visible range. Since a two di-

mensional representation of the spatial Fourier transform is

output, this type of sensor can be loosely considered to be a

special case of a two-dimensional imaging sensor. The trans-

form image produced by the camera is position invariant and

therefore any pattern recognition process applied to its out-

put is simplified. Real time pattern recognition requires

high speed processing of large amounts of data, however, and

can be considered to exceed the requirements of intrusion de-

tection.

The Fourier transformer can perform motion detection and

ranging which are both applicable to intrusion detection re-

quirements. Motion detection across the field of view of the

N camera can be accomplished by utilizing the spatial shifting

theoreom of Fourier transforms. This theoreom states that a

pure translation of a picture in real space leaves the magni-

tude of the Fourier components unchanged, but alters their

phase by an amount proportional to the magnitude of transla-

tion. By monitoring the phase of a Fourier component, any

motion in the picture can be detected. Since the Fourier

transformer is a two-dimensional device, one can also deter-

mine the direction of motion with it.

Ranging on a target can be accomplished through the automatic

focus detection capability for imaging systems. Focus detec-

F-' tion is based on the property that most focused images con-

tamn abrupt changes in intensity due to object edges. As a

result, a focused image will contain greater high-spatial-

frequency content which is detected by the Fourier transform-

V. er. An automatic focus system can contain a mechanism to

move the lens while sampling the amplitudes of several spa-

tial frequencies. The position of the lens at which the max-

imum amplitude values of the sampled frequencies are obtained

is proportional to the range of the target.
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3.4.6.8 Fiber-Optic Sensors
3

Fiber-optic transducers can be utilized in Intrusion Detec-

tion Sensors. Fiber-optic transducers are being developed

that can respond to a multitude of physical perturbations in-

cluding acoustic, magnetic, rotational, pressure, and temper-

ature. These transducers are made from coated and wound op-

tical fibers. The coating determines the type of physical

perturbation to which the transducer will be sensitive. The

winding pattern of the fiber determines the directivity of

the transducer response, and the sensitivity is proportional

to the total length of the fiber. All of transducers depend

upon the transmission and detection of light through the fi-

ber, but do not find application in active visible/IR intru-

sion detection sensors in the same manner as sensors des-

cribed in the preceeding sections under the heading of visi-

3ble/IR. The light in fiber-optic transducers is used only

indirectly and the intrusion sensors constructed with them

would fall under the headings of passive acoustic, passive

magnetic, passive thermal, etc.

All fiber-optic transducers may be categorized into either

amplitude or phase (interferometric) types. In an amplitude

type transducer the physical perturbation interacts with the

fiber or some device attached to the fiber to directly modu-

late the intensity of the light in the fiber. The advantage

of this type of transducer is simplicity of construction and

compatibility with multimode fiber technology. Amplitude

type transducers include those that respond to pressure such

as the fiber microbend transducer which utilizes induced

bending loss in the fiber. Another amplitude type transducer
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is a moving fiber optic hydrophone in which two fibers are r
mounted such that the end surfaces are parallel, coaxial, and

separated by 2-3 micrometers. Acoustic waves induce relative

motion between a fixed fiber and a fiber which is free to

move. Relative fiber motion varies the light coupled between

the two fiber ends and thus modulates the transmitted light.

Phase (or interferometric type transducers) can be construc-

ted for magnetic, acoustic, or rotation sensing. These the-

oretically offer orders of magnitude increased sensitivity

over existing technologies. In the case of the acoustic

transducer that' is constructed with the use of an optical

fiber interferometer, these theoretical predictions have been5

* ,..,verified to the limit of the state of the art in acoustic

measurement.

Fiber-optic technology has made possible the development of

extremely sensitive transducers that may be utilized in in-

trusion detection sensors. Progress has been rapid and many

transducer types have been demonstrated, but the technology

is not fully developed nor exploited. Practical problems re-

main in the areas of noise sources and detection processes,

in packaging and optimized fiber coatings. Transducer pack-

aging to survive the stringent conditions encountered in

operational deployment has not yet been developed.

* 3.4.7 Passive Thermal Sensors

3.4.7.1 Conductive

A conductive thermal sensor alarms on the heat emitted by an
intruder that is transferred by conduction to a heat sensi-

tive detector such as a thermistor or thermopile. The intru-
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der must come in physical contact with the element or the

surface in which the detector is mounted. The heat sensitive

detector can be installed either in the floor or wall. To

IN give wider coverage an array of detectors can be installed.

Since the intruder must come in physical contact with the

protected surface to cause an alarm, the conductive thermal

sensor provides at most only point or penetration protection.

A major deficiency of this type of sensor is that if the in-

*1 ~ truder does not directly contact the detector, the time to

* alarm can be on the order of minutes. An intruder is not

likely to remain in physical contact with one spot for a suf-

ficient time to cause an alarm under this condition. No con-

ductive thermal intrusion sensors are known from this study

4 to be available from or produced by commercial security

equipment manufacturers.

3 3.4.7.2 Convective

A convective thermal sensor alarms on heat emitted by an in-

truder that is transferred by convection to a heat sensitive

detector such as a thermistor or thermopile. Since warmed

air tends to rise, the most reasonable location for the in--

EZ:' stallation of the detector element is in a ceiling. To in-
L I crease the area of coverage an array of detectors can be in-

stalled. Some measure of positional information would be

gathered on an intruder with the use of this approach. How-

ever, with the superposition of natural room air currents on

ta the rising air current from an intruder, the position infor-

mation can be obscured. Also, the high false alarm rate

caused by a forced hot air heating system, or any heating

system for that matter, with this type of sensor can make it

extremely unattractive.
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3.4.7.3 Passive Circuit Break Sensors

A circuit break sensor alarms on the interruption of an elec-

trical current which is caused by the direct breaking by an

intruder of the circuit associated with the current. One

such type of sensor uses foil-wire installed in windows or

doors which carries the sensing current. When the surface
containing the foil is broken, the foil rips, thus interrup-
ting the current. Another sensor employs magnetic switches

mounted on doors or windows. Opening the portal magnetically

causes a switch to open which is in series with the sensing

circuit. A trap cord/switch assembly is another circuit

break sensor. This sensor uses a cord that is attached to a

lever on a tripping mechanism associated with a switch. To

arm the sensor, the cord is stretched across the path to be

secured. When an intruder inadvertently bumps the cord, the

switch is tripped open which breaks the sensing circuit.

Circuit break sensors are simple and reliable but are basic-

ally penetration sensors and offer no volumetric protection

or ranging capability.

3.4.8 Active Magnetic Field Sensor

An active magnetic field sensor can use a sensing coil to de-

tect an intruder. The sensing coil acts as part of a reson-

a nt circuit associated with the detection circuitry of the

sensor. The sensor alarms on the change of inductance of the
coil which can be caused by an intruder who passes by the

coil with an object on his person which contains magnetic ma-

terial. The change of inductance of the coil can be detected

either as a voltage change across the coil or as a frequency

change if the coil is part of the frequency determining cir-

cuit of an oscillator.
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To increase the area of coverage an array of sensing coils

can be installed in floors or walls. Some measure of posi-

~ :.~.tional information can be obtained on the intruder this way.

-~ ~ This sensor does not provide volumetric coverage or range in-

formation on the intruder. The fact that the sensor depends

upon the intruder's carrying some magnetic material gives it

a poor probability of detection.

3.4.9 Active High Energy Radiation Sensor

-. A sensor can be developed that uses a form of high energy ra-

diation such as gamma rays, x-rays, or ultra-violet rays as

an illuminant. Techniques similar to those described in the

Active Visible/IR section can be applied for intrusion sen-

sing. These include beam-breaking and one and two-dimension-

al imaging. The invisible nature of the radiations can make

the sensor inconspicuous and enables-operation in darkened

interiors. The penetrating quality of both gamma and x-rays

-- can make possible the detection of an intruder when hidden

* I''--behind partitions or furniture. The obvious health hazards
associated with the use of these radiations for interior in-

trusion applications form an over-riding objection to their

use as illuminants.

3.4.10 Passive Acoustic

3.4.10.1 Single Element

The goal of signal processing of single element, passive

acoustic detectors is to detect and identify the character-

istic "sounds" of an intruder. The "sounds" of an intruder

can manifest themselves in different forms. one can consider

the intruder from a biological point of view. There are many

bodily processes which can produce acoustic vibrations inclu-

ding respiration, pulmonary activity, speech, digestive func-
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tions, and joint motion. An intruder also interacts with his

environment to produce acoustic disturbances. His motion

through the air, the rustling of clothing, the impact of feet

N. upon a floor, and the turning of a door knob are all interac-

tions with the environment which can in principle be detected

acoustically.

The "sounds" of an intruder can manifest themselves in multi-

pie spectra. For example, consider a person wearing hard_

soled shoes walking on a tiled floor. The impact of the

shoes against the floor produces the audible clicking sounds

that are so familiar. The impact may also excite infrasonic

structural resonances depending on the floor and foundation

characteristics. Ultrasonic frequencies may be generated by

the crushing of microscopic particulates (dirt, cleaning

abrasives) under the force of his weight.

It is evident there are numerous potential acoustic signals

associated with human intrusion. Just as important however,

is the fact that there are perhaps more everyday phenomenon

- which produce acoustic disturbances not directly associated-

with human intrusion. These other disturbances fall into the

broad classification of nuisances. An inherent task in
accomplishing the goal of passive acoustic signal processing

is then to develop a set of criteria which discriminates the

range of potential intruder emanations from those of nuisance

phenomenon.

A threshold-crossing detector is conventionally the firstII step in passive acoustic signal processing. The threshold

establishes a decision level whereby signals below the thres-
hold are considered noise and those exceeding the threshold

are considered significant. The occurence of a threshold

crossing is defined as an "event.*
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The threshold is set based upon the expected upper limit of

noise; electronic and/or ambient acoustic. Under certain
conditions, a floating threshold may be used to provide a

If a floating threshold can be used, relative sensitivity and

S/N are maximized at all times. otherwise, the threshold

must be set above the maximum noise level expected, even if

it occurs infrequently.

Additional levels of processing are invoked only after an

I event is defined by a threshold crossing. Additional pro-
cessing is required to identify the source of the event,

since it could be the result of either a nuisance or an in-

truder. The event is characterized by a number of measured

'1 -. parameters such as its frequency content, energy, auto-corre-
1 <~ lation, pulse shape, rise time, duration, etc. Each of these

parameters will represent a quality or quantity concerningI the event which, ideally, will be unique to the event's
source,

In the context of a FIDS there are primarily two sources or

classes of events of interest: nuisance and intruders. By

appropriate selection of signal parameters to measure, one

can in theory produce a predictive relationship between the
values of those parameters and the true classification of the

source. This type of signal processing is referred to as
ZZ. pattern recognition. In practice, however, it is difficult

to obtain a one to one correspondence between a given unknown

signal and its true classification. There is always some

error involved due to the real limitations imposed by signal

attenuation, the detector's electromechanical transfer char-

acteristics, finite bandwidth in signal conditioning cir-
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cuits, sample rate, resolution, etc. Therefore, rather than

predicting a response theoretically, an empirically derived

data base is formed from signals representative of all clas-

ses of interest. This data base or training set is used to

evaluate the various signal parameters' ability to determine

an event's classification, and to derive the predictive func-

tion. It is evident then that an unknown signal whose meas-

ured characteristics do not fall within the bounds of the

training set will be given an ambiguous classification.

At the onset, the binary classification of nuisance vs. in-

truder seems simple enough. As was mentioned earlier, how-

ever, further examination reveals that the classes of nui-

sance and intruder encompass a vast range of potential sig-

nals, each of which must be considered as distinct signal

sources. Consider for example, the class containing intru-

sion signatures. An intruder might crawl, walk, run, or

scurry from point to point. Each of these actions produces

acoustic responses in a slightly different manner. Now con-

sider that each of these responses will vary depending upon

the clothing and shoes he may be wearing as well as any

A equipment he may be carrying. Now consider his proximity to

the detector, the room geometry, floor type, ceiling type,

wall construction, floor covering and other factors related

to the FIDS environment that affect the intruder's acoustic

signature. Similar arguments concerning the unpredictability

of nuisance acoustic signatures unveils a virtually unbounded

problem. Bounds can be placed on the problem by examining

the likelihood of a given mode of intrusion and nuisance,
however, any attempt will be by necessity subjective.
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To be of practical use, the training set must be large enough

to cover a very wide range of measured intruder and nuisance
conditions. For the best results, the measurements should be

made in the actual facility to be monitored with the detec-

tors placed in their anticipated final positions. These re-

quirements are to ensure that any "coloring" of the nuisance

and intruder signatures by the environment will be considered

in the training set. Since the predictive function is de-

rived from the training set, any alteration of the detector

system or the facility's configuration may degrade the per-

formance of the sensor. If the degradation is severe enough,

it may be necessary to retrain the sensor for the modified

configuration.

In general, the trade-of fs in passive acoustic signal pro-

cessing based upon a pattern recognition scheme will be the

probability of error (P.O.E.), the number of signal para-

meters to be measured, and the diversity of signals to be
identified under a single classification. P.O.E. is the

probability that an unknown signal will be classified incor-

rectly. It is the measure of success for the processing

scheme and is to be minimized. The P.O.E. can usually be

improved by increasing the number of signal parameters meas-

V ured. Increasing the number of measurements to be performed

on each event however, introduces additional computation time

and/or additional hardware complexity and cost. The evalua-

tion of each event requires more time, therefore the sensor

will be inactive for a larger percentage of time. P.O.E.

increases proportionally with the diversity of signals under

the same classification. As the set of signals broadens for

a given class, the distribution of values for the selected
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parameters will also increase. As the parametric bounds in-

crease to encompass more diversity, overlaps occur between

the bounds for other classes, and the P.O.E. correspondingly

increases.

3.4.10.2 Multiple Elements

The addition of multiple elements in a passive acoustic de-

tection system affords considerably more discrimination capa-

bility than single element systems.

Multiple elements can be utilized to discriminate between

nuisance and intruders in several ways. The first method isg

the use of time-of-arrival information to compute the loca-

tion of an acoustic source. The first detector to sense an

acoustic event starts timers which measure the time delay

(At) for the remaining detectors to sense the event. Using

the known coordinates of all detectors and the velocity of

sound in the propagating medium, the source location of the
event may be computed by triangulation techniques.

Source location through passive detection can be used for

correlation with other ranging techniques. By comparing pre-

vious locations over a set time interval, the location method

may also be used to monitor the path taken by an intruder and

to approximate his velocity. These aspects of passive source

location permit discrimination between intruders and nuisance

by:

1) Allowing rejection of signals with nonsense locations.

An example of a nonsense location would be one computed -

outside the area of interest; i.e., outside the facility.
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2) Adding weight to range information obtained through a

complementary technique such as pulsed radar. It is un-

likely that a nuisance event would produce a disturbance

at the same location for techniques based upon separate

* phenomenon and measured in unique manners.

3) Graphically tracking the movements of the intruder to

determine if they exhibit the behavior of a human.

Multiple passive acoustic detectors may be used in processing

schemes simpler than source location to provide nuisance dis-

crimination. One of these alternate methods requires a At

measurement, but it does not use a triangulation algorithm to

compute a finite location. This method simply rejects all

signals which appear simultaneously on all detectors, i.e.,

At = 0. The rationale behind this technique is that few real

acoustic disturbances will occur equidistant from all detec-

tors. On the other hand, intermittant electrical transients

tend to appear simultaneously on all detector channels, and

therefore can be rejected as nuisance in this manner. Tran-

sient electrical noise interference can be a significant

source of nuisance for solid-coupled ultrasonic vibration

monitors because of their broad frequency response (0.1 -1

MHz) and high amplifier gains (60 - 100 dB).

Another alternative to source triangulation is the use of

". guard detectors. Guard detectors provide a simple means to

determine whether a particular event originates from inside

or outside the area of interest. Guard detectors are posi-

tioned on the outermost perimeter of the area of interest,

paired with other detectors to be used for conventional sig-

nal processing on the interior. Rather than a At timer, se-

quential logic is used to determine the order in which a
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particular event is detected by the sensing elements. An

event originating outside the area of interest will trigger

the guard elements first, then the inner detectors. By

assuming that events occuring outside this acceptance zone

are nuisance, the sensor will ignore these events without

further processing. Likewise, if the sequence of detection
indicates an event occured within the acceptance region, then

$ the event signature is analyzed for source characterization.

Source location, coincidence rejection, and "guarding"

through multiple element signal processing provides a means

to screen out many events without the need for extensive

analysis of their signatures. The underlying assumption is

that it is reasonable to expect nuisance and intrusion events

will exhibit some degree of localization. These methods re-

duce the overall numbers of events to characterize by pattern

recognition, -thus saving processing time and therefore main-

taining the sensor in an active state for a greater percent-

age of time. These techniques do not make the task of source
classification any easier for those signals which do pass the

initial levels of screening.

There are other assumptions which require consideration when

evaluating these methods for a FIDS application. First of

all, it is assumed that both the radiators (nuisance and in-

truders) and the detectors have omni-directional transmission

and receiving characteristics. That is, the source of acous-

tic radiation should not display any preferred directivity

pattern. Likewise, the detectors are required to have uni-

form sensitivity independent of the incidence angle, at least

in one plane.
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The use of a triangulation algorithm assumes known constant

acoustic velocities in the materials propagating the signals.

For airborne signals, this does not present a great problem.

However, if detectors are used which are intended to detect

vibrations in solids, then some difficulties arise. since

different materials have different acoustic velocities, care

needs to be exercised in the placement of detectors. Detec-

tors must be placed on one type of material to avoid velocity

transitions that would upset the At relationship between ele-

ments. Velocity is not only dependent upon the elastic pro-

4 .~ perties of a material, but also upon the mode of vibration.

Longitudinal waves propagate with approximately twice the

velocity of shear waves in the same material. Surface waves'

velocities are less than shear waves by a fraction propor-

tional to Poisson's Ratio for the material.

source location methods as described also assume line of

sight propagation from the source to each of the detectors.

Reflecting surfaces in the vicinity of the detectors will

allow multipath signals to exist from a single source, crea-

ting confusion in the measured At relationships.

The final gross assumption is that each event is an isolated,
f~. discreet phenomenon in time such that no confusion arises in

the At measurements. Accurate location measurements cannot

be calculated if the next event occurs before the previous

event has been detected by all elements.
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3.4.11 Active Acoustic

3.4.11.1 Single Element

There are two phenomena that can be utilized in single

element active acoustic signal processing for the detec-

tion of human intruders. These phenomena are the absorp-

tion and reflection of acoustic energy. In restricting

consideration at this point to single element devices, by

definition the elements must behave as both emitter and

detector. This implies a pulsed mode of operation where-

by the element is alternately stimulated (pulsed) to emit

acoustic energy and for a regular time interval following"4

the pulse, the element is passively waiting for an echo

return. The pulse interval repeats on a regular basis
whether or not an echo is returned. The pulse repetition

interval may be intentionally varied for some applica-

tions to permit distinction between first time echos and
multiple-time-around echos.

Before addressing particular absorption and reflection

techniques, it is worthwhile at this point to further es-

tablish the framework of these discussions around the

PIDS application. The first point to consider is the me-

dium of acoustic propagation to be used. Acoustic dis-

turbances can be propagated in any medium with elastic

properties including solids, liquids, and gases. For

FIDS, one has two choices for active acoustic propagation

media.1 the structural members of the facility (walls,

floors, ceiling, etc.) for wave propagation in solids, or

the atmosphere contained within the facility for gaseous

conduction of acoustic waves. Since active acoustic de-

tection requires the interaction of the energy field with
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a target (either through absorption or reflection), it

stands to reason that the magnitude of the interaction

will determine the effectiveness of a given technique.

If the acoustic energy for the FIDS device is propagated

through the structure of the facility, then little inter-

action can be expected. For example, if a surface wave

pulse is transmitted through the floor, an intruder stan-

ding in its path will cause some damping of the wave and

possibly some reflection. Under good conditions, the

effect will be measurable and might be useful for FIDS.

However, the interaction is largely dependent upon the

surface area of the intruder's contact with the floor.

on the other hand, if the acoustic energy is propagated

through the air to strike the target, then the magnitude

of the interaction is much greater because a greater

amount of absorption or reflection can occur. Further

discussions therefore will assume airborne acoustic pro-

pagation because the potential interaction will be much
r greater. Airborne acoustics also has the advantage of

constant velocity of propagation over solids. Range and

location measurements will therefore be more predictable

and reliable.

Another point to consider before discussing particular

techniques is the selection of acoustic frequency.

Acoustic waves can be generated over a wide range of

frequencies using conventional technology. Since'the

FIDS device is intended to be used in environments where
;.4

authorized persons may be present, the audio range (20 Hz

- 20 kHz) should be excluded because of the annr~yance and

distraction such a device would present. The infrasonic
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range (<20 Hz) would not present any problems as an

annoyance, however the detectability of a human target is

poor at these frequencies. Poor detection is a conse-

quence of the long wavelengths of infra-sound in air.

Wavelengths range from 56.5 feet at 20 Hz to 1130 feet at

1.0 Hz. To act as an efficient reflector of acoustic

energy, the target dimensions should be on the order of

one wavelength or more. Even at 20 Hz, a human target is

only about 1/10 of a wavelength and therefore would be

4 "invisible" to infrasonic frequencies.

On the basis of the preceeding arguments, the following

discussions will be focused arouMd pulsed techniques that

use ultrasonic froquenr ee propaqated in air.

3.4.11.1.1 Pulse acho ,t i'oin - Pulse echo absorption

is limited to the Jeterttow ' wqet presence. The

method may be used for F108 !n following manner. A
pulse emitted by an acoustic transedwer will propagate

through the volume of the facility until it strikes a
large reflecting surface such as a beckwall. Most of the

U

pulse energy will be reflected and subsequently a portion

will be intercepted by the transducer. The reflection

appears at the transducer at time t - (2) x (Range)/ p
1

Velocity in air. (The factor of two appears because it

is the round trip path that determines the time delay.)

The backwall reflection will not change its position in

time, regardless of the pulse repetition frequency. It

is therefore possible to gate this signal in time so that

it may be distinguished from reflections that might ap-

pear due to other objects in the facility. The presence

of a target is detected by monitoring the backwall re-

flection. An intruding target that intercepts the acous-
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tic pulse will absorb and reflect some of its energy be-

fore it reaches the rear boundary. The backwal. is not

illuminated with as much energy and therefore its reflec-
tion will not contain as much energy as prior to the in-

trusion. Hence, the time-gated output of the reflected

energy will exhibit a corresponding reduction in ampli-

tude.

An estimate of target size is not possible based upon the

amplitude of the gated signal. If the range of the tar-

get is known, then a first order approximation can be

made based upon beam shape and attenuation losses. Not

knowing the range however, one cannot ascertain whether a

change in amplitude is due to a large target at a dis-

tance, or a small target at close range which intercepts

most of the beam cross section.. Single element pulse

echo absorption has-*other limitations. For targets close

to the backwall, it may not be possible to separate the

target and backwall reflections in time because they will

smear together. The range gate must also be tailored for

the distance between the transducer and the backwall re-

OR flector, therefore adjustment is required from one in-

stallation to the next. This method may be impractical

for coverage of large facilities because the pulse energy

may be attenuated into the noise region before the round

- trip has been completed. Facilities containing many
d~ stationary reflectors (furniU~ire, equipment, etc) in the

* propagation path may not permit enough of the initial

pulse energy to reach a backwall to obtain a good signal

to noise ratio. The technique is subject to false alarm

if the transmitted pulse energy drops for any reason.

When this occurs, the reflected energy will be dropped a

proportionate amount and may fall below the alarm thres-
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hold. Momentary pulse losses and long term degradation

can be accommodated by setting the alarm threshold rela-

tive to the energy of the transmitted pulse (as opposed

to fixed thresholding). Changes in the environment such

as furniture rearrangement will demand resetting of the

threshold criteria if these changes alter the amplitude

of the backwall return.

3.4.11.1.2 Pulse Echo Reflection - Techniques that pro-

cess the acoustic energy reflected by a target can pro-
vide indications of the target' s size, range, motion, and

velocity.

Of all the measurements that can be obtained, sizing is

perhaps the least accurate. To a first approximation,

the amplitude of a return is proportional to the "ie

of a target. There are many factors-, however, that in-

* fluence the amplitude of a return other than the size or

area of a target. The first of these is the distance

between the target and the transducer. Distance has an
influence because of beam divergence and attenuation. As

a beam (or pulse) of acoustic energy propagates further

from its source, its energy density decreases over a con-
stant cross-sectional area due to beam spreading. Tar-

gets at distant range are not illuminated by the same

energy density as those at close range, and therefore do

not return as much. In addition, attenuation of the

pulse occurs as it loses energy to the propagating medium

(viscoelastic losses); the further the signal has to

travel, the more its energy is lost to the medium. Dis-

tance-amplitude correction can be applied if the range of
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the target is known and the beam profile is well charac-

terized. Amplitude correction, however, will not improve

the signal to noise ratio.

Another factor influencing the amplitude of a target's

-D return echo is its orientation relative to the direction

of pulse propagation. Acoustic target detection relies

- .predominantly upon the reflection of the pulse back in

-- the direction of the transducer. Therefore, the largest

returns that can be detected are those from the fraction-

al area normal to the direction of pulse propagation.

Fortunately, human targets are complex geometries and as

a result the probability of a reflecting surface normal

to the beam axis is large at any on-axis rotation. How-

" - ever, a person directly facing the transducer will pre-

sent a larger area normal to the beam than the same per-

son standing sideways or lying flat relative to the

beam's main axis. Again, although the actual size of the

target has not changed, the amplitude of the return chan-

ges with respect to target orientation.

] Another factor affecting a target's return amplitude is

its position relative to the beam's main axis. Just as

with electromagnetic antennas, acoustic transducers emit

a characteristic radiation pattern that is a function of

the shape of the vibrating element, its dimensions, and

the wavelength of waves generated. If the emitter has a

narrow radiation pattern (highly directional), a target

dwill produce a maximum return when centered on the beam

axis but will rapidly diminish if located a few degrees

* "off-axis. Conversly, the emitter can be designed such

that it produces a very broad, diffuse radiation pattern.
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Off-axis returns will not decrease in amplitude as rapid-

ly as narrow beam emitters, however the energy density is

more diffuse and therefore the same target would not

yield as energetic a return as it would in a narrow beam.

A trade-off then exists between the maximum range desired

and the volume or area covered within that range for a

given transducer output level and beam profile.

The pulse echo technique can be used to determine the

range of a target by measuring the time-of-flight between

transmission of the pulse and reception of the target's

return echo. By assuming a known constant velocity of

propagation (in air), a direct relationship exists be-

tween the time-of-flight and the distance traveled. The

maximum unambiguous range is determined primarily by the

pulse repetition frequency selected. The presence of a

target within the unambiguous range is detected by the

reception of its echo before tkv next pulse transmission

occurs. Targets beyond the unambiguous range will return

echos which will be detected in subsequent pulse repeti-

tion intervals. If this should happen, targets may

interpreted as having close-in ranges when in fact they .

do not. In the nomenclature of radar technology, these

ambiguous target indications are referred to as multi-

ple-time-around echos.

The easiest way to avoid interference from multiple-

time-around echos is to ignore all returns except the*5-.-j

first following pulse transmission (up to the maximum

range). The sensor will then wait for a predetermined

amount of time before transmitting another pulse. This

time lag between pulse transmissions allows multiple-
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time-around echos to attenuate below the detection thres- LI! hold so-that no interference results in the next pulse
interval. This approach is highly feasible for ultra-

sonic ranging devices due to the rapid attenuation of

ultrasonic frequencies in air. To contrast with radar,

T. attenuation of electromagnetic radiation by the atmos-

phere is negligible below 1 GHz and only becomes signi-

ficant above 10 GHz. At 10 GHz, the attenuation is

approximately 0.01 dB/Km (Reference 4). An ultrasonic

wave at a frequency of 63 kHz in air (50% relative humi-

dity) experiences absorption losses at a rate of 2147

dB/Km (Reference 5). The magnitudes of the attenuation
45
differ by a factor exceeding 2 x 10. It is then reason-
able to conclude that by appropriate selection of ultra-
sonic frequency, transmitter output level, detection

threshold, and pulse repetition interval that multiple-

time-around echos will not be a major concern for ultra-

* sonic ranging -systems. The principle limitation of an

ultrasonic device which looks only for the first return

following pulse transmission is that it requires an unob-

structed clear space ahead of the sensor. That is, if

stationary objects such as furniture are immediately in

the path of the pulse, their echos will lock out returns

from more distant ranges. Returns from stationary ob-

jects ahead of the sensor (clutter) are also a potential

7 source of false alarms.

method to overcome stationary clutter interference isI

to detect Doppler frequency shifts induced by moving tar-

gets such as intruders. When a pulse is reflected by a

moving target, the carrier frequency will change in pro-

portion to the target velocity according to the relation-

ship fd -2 Vr fo/C where fd a Doppler or difference fre-
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quency, V r =component of target velocity along the line

of pulse propagation, fo carrier frequency, and C

carrier wave velocity.

If Doppler detection is used, stationary targets will

produce no frequency deviation whereas moving targets

will. If the anticipated range of target velocities is

known, then by selectively passing only the corresponding

Doppler frequencies within the return echos, indications-

will occur only when a moving target is present. This

V..technique is especially attractive because when large am-

plitude clutter signals are present, a moving target sig-

nature is detectable even though its amplitude is signi-

ficantly below that of the clutter. Measurement of the

Doppler frequency also allows estimation of target veloc-

ity.

The conventional method to extract the Doppler frequency

component is to mix (heterodyne) the transmitted carrier

with the received echos. if a frequency shift has re-

sulted due to target motion, the two signals will "beat"

against each other. The beat frequency is the difference

frequency or the Doppler shift.

in a pulsed Doppler system, the Doppler waveform is sam-

pled at the pulse repetition frequency. Unless this fre-

quency exceeds twice the maximum Doppler frequency ambig-
uous Doppler frequencies will occur. Furthermore, there

exists a set of Doppler frequencies at which the samples

from one pulse to the next will exhibit the same output

from the mixer. These frequencies occur at integer mul-

* tiples of the pulse repetition frequency and the corres-

pond ing target velocities are termed the blind speeds.

Several blind speeds may occur within the range of intru-
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der velocities but these should not pose a major limita-

tion due to the composite set of velocities presented by

human limb motion.

Range information can be exctracted from a pulsed Doppler

system using either hardware or software based signal

processing techniques. Delay line cancellation is a

prevalent hardware technique used in radar systems,

whereby the current and preceeding returns are subtrac-

ted, leaving only the dynamic portion of the return as a
~ residue (i.e. the moving target). The residue will ap-

pear only at the time within the pulse repetition inter-

val which corresponds to the moving target's range.

Simple delay lines are easily implemented but suffer from

practical limitations. one limitation is the need to

maintain nearly perfect gain balance between the delayed

and undelayed channels. If the gains are not properly
matched, then a residue will occur after subtraction even

when no moving target is present. Gain control can be

made less critical if a frequency modulated delay line is

N used rather than an amplitude dependent delay line. That

is, rather than subtracting amplitudes directly, the FM

~Y.4 :.'-delay line technique outputs difference frequencies upon
subtraction. The difference frequencies correspond to

the amplitude change between the delayed and undelayed
channels and therefore provides the moving target indica-

tion.

a Neither the amplitude modulated nor the frequency modu-

~ .f lated delay line techniques will provide adequate can-

cellation if the time delay is not exactly one pulse re-

petition interval. Delay lines are not stable devices
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because their characteristic delay time is temperature

dependent. In addition, other circuitry involved in the

processing can introduce variable delay factors due to

their own temperature dependencies. There are various

techniques which can compensate for non-constant delay,

but the complexity of the circuitry increases accord-
6

ingly

Extracting the range of a moving target in a pulsed Dop-

pier system can alternatively be performed by digital

-w processing and a software-based algorithm. The results

are analogous to delay line cancellation, however digital

memory is utilized rather than a delay circuit. For

these techniques the mixer output is sampled and digi-

tized during each pulse repetition interval. The digi-

tized samples within each pulse repetition interval are

stored in a one-dimensional array; each element of the

array corresponds to a range bin. If another one-dimen-

sional array is used to store digitized samples from the

next pulse interval, the two arrays can be subtracted

element by element (range bin by range bin) to produce

the resultant. Ideally, the resultant will be zero in

each range bin if no moving target is present, even in

the presence of large clutter returns from stationary

targets. On the other hand, a moving target will produce

some finite magnitude of difference, provided the target

moves a sufficient amount between pulses. The non-zero

.4 difference will appear in the array element(s) corres-

ponding to the target's range.

Digital pulse to pulse cancellation produces a much

cleaner residue upon subtraction and with greater ease

than hardware delay lines. One reason is that the need
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for two hardware channels is eliminated. The signals toU be subtracted are obtained on one channel, therefore the
problem with gain balancing is avoided. There is also an

inherent immunity to gain drift because the drift between

any two adjacent pulses will be negligible. The problem

W. associated with maintaining precisely one pulse interval

delay in the hardware-based design is also eliminated

~ using digital memory subtraction. In the digital scheme,

the pulse transmission represents a positive timing ref-

erence. By keying the data storage with the start of

pulse transmission, one is always assured of proper range

bin alignment during the subtraction process. Even if

the pulse repetition interval randomly varies from pulse

to pulse, the residue upon subtraction still will be

accurate up to the maximum range defined by the shortest

pulse repetition interval.

3.4.11.2 Multi-Element

The benefits of multi-element active acoustic signal pro-

cessing can be realized in two respects. The first is

that it permits multiple usage (ganging) of the single

element methods described in Sections 3.4.11.1.1 and

3.4.11.1.2. Ganging single element devices as previously
discussed can provide multi-dimensional ranging and tar-

get location, coincidence detection, and absolute target
velocity. Secondly, multiple elements enable the separa-

tion of transmitting and receiving elements so that con-

tinuous wave (CW) and other related methods may be used

as well as pulsed. The same arguments brought up in Sec-

tion 3.4.11.1 apply concerning the choice of solid vs

airborne acoustic propagation and in the selection of
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frequency. Therefore, the following discussions assume

airborne propagation at ultrasonic frequencies unless

otherwise noted.

3.4.11.2.1 Ganged Single Element Devices - Multi-dimen-

sional ranging/location can be provided by placing two or ".

more single element devices at different orientations in

the facility. For instance, simple pulsed rar, ing de-

vices may be placed at "n" locations in the facility.

Range measured by each device defines a circular perime-

ter about the device. Therefore, if n = 2, a location

calculation can be made based upon the intersection of

the two circles. The solution for n = 2 will not be
ambiguous if the devices are mounted in the corners of

the room.

Multi-sensor location not only provides detailed infor-

mation on target position but also leads to other corre-

lating data. First of all, multisensor range determina-

tion for location calculation is a form of coincidence

detection unto itself. If a real target is present (as

opposed to random nuisances), a carefully installed mul-

ti-element pulsed ranging system will detect target pres-

ence on all three channels and give range values that

coincide at one point (within the error bounds). Consis-

tency in the measurements will also be maintained over

numerous pulse repetition intervals, if the target is

ireal". This configuration then has gained both spatial

and temporal consistency checks not possible with a sin-

gle element pulsed ranging device.
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other correlating information obtainable from multi-di-

inensional ranging includes absolute target velocity and

the path traversed. Velocity, bearing, and path deter-
mination are direct results of position calculations. If

the position values are computed and stored with each

- pulse repetition interval, then velocity (and path) are

* .. ~obtained by the rate of distance (position) change be-

tween samples. The time base for rate determination is

the pulse repetition interval. Velocity calculated in

this fashion is a vector quantity, therefore bearing is

known inherently. This contrasts with single element

Doppler techniques which only give the component of tar-

get velocity in the direction of the transmitter/receiver

(radial velocity). If the target's velocity is entirely

~ tangent to the direction of wave propagation, a single

element Doppler system will provide no indication. A

properly oriented multi-element ranging system however,

will provide position, velocity and bearing regardless of

a target's direction of motion.

Multi-element data such as the amplitude of various

pulse-echo returns at different orientations can be used

to better approximate the size of a target. As mentioned

in the discussions of Section 3.4.11.1.1, the orientation
of a target will affect the relative amplitude of its re-

turn. By illuminating the target from several directions

d simultaneously, the orientation dependance can more easi-
ly be characterized and factored out.

Ganged systems consisting of pulsed ranging single ele-

V * ~ ment devices can be implemented by multiplexing their

respective pulse transmission intervals. while one ele-
ment is active (either transmitting or receiving), others
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would be momentarily disabled until the previous trans-

mit/receive interval was completed and any multiple echos

were given time enough to attenuate.

3.4.11.2.2 Multi-Element Absorption Techniques - As dis-

cussed in Section 3.4.11.1.1, a system may be configured

to detect a loss in amplitude of a reference pulse to

sense the presence of an intruder. The method described,

however, was severely limited because of the need for a

large reflecting area Cbackwall) to provide the reference

signal. The technique can be improved by using separated

transmit and receive elements at opposite ends of the

facility. Now through-transmission of a pulse or CW may

be used, rather than a pulse-echo mode only. In this

sense, the through-transmission absorption may be viewed

as an acoustic beam break technique.

The advantages over a single transmit/receive element are

clear. The receiver need only be positioned in the path

of the acoustic wave. There is no requirement for a ref-

erence reflector and thus more flexibility is afforded in

the positioning of the device. Greater sensitivity and

signal to noise ratio are achieved because the necessity

of the round trip path is eliminated. Therefore a larger

distance can be covered by the same amount of transmit

energy without sacrificing signal to noise ratio.

It is probably advantageous to use a focused beam trans-

mitting element rather than a broad beam in order to keep

sensitivity high. A widely dispersed field may have mul-

tiple paths to the receiver. Therefore, a target's

affect on the received signal will not be as pronounced

because of contributionst from other parts of the field.
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A focused beam is more a necessity with a CW system than

.,for a pulsed device. Pulsed systems can take advantage

of the time-of-flight relationship to disregard multipath

signals arriving at later times than the line-of-sight

path. A pulsed system which gates the received signal

. based upon the line-of-sight path however, will require
range gate adjustment for each application and periodic

calibration.

In spite of the improvements gained by separating the

transmit and receive elements, the absorption method is

still limited compared to other candidate sensor techni-

ques. If thought of as a beam-break device, one can see

that detection is wholly dependent upon interception of

the acoustic "beam" by an intruder directly in the path

between the transmitter and receiver. Unless multiple

transmit/receiver pairs are used, the system could easily

I be by-passed just as with optical beam break devices.

Using multiple transmit/receive pairs may become cost in-

effective due to the number of elements required, instal-

lation labor involved, and recalibration if the facility

is altered. The amount of correlating information is

also limited (i.e. no range, size, or velocity data).

3.4.11.2.3 Multi-Element Reflection Techniques (CW)

7:1 The principle advantage to multi-element reflection tech-

niques lies in the ability to separate the transmitting

and receiving elements, thus permitting CW to be used

rather than pulsed waves only. b

* .i*. A simple CW acoustic system consists of a transmitting

element, a receiving element, and a mixer amplifier cir-
" cuit. The transmitter sends out a continuous single fre-

quency carrier, which in the presence of a moving target,
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will be reflected at a slightly different frequency (Dop-

pler shift). The mixer detects the difference frequency

only, thus providing the moving target indication. The

advantages of such a system are its simplicity and its

immunity to stationary clutter interference. The biggest

drawbacks, however, are its susceptibility to false alarm

and lack of range information. Since the receiver is on

continuously, any source of ultrasonic energy which cre-

ates a beat frequency within the Doppler pass-band is a_

potential nuisance. Even the slight motion associated

with the expansion and contraction of a facility's walls

or air turbulence can falsely trigger the simple CW mo-

tion detector.

one possibility for decreasing the nuisance susceptibili-

ty of simple CW motion detectors is to analyze the spec-

trum of Doppler frequencies returned for patterns indica-

tive of human motion. Human motion consists of a complex

set of velocities due to limb motion. Therefore, if the

pattern(s) can be uniquely characterized through pattern

'Ii

recognition techniques, then there exists the potential

for developing a discriminant function based upon the

spectral content of the return. The utter simplicity of

C1J motion detectors makes the technique attractive even

if pattern recognition must be used. The outstanding

question is whether or not pattern recognition would be

selective enough to discriminate the wide variation in

potential intrusion modes from the variety of potential

nuisances. This subject was discussed in Section

* 3.4.10.1.

.4'
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The nuisance susceptibility of CW devices can also be re-

duced by providing a range measurement capability. CW

ranging can theoretically be accomplished by one of sev-

eral methods including frequency modulation, multifre-

quency carrier transmission, or interferometry.

In order to extract range information from a CW return,

the signal must be coded in some way to provide reference

marks. A frequency modulated carrier can provide the

necessary reference. As an example, suppose the carrier

is frequency modulated in a triangular pattern, symetric

about some center frequency. Figure 3-19a shows this

triangular modulation function. A target reflecting the

carrier will be detected at time t = 2(R = target
C

range, C = acoustic velocity) and the reflection will

appear as the dotted line in Figure 3-19b. Mixing the

transmitted and received signals will produce a beat

pfrequency directly proportional to the range. It can be

shown that this beat frequency (or range frequency)
fb Af where R - target range, Af = range of

frequency modulation, and fm % rate of frequency modula-
tion over Af. For linear modulation functions as de-

picted in Figure 3-19a, the beat frequency corresponding

to a given range will be constant except near the transi-

tion points in the waveform as shown in Figure 3-19b. It

-~ is not essential to use a linear modulation frequency.

It can be shown that the average beat frequency measured

over a modulation cycle will qive the correct range when.: 4 RFm Af "-
used in the relationship f W c . Therefore, a

sinusoidally varying modulation function can be used if

this presents less of a design problem.
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As described above, the frequency modulated CW technique

provides only range information. If used in a highly

cluttered environment such as that encountered in an in-

* terior facility, the device would be hopelessly inundated

q by a vast assortment of returns. Therefore, the frequen-

cy modulated CW technique offers no compelling advantage

over a pulsed ranging system. An alternative CW tech-

nique which might provide both range and motion detection

is accomplished by transmitting two different carrier

frequencies simultaneously. In principle, the motion of

a target will set up a different Doppler frequency for

each of the two carrier frequencies. Because the Doppler
Ch frequencies are different, their relative phase is con-

tinually changing in proportion to the distance propaga-

ted. By measuring the phase difference between the two

Doppler components, 50, the range can be determined by

g the following relationship:

~~ RuC0 where R = range

C = velocity of sound

0 phase difference between the
two Doppler components

- f =frequency difference between

the two carriers

In order for the range measurement to be unambiguous, the

carrier frequencies (and the expected range of Doppler

frequencies) must be-chosen such that AO will not exceed

2rT over the range of interest. if AO is set to 2rr in the

above equation, then one can see that the maximum unam-
.-. ~'biguous range will be:

R - C

.4 174 unamb T
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A necessary condition for the use of a two-frequency

ultrasonic CW technique is that the bandpass of expected

Doppler frequencies about each carrier must be separate

and distinct. If not, the Doppler shift from one carrier

might fall into the other wchannel", and therefore no

phase comparison could be made. Figure 3-20 graphically

depicts this condition. Mathematically, the intersection

of the two Doppler passbands may be represented as fol-

lows:

f + fd f2 -fd

<i( 2 Vr fi 2Vf2 )

or fl + ) f2- -r
C 2 C

or f1 (C + 2V) f2 (C- 2Vr)

If one assumes that a human intruder will have a maximum
velocity (Vr) of about 20'/sec and that the velocity of

sound (C) is 1130'/sec, then the relationship is further

defined as follows:

1170 fl - 1090 f2

or f1 - 0.9316 f2

At a carrier frequency f2 = 25,000 Hz, f, must be 23,290

Hz. The unambiguous range is 0.3306 feet. This is not

adequate for an intrusion detection sensor. If one

chooses f2  1 100,000 Hz, then f1 must be 93,162 Hz for

the condition to hold. The unambiguous range in this

case becomes 0.0826 feet. This too is not adequate for

the intended application. It is therefore reasonable to

conclude that an ultrasonic two-frequency CW ranging de-
vice is not appropriate for intrusion detection, and will

not be considered further.
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Interferometric techniques can be used to extract target j#

bearing from a CW carrier. This is accomplished by (in-

directly) measuring the angle of incidence of the echo

using two spatially separated receivers. The angle is

determined by measuring the phase difference of the echo

between the two receivers. Figure 3-21 depicts the tar-

get/receiver relation for a CW interferometer. As shown

in Figure 3-21, the interferometer can measure the angle

(phase difference) unambiguously over a 4-/- 900 sector if

the two receivers are separated by one half wavelength at

the carrier frequency. This corresponds to equivalent
phase shifts of less than +/- 1800 for any target. The

wavelength of a 20 kHz carrier in air is about 0.68

inches; at 50 kHz the wavelength is about 0.27 inches.

Therefore, from the standpoint of angular resolution and

error, the simple ultrasonic interferometer is not a

practical method for bearing determination (i.e., the re-

ceivers ideally must be considered as points. This is a

bad assumption when their diameters in actuality are on
the order of, or larger than their sprto)

An interferometric technique is plausible if the ultra-

sonic carrier is amplitude modulated at some lower fre-

quency. In this case the phase shift at the modulation

frequency would be measured rather than at the carrier.

For instance, if the carrier was amplitude modulated at 1

kHz, the modulation wavelength would be about one foot,

and therefore the receiver spacing could be about six

inches. The dimensions are more reasonable, but still,

only target bearing will be provided.
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Though not a ranging technique, an interesting CW method

for target presence detection is provided by standing

wave pattern analysis. The method operates under the

following principle. If a single frequency CW source is

enclosed in a room, the acoustic waves will fill the

enclosure, thereby setting up an interference pattern.

The precise pattern will depend upon the room geometry,

the frequency and orientation of the source, and the

contents of the room. A receiving element positioned at

some arbitrary point in the room will detect a signal

whose phase relative to the transmitter has been altered

by the sum of all path contributions between the trans-

mitter and receiver. Whatever the resultant phase hap-

pens to be (relative to the transmitter), it will remainml constant so long as the frequency does not change and
K none of the multipaths between the transmitter and re-

ceiver are changed. When an intruder enters the room,

his body introduces new paths and obstructs old ones.Ii The net result is a change in the interference pattern
that is summed at the receiver, causing a shift in the

relative phase between the transmitted and received

signals. A circuit that monitors the phase and provides

an output when it changes will provide an indication of

intruder presence. If the intruder is moving, the phase

change becomes dynamic, and therefore the interference

signal is both phase and amplitude modulated.

This technique was investigated and reported by the

National Bureau of Standards (Ref. 8). Their work con-

cluded that a frequency range of 1.0 kHz to 3.4 kHz is

optimum. Below 1.0 kHz, consistent response cannot be

obtained due to ambient acoustic noise and the target's
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variable scattering cross section at those corresponding

wavelengths. At carrier frequencies above 3.4 kHz, the

sound pressure field becomes unstable due to environ-

mental factors.

Environmental factors included the expansion and contrac-

tion of the facility due to temperature variations. Be-

cause the device must operate in the audio range, its

applicability for FIDS is limited by the annoyance it

would present to persons in the area. Also, the long

term stability and nuisance susceptibility of the tech-

nique have not been considered in depth.

3.4.12 Chemical Detection Techniques

Chemical detection techniques rely upon the detection and

characterization of effluents from humans while discrimina-

ting against the environment by either composition or quan-

tity of given compounds. Bodily processes produce a number

* of sources of effluents including feces, urine, skin parti-

cles, sweat, sebum, gases, and breath. The constituent com-

pounds and their quantities vary considerably from person to

person according to health, race, sex, physical activity,

environment (temperature, humidity), and diet. Human efflu-

ents are estimated to contain between 500 to 1000 different

compounds, based upon indications from two-stage gas chroma-

tographic resolution.9  Processing of chemical detector data

must then analyze the various compounds sampled within an en-

vironment, and sort those associated with humans from those
related to the environment only.
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Chemical detection techniques share the need to concentrate

airborne effluents for qualitative and quantitative analysis.

Any given air sample from a room containing humans will con-

tain only a small fraction of effluents actually due to their

presence. The specific quantity present depends primarily on

the length of time the person(s) is present, the particular-

compound, and the variables previously mentioned. For exam-.
ple, carbon dioxide exhaled in breath is one of the major

components, and is emitted at approximately 40 gm/hr. by a
man at rest. Acetaldehyde is emitted at about a rate of 4.15

U~g/hr. Many others are emitted in quantities that are des-

cribed only as "low"10. In order to achieve adequate sensi-

tivity within existing detector resolution, large volumes of

air must be sampled to concentrate the compounds. The con-

centration is achieved by circulating the air through gas

chromatographic absorption columns. The columns continuously

* absorb the small quantities of effluents (particulates,

gases), until saturation or equilibrium is achieved. Variousj

materials are used to absorb different classes of compounds.

After collection in the columns, the particles are eluted

from the absorber (usually by isothermal application of heat)

and subsequently detected and identified.

Detection and identification is provided by flame ionization,

electron capture, thermal conductivity, and/or mass spectrom-

etry. Each type of detector is best suited for certain

classes of compounds, therefore several may be needed to

separate a wide spectrum of compounds such as those contained

in human effluents. Mass spectrometry is the most precise

overall technique for detection and identification.
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-~ A novel detection technique was introduced by General Elec-

3 tric which they called the Condensation Nuclei Counter. "The

Condensation Nuclei Counter (CNC) is capable of detecting and

measuring submicroscopic liquid and solid particles as small

Y as 0.001 microns in radius and of detecting mass concentra-

tions of 1 part in 1014. These particles serve as the nuclei

for the condensation of water vapor and are called condensa-

tion nuclei. This condensation, which occurs in a few milli-

seconds, causes the nuclei to grow into larger particles,

which will scatter light in a dark-field optical system. The

*-~ microscopic water droplets formed are related to the original

number of particles and can be measured by the intensity of

-' light scattered onto a photomultiplier tube in the detecting

circuit."1

Without delving further into the actual principles of opera-

ii. tion of each device, it is pertinent at this point to discuss

the practical limitations of chemical detection devices for

the FIDS application. The foremost problem is the vast vari-

ability in the compounds present and their concentrations as

a function of health, race, sex, physical activity, environ-

ment, and diet. Reference 12 concludes that statistical pat-

tern analysis requires between 2 to 15 features within a gas

chromatographic signature "to reach meaningful classification

of the signatures by their sources." The above study, how-

ever, did not consider in depth the influence of environmen-

tal factors which might interfere with the signature classi-

fication, i.e. all measurements were taken under extremely

controlled 'conditions. Subjects were sealed in a glass en-

closure, most were bare to the waist, and purified air was

pumped into the enclosure for ventilation. The conclusion
2 therefore, is not entirely valid for a FIDS application where

such environmental control does not exist.
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Even if a perfect predictive function could be derived based

upon a chromatographic signature, the response (processing)

time required for chemical detection is a major limitation.

The processing time involved using conventional techniques is

on the order of minutes to hours. Even fluidized bed gas

columns, which are noted for their speed in equilibrating,-

require 20-30 minutes13 In this time frame, an intrusion

event could be completed well before the first alarm indica-

*.tion. It was stated in Reference 14 "...there is no funda-

mental difficulty in development of processes that can char-

acterize chemical signatures of humans within a few seconds

to a degree sufficient for classification by sources. The

actual choice of processing steps requires however, a massive

experimental and theoretical effort." Massive experimental

and theoretical development is beyond the scope of this con-

tract.

Other negative aspects of chemical detection techniques in-

clude residual effects associated with authorized personnel's

effluents during both working and non-working hours. Both

* the facility and the device would require purging before the

device is armed to prevent alarm from residual effluents. If

a common ventilation system is used in the facility, precau-

tions must be taken to ensure that air is not drawn in from

inhabited areas during the "on" period. For example, a comn-

mon ventilation system could carry effluents from a guard

station to the monitored area, thus setting off the alarm.

Chemical detection techniques are inherently non-ranging, and

correlation would be difficult given the problems already

mentioned. Installation and maintenance of a chemical detec-

* tion system are hampered by the possibility of contaminating

the device. If improperly handled, the system could give a

continuous alarm due to contaminants in or on the device.
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* 3.4.13 Change in Mass Distribution

Newton's law of gravitation states; Every particle of matter
* C.in the universe attracts every other particle with a force

which is directly proportional to the product of the masses

of the particles and inversely proportional to the square of

K the distance between them. Thus,

4 = 2m where F = gravitational force between
r the particles

G = gravitational constant

= 6.67 x 10-11 Nm2 /K 2
g

Mr m' = masses of the particles

r = distance between the particles

This formula (law) indicates that the mass presented by an

intruder's body offers a potential "cause" to "effect" a

change in a local gravitational force distribution. In one

case, the Earth's mass can be selected as the reference mass

I. The relatively large mass of the Earth produces a quite

measurable interaction with a human's mass, better known as a

person's weight. This type of measurement is discussed under

Section 3.4.14, Pressure Sensing Techniques.

By not considering mass measurement using Earth as the ref-

erence mass, another reference must be provided. One possi-

* ble reference is a large mass suspended by a long, fine fiber
within the facility. In theory, an intruder approaching the

suspended mass will disturb the local gravitational field,

causing the mass to move. Small deflections can be "ampli-

fied" by reflecting a light beam off a mirror on the fiber.

Over a long path, the arc created by a very small deflection

can be more easily measured. These are the principles em-

ployed in the Cavendish Balance.
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K:
To provide an example of the F magnitude for realizable con-

g
ditions, choose the following values for substitution into

Newton's equation.

m = average mass of intruder

= 82Kg (2'180 Ibs)

m= one foot diameter lead sphere

= 160 Kg

= 6.67 x 10ll Nm /Kg

r = 9.14 meter (230')

For these conditions, the gravitational force is about

10- 8 N. Under the best of conditions it may be possible to

measure this small force.

Let us assume that such a device has been constructed and can

measure 10 - 8 N. Remember that this is the force due to a 180

lb. man standing about 30 feet away. Now suppose a small

automobile pulls up outside the facility. Its weight is 3000

lbs. or equivalently its mass is 1368 Kg. If the automobile

is closer than 38 meters or 125 feet, its gravitational

attraction will exceed that of the intruder. The "gravi-

tometer" in other words, in order to be sensitive enough to

detect human intruders, will be more sensitive to nonrelevant

nuisances. Solar and lunar cycles will probably present more

of a nuisance than any man-made factors. For example, the

force presented by the sun (to the lead sphere) is on the or- -*

der of IN, eight orders of magnitude difference.

3.4.14 Pressure Sensing Techniques

Pressure sensing techniques respond to the weight presented

by an intruder's body to detect his presence. Weight can be

detected by pressure activated switches, load cells, and/or
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strain gauges. Another potential pressure sensing technique

3 exists in monitoring the air pressure wave which propagates

- ahead of an intruder as he moves. Experiments performed at

- SCOPE with a pressure transducer, however, did not demon-

strate evidence of a measurable effect. The transducer util-

ized (National Semiconductor LXO5O3A) was not sensitive

enough to detect an entry into a small room. Swatting the

air immediately ahead of the transducer with a hand did not

* produce a measurable response either. optimization in the

selection of the transducer may have produced a more sensi-

tive device, but it was evident that the effect would be very

small. It was therefore concluded that air pressure wave

sensing was not a highly ranked candidate for FIDS.

Pressure activated switches present a positive indication of

an intruder, if he has activated the switch by virtue of his

mode of entry or his position in a facility. Switches can be

placed on doors and windows to detect intruder entry. The. -e

techniques fall under perimeter control methods and thertFcre

will not be discussed as interior sensors. Switch mats how-

~" ~ ever can be placed at one or more locations in a facility.

The weight of the inrde' body activates the switch when

~. ~.-he stands or walks across the mat. Switch mats can be de-
signed such that they require some minimum force to open or

< ~' close the contacts. In this respect, they can be very immune

to false alarm from small animals and insects. Their biggest

drawback, however, is the need to locate them precisely in

the path the intruder will take. This is not an easy task

since the intrusion path is usually an unknown. In addition,

without covering a major portion of the floor area and with-

4 out careful concealment, these devices are easily bypassed.
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Load cells can be used to provide an analog voltage output

that is proportional to the weight of the intruder. Load

cells are generally constructed using piezoresistive ele-

ments; a change in pressure on the element alters its charac-

teristic resistance. Load cells would be utilized in much

the same manner as switch mats. The only advantage they

offer is a continuously variable output voltage in contrast

to the switch mat's binary on/off states. The variable out-

put enables more flexibility in applying the devices since an

adjustable threshold can be used. For instance, suppose load

cells were integrated into the floor of a facility. If a

piece of furniture or equipment was moved onto an area over a

cell, the threshold could be adjusted or biased for the new

arrangement. An intruder's weight would add to the existing

bias, and thus the cell might still be operable, given ade-

quate sensitivity and dynamic range. A switch mat in con-

trast might be rendered useless because it would constantly

be in the open or closed state under these conditions. To

prevent false alarm, the mat would have to be moved or dis-

abled from the system.

Strain gauges are an alternative pressure sensing technique

which may be used in place of switch mats or load cells. -

Strain Gauges produce an output proportional to the amount of -

strain induced in the structural members to which they are

attached. Strain is induced in the floor structure due to

the load presented by an intruder's weight. Motion detection

can be provided by monitoring sudden stress changes with

time. If the floor is a relatively contiguous structure such

that loads are distributed over a broad area, range/location

information can be obtained by analyzing the stress/strain

distribution within an array of strain gauges. This would

not be as straightforward a technique as with acoustic or
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radar ranging techniques. Analytical solutions would be

limited to very simple structures and possibly not at all

applicable to a real FIDS environment. Since each environ-

ment will be different, an empirical "1calibration" is prob-

1V ably more appropriate. C

Gauges would be mounted at strategic locations, nulled, and

then their outputs would be observed and characterized for a

variety of intrusion modes. The "calibration" process would

be analogous to the pattern classifier training described in

Section 3.4.10, Passive Acoustic. Because of similar diffi-

culties in training an intruder classifier, range/location

determination using strain gauges presents a formidable task

rd and is not justified in view of other candidate techniques

which provide this information directly.

In addition to the problems mentioned, the above devices will

require, to some degree, modification to existing facilities.

In the case of switch mats, modifications would be required
for concealment of the mats and for the laying of cables back

to a common interfacing device. Load cells and strain gauges

need to be attached directly to the floor covering or struc-

tural members. Outfitting these devices in current facili-

ties may then involve re-installing sections of floor suppor-

ted entirely by load cells or gaining access to subflooring
structure for strain gauge mounting. Again, provisions must

* .' be made for cable runs so that the devices are not easily

tampered with, detected, or inadvertently disabled.

3.5 EVALUATION CRITERIA 0

Given the large number of identified detection and processing

techniques, evaluation criteria are needed to identify those

sensors that are viable candidates for further consideration
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description, three criteria are clear. The sensor must be I
immanently capable of determining range and must be based

upon standard hardware and standard technology. Our investi-

* gations into published reports of previous and also current

work in intrusion detection (e.g. Carnahan Conferences,

MERADCOM Reports, commercial literature) and our own work in

the laboratory form a fourth criterion of existing data/prior

knowledge.

Nearly any scheme can be made ranging if enough detectors and

enough processing are used. Non-obvious ranging techniques

certainly merit some thought, however it is not the purpose

of this contract to invent novel or elaborate ranging

schemes. Rather the purpose is to detect an intruder, using

ranging. The requirement that ranging be immanent is justi-

fied by an inherent argument against a complicated system if

a comparable simple system is available. Further, the time

required by any system to make a range determination dimi-

nishes the time available to apply nuisance alarm reduction

processing. Schemes then which require a large tasking

effort to determine a range parameter become unattractive.

In the course of the investigation, sensors have been iden-
tified that do not range but can locate a human with regard

to angular position. In that these sensors provide the

capability to localize an intruder and to track the motion of

an intruder they have been considered to merit further atten-

tion. Other non-ranging sensors are dismissed.

The criteria of standard hardware and standard technologyZ

have some degrees of overlap, yet a functional distinction

can be made. Hardware is generally considered the physical
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"2 equipment of the sensor, separate and apart from the theory

or operating design of the device. Hardware shall be con-

sidered standard if it is available from a manufacturer as a

regular item. While any instrument has some degree of custom

design, the transducers and other equipment of the sensor

should be available for purchase in a routine manner, as op-

posed to availability only through special manufacturing

arrangements.

Technology, construed as theory or operating design of the

device, is considered standard if it is existent in present

commercial or military applications, not necessarily intruder

related. ",ovtl applications of well known technologies are

considered standard.

For many potential sensing schemes, previous work in intru-

sion detection and in other fields has created a large body

of data on their feasibility and performance. Many potential

sensors that meet the criteria of ranging, standard hardware,
: ; and standard technology can be judged inadequate based on

these studies and on our own investigations. Evidence re-

garding viability and conformance to any criteria must be

judged not merely with respect to detection of a human but

also with regard to operation within a FIDS context.

For purposes of organizing and evaluating the various detec-

tion and processing methods which have been described above,

a basic three step evaluation process has been carried out.

The first step directed attention to the available signal

.--. environments. The second step was a technique evaluation

aimed at the principal candidates selected from the environ-
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ment evaluation. Finally, breadboard experiments were con-

ducted to provide supporting data for the selected tech-

niques. The first two steps have required establishment of

criteria for evaluating environments and techniques.

3.5.1 Environments

The first level evaluation of potential system candidates has

been carried out by considering all of the possible signal

environments in which intrusion signals can be found. As is

evident in the detailed discussion on each environment pre-

sented earlier in the report, basic conclusions regarding

their viability can be made without pursuing the signal pro-

cessing techniques which may be available for use on those

signals. Hence, the suitability of each particular signal

environment has afforded a first cut at finding candidate

systems and eliminating others from further consideration.

Criteria which will be considered are the potential for ac-

quiring spatially dependent data, that is range or bearing

information, from the signal source. The factors of standard

hardware and standard technology along with availability of

existing data will round up the first level evaluation cri-

teria.

3.5.2 Techniques

Given that several signal environments offer the potential to

be viable choices to operate an intrusion detection system,

then it is necessary to break down the signal environments

according to the possible ways in which the intruder signals

can be processed to achieve various detection goals. Each of

these will then be rated according to several criteria. Once

-I
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again the good of obtaining spatially dependent data such as

range or bearing is a primary evaluation criterion. Added to

this are the ability to sense intruder motion, the relative

immunity of the process to nuisance signals, the ease of

testing by remote stimulus and ultimate hardware simplicity.

The previously described processing and detection techniques

will be listed and rated according to these criteria.

3.6 CANDIDATE SELECTION

The important process of selecting the candidate intrusion

detection systems for further development has required a

careful sifting of all of the information regarding signal

environments and target detection techniques within the

process described in Section 3.5.

Table III lists all of the environments considered for intru-

sion signal sources and provides a summary comparison of

these environments for application to the FIDS requirement.

although detailed discussions of these data have been pre-

sented, a brief summary of facts and conclusions relating to

each environment will be given here.

3.6.1 Environments

Passive Magnetic Field

Passive magnetic field sensors have been devised to detect

vehicle motion or armed personnel movement in exterior set-

tings. The required hardware is readily available and the

technology is well known. Sensing requires an intruder to

pass by the sensor carrying a metallic object with magnetic

properties, precluding any further consideration of this

scheme.
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Active Magnetic Field

- "The principle of operation of this type of sensor, detecting

a change in inductance, is well known. The scheme requires

large sensing coils, possibly involving custom manufacturing.

The sensor is non-ranging and the ability to restrict a de-

tection to events interior to the protected area is doubtful.

Gravitational

MrM 2

A detection scheme based on universal gravitation (Fr-,.R2

is non-ranging. A detector would be similar in form to a

Cavendish or torsion balance. The magnitude of the force

produced by a mass at a distance is so miniscule as to make

the time to detection impractical.

.. Chemical

Chemical detection is non-ranging, allowing for dispersion of

-" effluents through a gaseous medium yields a time to detect no
faster than minutes. The existence of standard hardware,

appropriate to a FIDS context is extremely doubtful at best.

* 'While the technology and techniques of chemistry are certain-

ly well-known, a specific procedure of chemistry for detec-
tion of a human is unknown. Research on development methods

for detecting and measuring volatile human affluents done at

Edgewood Arsenal and other locations has been discontinued.

Breakwire

Several varieties of standard hardware are available for

': •breakwire schemes. Breakwire methods are used for perimeter

and penetration protection, they have no particular capacity
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for volumetric protection of an interior area. Ranging can

only be effected to the degree that if a detection occurs,

the intruder is somewhere along the length of the sensor.

Pressure

Pressure detection of a human intruder inivolves relatively

simple technology and hardware is readily available. Ranging

is possible only by extensive emplacement of sensors. Em-

placement to provide total volumetric coverage would be to

such degree as to require some interior remodeling. Nuisance

signals from vibration are presumably extreme.

Thermal

Thermal detection is non-ranging for any practical applica-

tion. Several varieties of temperature sensitive devices are

available, satisfying the standard hardware criterion. The

standard technology criterion is not satisfied as no practi-

cal volumetric technique based on thermal exchange is known.

Time to detection with thermal techniques is long and there

is no particular capability to distinguish human from non-

human heat sources.

Passive Electric Field

* The most significant electrical event in the body is cardiac

depolarization and repolarization. The only other signifi-

* cant signal source is cortical neuronal activity. These

* events have a magnitude of microvolts to millivolts, detec- IN

table via skin electrodes. Detection can occur only if the

intruder is in contact with the sensor, precluding volumetric

coverage. No hardware or technique suitable to a FIDS con-

text is available.
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Active Electric Field

Ranging is not possible (immanently) with sensors of this

~ type. Leaky cables, capacitive, and proximity sensors are

2 all designed to provide perimeter or point protection and not

IR volumetric coverage.
I

Active IR/Visible/High Energy

In the upper part of the electromagnetic spectrum two general
) techniques are used, beam breaking and imaging. The viabil-

ity of these techniques is discussed more in-depth in an earlier

section. From a prima facie standpoint it is sufficient to

note that many hardware sources exist, some ranging tech-

niques can be identified, and that at least some detection

techniques involve relatively simple technology. There are

human exposure considerations for any active electromagnetic

N technique, particularly those in the high energy part of the
spectrum.

Passive Infrared

Single element passive IR detectors are not true range or

bearing detectors. There are, however, a variety of rela-

tively simple ways to determine range or bearing of a movin~g

intruder using PIR elements.

Single element passive infrared sensors are standard hardware
items of low cost. Passive infrared detection schemes are
not particularly suited to processing to determine whether a

* signal appears to be characteristic of a human or not, how-

:~ *..ever passive infrared systems have a relatively small nui-

sance alarm set.
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Active Acoustic

Active acoustic devices can potentially detect an intruder by

such techniques as radar, signal absorption, interferometry,

or analysis of standing wave patterns. Hardware is readily

available and the acoustic technology of these techniques is ,

well-known. A detailed discussion of the ranging techniques

was given earlier. At sonic frequencies, human annoyance is a

consideration.

*. Active RF

* In the active RF environment an intruder can potentially be

detected using radar, interferometry, or change in signal

equilibrium techniques. These techniques each utilize well

known technology and hardware is readily available. The rang-

ing techniques were discussed in detail earlier.

Passive Acoustic

Many varieties of hardware exist for passive acoustic signal

pick-up, however ranging can be accomplished only by triangu-
lation or other involved means. Pattern recognition proces-

sing can be developed to identify signals within a specific

environment. However, a processing technique that can iden-

tify a human within any interior environment is unknown.

Passive acoustic methods are used in intruder detection not

as motion sensors but as detectors of characteristic frequen-

cies such as that of shattering glass or wood, or as detec-

tors of assault on installed barriers with devices such as

saws or drills.
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3.6.1 Summary

The three environments which satisfy all conditions for se-

lected criteria are the Active Acoustic, Active Electromag-

netic, and Passive Infrared.

!PI
These three environments will be examined to discover the

most promising detection techniques among the diverse methods

investigated.

3.6.2 Techniques

In order to refresh the readers mind of the general tech-

niques, their capabilities and limitations, a brief discus-

sion of pertinent techniques will be given here as an intro-

duction to the evaluation of techniques. This will be fol-

lowed by a presentation of the tables of candidates systems

M along with a brief discussion of each general area.

3.6.2.1 General Discussion

In the Environments Section, several schemes with the poten-

tial for ranging are noted. In this section, the techniques

of beam-breaking, imaging, and radar are assessed in review

00. to serve as a basis for further candidate system evaluation

with a particular emphasis on the ability to acquire range

data.

Beam-Breaking

Beam-break schemes have as their greatest advantage, and also

their greatest disadvantage, their relative simplicity. With

a modulated transmitter and a receiver protected from satura-
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tion by ambient radiation, bean-break schemes are susceptible

to few nuisance signals. The system will respond only when a

physical object is present between the receiver and trans-

mitter. Small mammals and large birds are nuisance sources

and potentially quite troubling given the simplistic nature

of beam-break detection. The simpleness of the detection be-_

comes a drawback when deployment and environment are consi-

dered, with many of the same problems as a breakwire system.

To determine range or location requires a large number of re-

ceivers placed throughout the volume and characterization by

size, essential to discriminate mammalian and avian signals,

requires an even greater number of receivers in more dense

arrays. Deployment then becomes a problem as a great number

of receivers and perhaps many transmitters must be emplaced

with precise angular orientation required for each. In envi-

ronments with irregular features some sophistication will be

* . required to achieve an effective deployment. Any environment

with movable fixtures, furniture, etc. will require redeploy-

ment of the receivers/transmitters for any significant change

in interior environment. There are some (many?) interiors

where dense deployment of sensors along multiple surface

areas is logistically unacceptable due to the presence of

maps, charts, furniture, hardware, etc. As argued in the

previous sections, a high component count alone argues

against a system and in this case the large number of receiv-

ers will require a significant amount of front-end proces-

sing. Increasingly dense receiver arrays will begin to re-

semble imaging motion detectors. Any advanced processing

scheme will require a knowledge of the transmitter-receiver

configuration within a room making each and every sensor

application dependent. The effectiveness of the beam-break's
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simple detect-no detect response is seriously compromised in

3 any interior environment where casual rearrangement of fix-

tures, furniture, etc. during the access mode can occur, with

the possibility of placing an object directly in a beam.

Elaborate processing can perhaps provide for long-term, sta-

tionary beam-breaks but the attractive features of the sys-,L

tem, simpleness and positiveness, are then destroyed. The

system is also opened to defeat by knowledgeable intruders.
Beam-break schemes are generally used to protect access

routes or narrow corridors. There is some limited use of

beam-break schemes for volume protection but in the FIDS con-

text, where ranging is required and characterization of a

disturbance as a human is at least highly desireable, beam-

breaking is too crude for effective use.

Imaging

Imaging can be accomplished in several signal environments

and can be considered in ranging and in non-ranging applica-
tions. Ranging is conventionally done with two separated

units, each containing its own optics and detector. The

separation distance between the units must be known and the

range is computed by comparing the position on each detector

of the target. With one detector ranging can be done more

novelly by determining the focusing distance of an image or

by using laser striping techniques. The more traditional use

of imaging in intcusion detection is that of a single detec-

tor used in a non-ranging role. The degree of resolution and

the amount of processing employed determine the capabilities

of any particular device.

Low resolution detectors are used to detect motion, trigger-

ing on general changes in gray level or changes in contrast
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within the scene. Historically the problems associated with

various realizations of these systems have been enormous.

Vidicon cameras are plagued with image burn-in after looking

'o at the same scene over a long period of time, which reduces

the cameras sensitivity to motion. Image blooming occurs

around any bright object when a silicon vidicon is used. Ex-

traneous light sources contribute heavily to nuisance alarms,

including such sources as flashlights of security personnel,

vehicle headlights, and bright sunlight. Related to this is

personnel in adjoining areas performing seemingly innocuous

tasks, as opening doors or turning on fans and causing sudden

changes in light level or motion within the area of coverage.

Vibration pickup from the camera mounting has contributed
heavily to nuisance alarms. Cameras have shown high vulner-

ability to temperature extremes, particularly on the upside.

Rats and birds have caused problems for video motion detec-

* tion systems as have spiders, by crawling across or building

* . webs over the lens. Correct lighting is of paramount impor-

* ., tance in the overall performance of a video system. Careful

attention must be given to all illumination needs to provide

optimum video capabilities. Depth of field, field-of-view,
image size, and camera iris, must be considered to determine

illumination requirements.

High resolution detectors, those that can identify scene-to-

scene differences as human or not-human, are the subject of a

great deal of current research and development. So much so

in fact that current state-of-the-art capabilities can only

be obtained from technical reports and conference proceed-

ings. The major emphasis of this work is on military and
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- automated factory applications with different goals and dif-

ferent working constraints than with intrusion detection ap-
plications. The rate of progress in intrusion detection is

* very rapid yet several problem areas remain.

The basic cost of vision technology is extremely high. The

design and development costs are comparable to those of other

systems (radars, etc) but hardware costs can be expected to

range from a minimum of approximately $2000 to more than

$30,000 for more complex systems while special applications

-* using state-of-the-art in real-time hardware could exceed

$100,000. Software costs are indeterminate and depend upon
the existing collection of software tools and the experience

level of the personnel. System cost at this time is moving

downward and the expectation is for further downward move-

ment.

£ The most severe problem at this time for imaging applications

is tK'ie lack of system flexibility. While the performance of

any intrusion detection system is dependent on the environ-

ment, the very ability to identify a human is absolutely

p specific to each site. Every application would require spe-

cial attention and perhaps system modifications at a level

* not considered possible for inexperienced, unskilled person-

nel. Off-the-shelf vision systems are becoming a reality for

automated factory applications where the visual environment

* . -is known and the system is trained by presenting standard

reference targets. These systems are presently in the

* $35,000 to $70,000 price range.

* -. ,,*Rapid technological progress has made the lack of real time

hardware a smaller barrier than before. The state-of-the-art

in computer technology can effectively address the processing
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requirements for a computerized vision, image understanding

system with real-time capability. The large memory require-

ment and the very high throughput requirement still dictate

CPU power comparable to that of a large minicomputer. The

continuing successful development of chip level image analy-

sis algorithm modules will further lower the hardware bar-

rier.

Another barrier that is still significant yet being lowered-

with time, is the lack of widespread knowledge about how to

best apply computer vision within the constraints of the

state-of-the-art. For the imaging intrusion detection system

* to be successful there must be continued improvemet in image

engineering techniques, such as determination of optimal

lighting characteristics for an area, methods of contrast
improvement, and recognition algorithms for partially eclip-

sed objects whose shape is not fixed..-

Radar

Radar techniques can be evaluated independently of the car-

rier nature, EM or ultrasonic. Bound up with radar tech-

niques are the signal processing techniques to be used before

or in conjunction with the alarm decision routine. Digital .

signal processing techniques (transform processing, etc.) are

applicable to the nuisance rejection problem and radar tech-

* niques can be compared with each other independently of this.

Radar technique begins with a simple continuous wave system.

In the absence of timing marks, this system can only deter-

mine Doppler frequency shifts and thus functions only as a

velocity detector. The system cannot determine range or

bearing.
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The b--mplest radar technique that can be used to determine

U*. range is a frequency modulated CW system. These systems are

suited best to applications where there is a single, station-

ary target. Determination of range is complicated when a
Doppler frequency shift is present and there can be confu-

sions of range and Doppler velocity when fast, nearby targets

are present. When multiple targets are present the problems

Oo of resolving targets and measuring the range of each becomes
so complicated as to eliminate practical solution. A double-

modulated FM radar can eliminate the fixed error of a sin-

gle-modulated system, however it is more complicated and more

limited in range. This system and others which find range

from Doppler signal amlitude have a tremendous problem with

regard to a human target. Amplitude changes due to actual

~ changes in range with movement are masked by the complex na-
ture of human movement, e.g. cyclic patterns of arm and leg

swing and velocity variations between arms, torso, and legs.

multiple frequency CW radar can determine range without re-

liance on Doppler amplitude by use of a phase-difference

measurement. The unambiguous range is determined by the dif-

P ference in the transmitted frequencies. Multiple frequency

CW radars are single-target devices. The echo signal becomes

complicated and the meaning of the phase measurement is in

doubt if more than one target is present. Range can be de-

termined only if one return is dominant above all others.

Amplitude modulation of a CW radar yields the most straight-

forward ranging technique. A simple pulse radar measures

time-of-return with an unambiguous range determined by the

:~; .'pulse repetition frequency. More complex radars use the Dop-

pler shift in frequency caused by a moving target to distin-
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guish fixed from moving targets. Pulse radars using Doppler

can discern moving targets in the presence of fixed targets

even when the echo signal from fixed targets is orders of

magnitude greater.

Coherent MTI (moving-target-indication) radars and pulse Dop-

pler radars both use pulses to measure range and Doppler to

measure or detect motion. The distinction is that pulse Dop-

pler radars use high enough pulse repetition frequencies so

that Doppler frequencies may be measured unambiguously.

(Pulsing produces a sampled version of the Doppler waveform,

and must at a rate at least twice the maximum Doppler fre-

quency to avoid ambiguity.) The high PRF may produce range

ambiguities from multile-time-around echos. In coherent MTI

radars the PRF is low enough to provide range unambiguously.

Doppler frequency may be ambiguous, but it is not used to

measure velocity, merely to indicate motion. MTI may be co-

herent (phase fluctuations are measured) or noncoherent

(amplitude fluctuations are measured) with noncoherent MTI

being less complex. Noncoherent MTI requires large clutter

signals to be present to effect moving target detection. In
the absence of clutter, detection can take place if more than

one moving target is present with the lowest Doppler frequen-

cy acting as the reference signal.

In the FIDS context then, CW and FM CW are inappropriate giv-

en the range indeterminancies and the lack of detection in

the presence of multiple targets. In an office or storeroom

environment, multiple stationary returns can certainly be

expected, arguing for MTI or pulse Doppler techniques. The

relative effectiveness of simple pulse radars, range gating,

* delay line cancelers, etc. requires experimental assessment.

Multiple frequency CW will be viable only if torso return

dominates all other signal returns.
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3.6.2.2 Techniques Evaluation

From the assessment of signal environments, active electro-

*-: magnetic (both RF and IR/visible/High energy), passive in-

frared, and active acoustic have been selected as the most

promising milieu for a FIBS intruder detector. Contrasting

these with the evaluations of techniques yields the candidate

sensors of interest. Tables IV, V, and VI list the proces-

sing techniques available for the respective environments of

Active Acoustic, Active Electromagnetic and Passive Infrared

systems. As in Table III above, the X denotes suitability of

'4 the technique for satisfying the criterion specified in the

column. A few of the key points raised in earlier discus-

'I sions will be presented here for purposes of review.

Active Acoustic

From the techniques section, an MTI or pulse Doppler radar is

the best theoretical sensor for FIDS applications. A simple

pulse radar system will determine range with less hardware

complexity. The system performance versus system complexity

can be effectively assessed in the laboratory. In the infra-

sonic domain, insufficient target return is present for these

Z. techniques to be viable. Sonic frequencies, as noted before,

are feasible technologically, however human annoyance is a
consideration. Ultrasonic transmitters and receivers are

readily available.

Active Electromagnetic

U....Given EM wave velocity and FCC bandwidth restrictions the

practical implementations of RF radar are more limited.

Pulse systems are incompatible with these considerations,
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* leaving multiple frequency CW radar as the best candidate for

p ranging purposes in this domain. As noted in the techniques

section, multiple target returns (possibly from a single tar-

get) can cause a lack of detection with this method, render-
ing it inferior to pulse ranging systems.

V47 Beam breaking and imaging are less promising ranging tech-

niques vis-a-vis radar for FIDS applications, as discussed

previously. Further, there is the capability to implement

these techniques in the passive infrared domain, eliminating

the need for active illuminants. Given this, there is no

reason to consider techniques in this signal domain as prime

sensor candidates.

Passive Infrared

The single-element PIR cannot determine range or bearing even

with a faceted mirror for multi-beam coverage. A rotating

mirror combined with a single-element detector or a motor-

mounted single-element detector with enough processing and

hardware coordination could determine bearing, however this

is done much more easily with a multi-element sensor. Bear-

ing can be determined almost arbitrarily well with an appro-

priate combination of mirror facets and detecting elements.

Both range and bearing can be determined with two multi-ele-

ment sensors. The location of a moving intruder can be de-

termined to within a particular cell, determined by the over-

lap of the coverage beams from the two units. The more coy-

erage beams, the more precise the locating. The sensors must

be installed at a fixed separation distance and with precise

angular orientation for this processing to be effective.
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A sensor that uses a two-dimensional, multi-element detector 7
can determine bearing and two sensors can determine range and

bearing, as with the simpler one-dimensional, multi-element

detectors. A two-dimensional array can be used to do passive

image formation. The considerations for passive IR imaging
are exactly the same as for the active case with the excep-

tion that active illumination is not required.

As noted in the infrared section, single-element PIR sensors

are standard hardware items of low cost. Multi-element,

one-dimensional arrays are still standard hardware yet exhi-

bit a large price increase, becoming moderatly to very expen-

sive. Two dimensional arrays are just beginning to enter the

market and at enormous costs.

* The tables show a number of viable candidates satisfying many

or all of the chosen criteria. There is little doubt that

quite a few of the systems could be pursued through develop-

ment to a working system. In order to further reduce the

list of candidate systems, the breadboard testing has attemp-

ted to preview the complexity and performance to be realized

for a number of the listed systems.

3.6.3 Breadboard Investigations

The purpose of the breadboard investigations was to gain

first hand experience with the systems identified as highly

ranked candidates, thus providing a more solid foundation for

comparing their applicability to FIDS. Table VII lists the

systems actually evaluated by breadboard experiments and the

potential information to be gained from each. Although it
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has been stated that the principle requirement for the cani

didate sensor(s) is ranging capability, non-ranging candi-

dates were also considered for breadboard evaluation because

of their utility as correlating channels for false alarm

reduction.
soS

TABLE VII. BREADBOARD EVALUATIONS

POTENTIAL TARGET
SYSTEMS EXAMINED INFORMATION AVAILABLE

Active Electromagnetic -RF

9 CW Doppler Motion Detection
* Dual Frequency CW Motion Detection; Range

Passive Infrared
e Single Element Motion Detection
& Dual Element Differential Motion Detection with back

ground cancellation; Direc-
tion sense of target motion.

* -* "L~inear Array" using two Motion Detection with back-
*Dual Element Detectors ground cancellation; Bearing;

Increased coverage.
*Two Dimensional Array Imagery; Motion detection;

Bearing; Large volume cover-
v age

Active Acoustic
* SimplePulsed with MTI Motion Detection; Range

Processing (25 KHz,
40 KHz)

" Coherent Pulsed Doppler Motion Detection; Range;
with MTI Processing increased sensitivity
(25 KHz).
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3.6.3.1 Active Electromagnetic - Simple RF CW Doppler

Evaluation of the CW Doppler microwave system was not a major

hardware task due to the judicious selection of commercially

available RF modules. Two varieties of modules were obtained

from Microwave Associates. One was a K-band Doppler Trans-

ceiver (MA 86859), consisting of a Gunn diode oscillator and

a Schottky barrier mixer diode packaged in a single unit.

The device need only be supplied with +5 VDC to the Gunn os-

cillator, and the mixer output (Doppler) is tapped directly
off of the module. The only external circuitry needed is an

audio amplifier to boost the mixer output to a convenient

level. Motion detection at ranges in excess of 40 feet was

demonstrated with this arrangement.

The second Microwave Associates module was an X-band Varactor

Tuned Transceiver (MA 87105), featuring an electrically tun-

able carrier frequency, ferrite circulator, and a Schottky

barrier mixer diode in a single package. By fixing the tun-

ing voltage at one value, this module operated identically to

the K-band module by providing the Doppler frequency (motion

indicator) at the mixer output pin. Again, the only external

hardware needed was an audio amplifier.

Figure 3-22 shows the two modules and two X-band waveguides.

The MA 87105 module is on the left and the MA 86859 is shown

on the righthand side of the photo. -

3.6.3.2 Active Electromagnetic - Dual Frequency RF CW

Doppler

Since the Microwave Associates X-band module contained va-

ractor tuning, an alternating dual frequency carrier could be
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generated by applying a square wave to the varactor input.a As discussed in Section 3.4.5.7, the dual frequency configu-

ration permits moving target range determination by measuring

the phase difference between the two resulting Doppler fre-

quencies.

The experimental circuit is shown in Figure 3-23 and its cor-

responding functional block diagram is shown in Figure 3-24.

The square wave applied to the varactor input is simulta-

neously applied to the address line (output select) of the

analog switch/multiplexer. Toggling of the address line

switches the mixer output between the two analog switch out-

puts. Therefore, the switch acts as a demultiplexer, provid-

ing two discrete channels of Doppler output, with each chan-

nel uniquely providing the Doppler output from one of the two

carrier frequencies.

The duty cycle of the information on each channel (analog

switch outputs) is 50%, therefore low-pass filtering is used

to smooth the discontinuous output into continuous sinusoids.

Figure 3-25 shows the two channels of switched output prior

to any filtering. If the switching frequency (square wave)

1% ~ is set too low, the filtered output retains a choppy appear:--

ance. Figure 3-26 depicts the filtered output using a

switching frequency of about 50 Hz. At 50 Hz, the filter is

not effective at smoothing the waveforms. By increasing the

switching frequency, the filter's smoothing action becomes

more efficient. Figure 3-27 depicts the filtered outputs

using a switching frequency of about 5 KHz. As evidenced byhi the photograph, the chopped appearance has disappeared.
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* Amplifiers are used after the low-pass filters to boost the

signals to convenient levels for threshold detection. The

remainder of the circuit functions as a phase difference de-

tector. As discussed earlier, the range of a moving target

may be determined by the phase separation between Doppler

returns generated at two different carrier frequencies. The

dual comparator and XNOR combination produces output pulses

whose widths are proportional to the target range. Figure

* 3-28 depicts the idealized sinusoidal waveforms from each

channel as they are input to the comparators. As each wave-

' form crosses the voltage threshold, the respective comparator

output goes high. Any delay between the two channel's thres-

hold crossings (due to phase lag) will also occur in the com-

parator outputs. Figure 3-29 'Iepicts the typical outputs of

the two comparators for a moving target. The slight time de-
lay between the logic level transitions on each of the two

channels is proportional to the phase difference between the

original sinusoids. Application of the comparator outputs to

the serial XNOR logic (to yield XOR) produces a logic high

when one or the other input is high, but not both. Figure

3-30 shows the XOR output obtained by moving the transceiver

towards a wall at three feet. The final output then is a

sequence of pulses occuring at twice the Doppler frequency

and whose widths represent the time delay (At) between the

two channels. Knowing the Doppler frequency permits conver-

sion of the At values into phase differences, from which

range can be computed directly.

Several problems were noted during the evaluation of the

technique. The first problem was the device's ability to

"see" through walls and thin partitions. Physical barriers

(non-metallic) are invisible to microwaves, therefore the
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energy from the transceiver was not contained within the

room. To prevent interference from outside the room, the

sensitivity of the receive amplifiers had to be reduced or

the threshold voltage on the comparators had to be increased.

* 9 Both of these actions however create marginal detection abil-

ity at the maximum range inside the room.

The problem discussed above could be dealt with if reliable

range data was provided. For instance, the sensitivity could s
be set high enough to provide good detectability within the

protected interior. If targets outside the room could be

seen at that sensitivity level, the range information could

be used to ignore them. Unfortunately, consistent range out- a

put was not provided by the circuit described.

Another problem noted during the radar evaluation was an

*~ '4 acute sensitivity to 120 Hz noise pick-up from fluorescent-

lights. Figure 3-31a shows the 120 Hz noise superimposed on

the Doppler frequency. Fluorescent lights emit broadband

interference at microwave frequencies. The 120 Hz component
V appears at the mixer output because the current in the tube's

plasma is modulated at 120 Hz. The noise level from fluores-

cent lights directly in the radar beam is sufficient to mask

an intruder at a range of 10 to 20 feet. Exercising caution

in the placement of the transceiver and in the selection of

waveguide horns helped to alleviate most of the interference.

Notch filtering at 120 Hz was examined but had limited use-

fulness since this frequency is contained within the passband
of anticipated intrusion signatures.

Initially, the transceiver was positioned in a hallway to

monitor the signals obtained from normal traffic. When a

person walked towards the transceiver, the XOR output con-

sisted of pulses with largely random frequency and width. To
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Figure 3-31a. Dual Frequency Microwave Radar; 120 Hz
- Noise From Fluorescent Lights Superimposed

on Doppler Signals
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ensure that the circuit was functioning properly, the trans-

ceiver itself was motioned towards the floor and ceiling. In

- these instances, uniform outputs were achieved. Suspecting

multipaths in the hallway to be a source of confusion, the

system was moved into a 17' x 40' room containing few ob-

structions. While there was a noticeable improvement in the-

output, conflicting range indications were still obtained

* from single walking targets. Observing the signals appearing

at the comparator inputs revealed complex Doppler waveforms

created by human motion; not the idealized sine waves shown

in Figure 3-28.

Figures 3-31b and c show strip chart recordings of the out-

puts of the two channels of the receiver under various condi-

tions. In Figure 3-31b, the target motion is approximately

uniform. This condition was produced by manually moving the

sensor head toward a fixed target. Although some amplitude_

modulation of the return is present, there is only one Dop-

pler frequency present and the zero crossing technique for

/ phase measurement could be employed.

Figure 3-31c shows the output produced by a walking human

target. Note that the waveform is considerably more complex.

Multiple frequencies are present. The zero crossing tech-

nique (infinite clipping of the waveforms followed by an ex-

clusive-or comparison of the outputs) will obviously not pro- -

duce a series of uniform width pulses as in the single fre-

quency case. It is valid at this point to ask whether the

zero crossing technique will produce a waveform of consis-

tent duty cycle proportional to range as in the single fre-

quency case even though the pulse series is not uniform.
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To answer this question consider the simplest case where two

frequencies w I and w 2 are present with amplitudes a, and a2 .

The waveforms are

a1 cos w1 t + a2 cos w 2 t

and

a, cos (wlt + 9) + a2 cos (w2t + e)

Each of these has zero average value and hence, when infi-

nitely clipped, will produce a bi-level waveform of 50% duty

cycle. If the second waveform were of the form

a1 cos (Wl(t+t0) + a2 cos (w 2 (t+t 0 ))

then it would be simply a time-shifted version of the first.

The exclusive-or process would produce a waveform with duty

cycle proportional to the time-shift. This is not the case

with the constant phase-shift-with-frequency waveform ac-

tually obtained. The infinitely-clipped versions of the first

and second waveforms have different patterns and hence do not

produce a consistent duty cycle proportional to phase shift,.

More sophisticated processing would be necessary to extract

the range information.

One approach would be to use phase-locked loops to extract

single-frequency components from the waveforms. The zero

crossing phase detector process could then be applied to the

output. Another approach would be to normalize the powers in
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the two waveforms by automatic gain control and then take

their linear product. If the waveforms are represented by

fl(t) = E An cos Wnt
n

and

f (t) = A cos (w t + e)
2 n n

n

then the average value of the product is

fl(t)'f 2 (t) = cos 6 _ An2

The AGC process keeps An2 constant. Hence the output is pro-
portional to cose as desired.

Neither of these more elaborate phase detection techniques

were attempted because they were considered beyond the scope

of the breadboard investigations. We believe that neither

would work very well because of the complex nature of the

waveforms obtained with a real target. It would be difficult

to find time constants for either that would cover the range

of frequencies involved. The complexity of the processing
involved as well as the vulnerability to interference from

fluorescent lights and the transparency of walls to the

microwave signals make the dual frequency technique a poor

choice in comparison with other ranging sensors.

During the course of the investigation data were furnished by

MERADCOM describing a microwave sensor developed by Stewart

et als at Queen's University, Belfast, Northern Ireland.

Part of this data was UK Patent Application GB 2056213A which
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describes a dual frequency ranging sensor essentially equiva-

': lent to the device described above. The circuit diagram in-

cluded in the patent application as well as the device des-

cribed in an operators manual for the device (also supplied

as part of the data) do not operate in this way but are mo-

tion detectors only.

3.6.3.3 Passive Infrared - Single Element and Dual Element

Differential Pyroelectric Detectors

Two low cost pyroelectric detectors were used to evaluate in-

trusion signals in the passive infrared environment. The

first type was an Amperex RPY96, single element detector us-

ing lead lanthanum zirconium titanate (PLZT) as the pyroelec-

tric material. The detector is housed in a TO-5 case with an

integral FET for impedance conversion. The RPY96 has an op-

tically coated silicon "daylight filter" built into the hous-

ing which transmits only wavelengths from 6.5 pm to >14 pm.

The filter thus prevents sensitivity to short wavelength in-

frared that may be present in sunlight and other general

illuminants.

Hardware circuitry to produce the intrusion signal required

only the addition of amplifiers and a bandpass filter to the

pyroelectric detector. Figure 3-32 shows the hardware sche-

matic and Figure 3-33 shows the corresponding block diagram

of the IR amplifier/filter. Reflecting optics consisting of

a 50 mm diameter, 40 mm focal length spherical mirror was

used to image the intrusion scene on the detector. The op-

tics provided sufficient concentration of the IR energy to

detect a man moving in the field of view at greater than 100

feet.
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At this point it is worth noting that the pyroelectric detec-

tor inherently produces an output only when the element temn-

4. perature is actually changing. Therefore a man must illumin-

ate the active element with varying intensity levels to pro-

duce an indication. This criteria is most conveniently met

by positioning the detector's field of view such that a man

4 must pass through it. A man stationary in the field of view

will not produce an indication. Unfortunately the single

element detector will produce an output for any infrared (6.5-

-rm - 14 lVm) intensity change "seen" in its field of view.

Therefore a draft of cooler or warmer air (or any cycling

thermal source) in the field of view can produce an output

and becomes a potential false alarm source. The bandpass

filter incorporated in the circuit of Figure 3-32 tends to

alleviate some of the susceptibility to thermal transients,

especially the high pass section. The rationale behind the

filtering is that airborne thermal transients will be dif-

fused across the detector's field of view, and therefore the

net change in infrared flux seen by the detector will be of

low frequency and intensity. This is in direct contrast to a

man who at one instant is outside the field of view and then

steps into the field of view. Stepping into (or out of) the

4, field of view produces a higher frequency flux change (depen-

S. ding on intruder velocity) that is separable from background
transients through filtering.

Further immunity to ambient temperature variations can be -

gained by utilizing a dual element differential pyroelectric

sensor. This was the second type (Amperex RPY97) of pyro-

electric examined during the breadboard studies. Figure 3-34

shows both detectors. The RPY96 is on the left and the RPY97

is on the right. The RPY97 has nearly identical construction
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and operational characteristics as the RPY96, with the excep--

tion that it contains two elements configured in a differen-

tial mode. In the differential mode, an output is produced

only when the two elements "see" differing levels of changing
IR intensity. In the example of the air draft, as long as

both elements see the same IR intensity, no indication will

be produced, thereby providing ambient thermal noise discrim-

ination. Sensitivity to a man however, is essentially un-

changed because he must still walk through the field of view

and thereby will produce a large relative intensity change in

the scene on one element or the other. Experimentation with

different cut-off frequencies with the high pass filter

showed that a lower cut-off of 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz provided rela-

* tively good filtering of ambient air currents in the detec-

tor's fields of view. Both the noise level and signal from a

slow moving target are reduced about 50% using the 1 Hz cut-

off. For a fast moving target (i.e., brisk walk or run as

opposed to crawling or creeping) however, the signal level is

comparable using either 1 Hz or 0.5 Hz cut-offs. The SIN

then becomes a function of anticipated target velocities, and

the particular optics system in use. These factors should be

considered in a trade-off analysis for braseboard and ADM de-

velopment. The upper cut-off for the low pass filter secti~on

is largely dictated by the detector's response characteris-

tics. The manufacturer's quoted frequency response for the

RPY97 is 0.1 to 20 Hz, however the voltage responses at 10 Hz
and 20 Hz are -25 dB and -31 dB relative to 0.1 Hz. The cor-

ner frequency of the low pass filter was designed for 10 Hz,

which permits some contribution up to 20 Hz through roll-off

characteristics. Increasing the corner frequency to 20 Hz

-7 did not significantly increase the detector output but did,

however allow sufficient 60 Hz line noise into the circuit to

degrade its performance.
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Figure 3-35 shows the signal obtained at the output of the

RPY97 using the manufacturer's recommended preamp. The sig-

nal was produced by a man walking slowly across the field of

view (using reflective optics) at ten feet. The noise evi-

denced by the wide trace is 60 Hz. The double peak nature of

the output is characteristic of the differential element con-

figuration. A temperature increase on one element produces a
positive-going output while a temperature increase on the

other element produces a negative-going signal. (The voltage

swing reverses during a temperature decrease.) If desired,

the direction which a man traverses the field of view may be
determined by observing whether the output swings positive

first or negative first. Figure 3-36 shows the output ob-

tained from a man walking slowly across the differential de-

tector's field of view at 100 feet. The signal was recorded

after bandpass filtering between 1.0 to 20 Hz., and an addi-

tional stage of amplification. It is apparent from the pho-

tograph that sufficient signal-to-noise ratio exists at 100

feet to permit threshold detection of the indication. If the

:' ~;bandpass filter had been increased to 0.5 Hz to 20 Hz, the

amplitude of the signal in Figure 3-36 would have been in-

OR creased but the noise level would have exhibited a similar

increase. There would not have been any real increase in
4 *1 signal-to-noise ratio for slow moving targets.

3.6.3.4 Passive Infrared - "Linear Array" Using Two Dual

Element Detectors 9

Two RPY97 differential detectors were positioned in the focal

plane of the spherical mirror to qualitatively simulate a

small linear array. Figure 3-37 depicts the background noise

level simultaneously seen by the two detectors in this con-
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Figure 3-35. Infrared Detector Preamp Output (Unfiltered);
Response Obtained From Man Walking Slowly at 10 Feet
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Figure 3-36. Infrared Detector Bandpass Filter Output
(1.0 - 20 Hz Bandpass); Response Obtained From

Man Walking Slowly at 100 Feet
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Figure 3-37. Infrared Detector Bandpass Filter Outputs;
Dual Detector Configuration.

Upper Trace, Noise Level for 0.5 - 20 Hz Bandpass
Lower Trace, Noise Level for 1.0 - 20 Hz Bandpass

I
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Figure 3-38. Infrared Detector Bandpass Filter Outputs, Dual
Detector Configuration; Response Obtained From

Man Walking Slowly at 10 Feet
Upper Trace, 0.5 - 20 Hz Bandpass
Lower Trace, 1.0 - 20 Hz Bandpass
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figuration. Note that the top trace (right detector) was ami-

plified and bandpass filtered in the 0.5 - 20 Hz band. The

lower trace (left detector) was bandpass filtered in the 1.0

-20 Hz band to contrast the output from the two filter set-

tings simultaneously. As stated previously, the noise level

for the 1.0 - 20 Hz bandpass is roughly half that of the 0.5

-20 Hz bandpass. Figure 3-38 shows the filtered output as a

man walked slowly across the fields of view (and back again)

at 10 feet. Again, the different filter bandpasses were used

to contrast the output levels from the same target. In this

instance, the output from the 0.5 - 20 Hz channel (top trace)

is more than double the amplitude of the other channel. The

signal-to-noise ratio at a target range of less than 30 feet

is sufficient to permit effective use of either filter. Note

that the direction of target movement may be obtained by ob-

serving the polarity swings on an individual channel and by

observing the sequence of detection between channels.

3.6.3.5 Passive Infared -Two Dimensional Imaging Array

*A pyroelectric two-dimensional imaging array was briefly ex-

amined for its potential in intrusion detection. To date,

the array is under classified development for Night Vision

Laboratories and therefore is not commercially available as

yet. SCOPE was given the opportunity to witness several

demonstrations of the device which is itself in a hardened

breadboard state of development. SCOPE was also granted an

opportunity to experiment with the device under the manufac-

turer's direct supervision.

The device is analogous to a solid state television monitor,

* operating in the infrared portion of the electromagnetic

*spectrum. The elements of the array are described by the
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manufacturer as ferroelectric, producing an output only when

the elements are heating or cooling. While the material used

iproperly called a ferroelectric, it is used in its paraelec-

tric state since the array is heated to above its Curie

point. Electronically, the ferroelectric elements behave as

temperature sensitive capacitors. In order to image a non-

moving scene, it is therefore necessary to chop the image on

the detector at a regular interval. Chopping is achieved by

opening and closing a shutter mechanism in front of the de-

tector. When the shutter is open, the array heats up in pro-

portion to the infrared energy imaged upon it. When the

shutter closes, the array cools in opposite proportion. If

the shutter is held open, the device operates in a staring

mode. In the staring mode an image is produced only when an

infrared source moves across the field of view. The resul-

ting motion of the image across the array provides the neces-

sary intensity modulation to cause an output from the ferro-

electric elements. The output obtained in this manner de-

fines the edges of a moving object (where intensity contrast

~J is greatest) but no details about the rest of the object.

During the experiments with the device at SCOPE, both the

chopped and staring modes were examined. The device was

first operated in the staring mode because the motion sensi-

-* tive aspect is most applicable to intrusion detection. While

edge detection was provided for a very fast moving target

(man sprinting), images were not obtained for a person walk-

ing at normal to brisk speeds. At the slower target veloci-

ties not enough difference occurs in the field of view from

frame to frame to produce a significant output. This is a

direct consequence of the sample rate used internal to the

device, which results in an effective frame rate of about 30

Hz. It was concluded that an effective frame rate of less
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than 10 Hz will be needed to utilize the staring mode for

this application. The effectiveness of the staring mode was

further inhibited by the fact that the video output from al-

ternate frames is inverted. This procedure is used to permit

video output during the shutter closed period in the chopped

mode. While the inverting process enhances the chopped dis-

play it has the effect of canceling any output in the staring

mode. The manufacturer's representatives had not considered

this fact at the time the equipment was evaluated at SCOPE.

Because neither the frame rate nor the video inverting

schemes were field alterable, the remainder of the experi-

ments utilized the equipment in the chopped mode. The ultra--

sonic processing algorithm (to be discussed in Section

3.6.3.8) was modified slightly to provide frame to frame
differencing of the infrared sensor's video output. The

* greatest sensitivity to target motion was obtained by rota-

ting the device 900.* An audible alarm was produced from the

detection of a moving target. Using an optical system with

an approximate 900 field of view, an alarm was easily gener-

ated at a target range of 15 to 25 feet, with the target

walking at normal speeds.

An analog tape recording was made of the video output while

the device was operated in the chopped mode. Target signals

were provided by a man walking back and forth across a hall-

way while simultaneously increasing his range from several

feet to about 80 feet. Subsequent examination of these tapes

displayed a minimum S/N of 3 to 1 for any given pixel, cor-to

responding to the maximum range. S/N ratios better than 10

to 1 were observed at closer ranges. The actual S/N figures

are probably better than these, as some fidelity is always

lost through record/reproduce operations. The observed S/N
however, was sufficient for this application.
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3.6.3.6 Ultrasonic Simple Pulse Ranging System With

MTI Processing

3.6.3.6.1 Hardware - A pulsed ultrasonic system was bread-

boarded that permits time-of-flight measurement to determine

target range. The hardware circuit and its functional block

diagram are shown in Figures 3-39 and 3-40 respectively.

Separate transmitter and receiver elements are used for two

reasons. Principally, piezoel.ectric transducers can be manu-

factured such that they are most sensitive as either trans-

mitters or receivers at a given frequency. While a single

element can function as both, the electromechanical conver-

sion efficiency of the device is compromised. Signal-to-
noise ratio and sensitivity are therefore improved if the

transmitting and receiving elements are distinct. Secondly,

separate transmit and receive elements simplify the detector

circuitry since no provision is needed to prevent the highS voltage transmit pulse from penetrating the receive ampli-

fiers.

In the experiments using the simple pulse ranging breadboard,

the transmit pulses were provided by gated tone bursts from a

Wavetek signal generator. Pulse width and pulse repetition

interval were determined by a sync signal from the processor.

In the receiver circuitry shown in Figure 3-39, a variable

gain amplifier (MC1590) is utilized to correct the amplitude

of the pulse returns with distance. Gain correction is re-

quired to compensate for signal attenuation and beam diver-

gence with increasing range. Gain is continuously variable

over a 60 dB interval by providing 0 to 12 V on pin 2. (0 V
corresponds to maximum gain, 12 V corresponds to minimum

gain.) The voltage on pin 2 is provided by an off-set and

0
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processor. Figure 3-41 depicts the gain curve typically used

in the experiments, as it appears on pin 2. The gain correc-

tion curve stored in the processor memory was determined em-

pirically by observing the signal loss from a human target at

various ranges.

The output of the variable gain preamp undergoes two stages
of active bandpass filtering. The 3 dB cut-off points of

each filter are set at +/-2 kHz from the carrier frequency.

A post amplifier is then used to increase the signal level

after filtering. An envelope detector and output buffer is

used to transform the high frequency pulse returns to a lower

frequency better suited for digitization.

For these tests, MTI processing required digitizing and stor-

ing the returns from each pulse interval. Analog-to-digital

conversion of the returns at the carrier frequency requires a -

sampling rate at twice (or more) the carrier frequency to

adequately represent the waveform and to prevent aliasing.

In a range of 30 feet, over 2,650 samples per pulse period

would be required at a carrier frequency of 25 kHz. These

large quantities of data would rapidly consume processor mem-

ory and time, especially if subtraction and other arithmetic

operations are performed sample-to-sample between consecutive

pulse returns. In contrast, the envelope representation

rarely contains frequency components exceeding several hun-

dred cycles per second. As will be shown in the following -

photographs, the envelope presentation contains the informa-

tion necessary for target detection.

Figure 3-42 shows the output typically obtained by position-

ing the sensor in a hallway. The lower trace is the pulse

return interval at a 25 kHz carrier frequency. The upper
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Figure 3-41. Ultrasonic Gain Correction Curve
(OV = Max. Gain, 12 V = Min. Gain)

.A

Figure 3-42. Ultrasonic Simple Pulse Return From
Hallway Scene. Upper Trace is the Envelope Representation.

'Lower Trace is the Return at the Carrier Frequency (25 kHz).
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trace is the envelope detector output for the same return.

Each pulse within the wave train is the result of objects in

the sound field reflecting energy back to the receiver. InI., the hallway, the large reflections were obtained from door
jambs and doorways. HM
Figure 3-43 depicts the same outputs when a man is standing

in the hallway at a range of about five feet from the sensor.

His reflection appears to the left of the largest return

shown in the photograph. Figure 3-44 demonstrates the effect

of gain correction. In this figure, the man is still stand-

ing at about five feet, however the gain of the preamplifier%

was fixed at its maximum for the entire pulse interval. The

reflection from the man has a much higher amplitude in this

instance because he is relativly close to the sensor. If he -

were to increase his distance from the sensor, his return

would rapidly approach the amplitude seen in Figure 3-43,

however it would occur later in the pulse period. Note that

the amplitude of the other reflectors shown in Figures 3-43

J and 3-44 did not change significantly by removing the gain

correction. This effect occurs because the corrected gain is

already approaching its maximum at these ranges. (Refer to

Figure 3-41, which shows the gain correction curve in an

equivalent time scale).

Various combinations of transducer pairs were examined to

determine the optimum set to use for the evaluations. Table

VIII lists all the ultrasonic transducers purchased, their

manufacturers, model numbers# and operating frequencies.

Figure 3-45 is a photograph showing a. sample of the various

transducer configurations. Although precise calibration and
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Figure 3-43. Ultrasonic Simple Pulse Carrier and
2 Envelope; Man Standing at Approximately 5 Feet in Hallway
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TABLE VIII. LIST OF ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS EVALUATED

TRANSDUCER
4 NUMBER MANUFACTURER TRANSDUCER DESCRIPTION

1 Massa Prod. Corp. Security Transducer, MS-4,
Receiver, 19.5 kHz.

2 Massa Prod. Corp. Security Transducer, MS-3,
Transmitter, 19.5 kHz.

3 Massa Prod. Corp. TR89B, Type 31, 31 kHz.
4 Massa Prod. Corp. TR89B, Type 23, 23 kHz. -
5 Massa Prod. Corp. TR89B, Type 40, 40 kHz.
6 MuRata Erie Ceramic Microphone, MA4064,

30-50 kHz.
7 MuRata Erie Ceramic Microphone, MA40LlR,

40 kHz Receiver
8 MuRata Erie Ceramic Microphone, MA40LIS,

40 kHz Transmitter
9 Blatek Industries Inc 8020-25, Low-Med. Power, 26

kHz.
10 Blatek Industries Inc 8020-40, Low-Med. Power, 39

kHz.
11 Blatek Industries Inc 8010-25, Low Power, 25.6 kHz
12 Blatek Industries Inc 8010-40, Low Power, 39.6 kHz
13 Shigato Far East Ltd SCM-405A, Receiver, 40 kHz
14 Shigato Far East Ltd SCS-405, Transmitter, 40 kHz
15 TDK Corp of America SE04B25R, Receiver, 25 kHz
16 TDK Corp of America SE04B25T, Transmitter, 25 kHz
17 TDK Corp of America SE08F40R, Receiver, 40 kHz
18 TDK Corp of America SE08F40T, Transmitter, 40 kHz
19 NTK Tech. Ceramics EDS A328, Transmitter, 32.8

20 NTK Tech. Ceramics EDS 8328, Receiver, 32.8 kHz
. 21 NTK Tech. Ceramics EDS C328, Transmitter and

Receiver, 32.8 kHz
22 NTK Tech. Ceramics USP-A400T, Transmitter, 40

kHz
23 NTK Tech. Ceramics USP-A400R, Receiver, 40 kHz
24 NTK Tech. Ceramics USP-B400T, Transmitter, 40

kHz
25 NTK Tech. Ceramics USP-B400R, Receiver, 40 kHz
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characterization of each set's sound field and responsivity

was not performed, each set was qualitatively evaluated on

the basis of returned signal amplitude and pulse shape. Each

transmitter was pulsed at its resonant frequency for a one

millisecond duration, and the output of the corresponding re-

ceiver was observed on an oscilloscope. The reference re-

flector in these tests was a partition wall at ten feet. It

was found that the best overall sensitivity and S/N was pro-

vided by the TDK transducer pairs, operating at resonant fre-

quencies of 25 kHz and 40 kHz. These devices correspond to

transducer numbers 15-18 in Table VIII. These pairs have a

quoted 500 beam angle at their 3 dB power points. The 19.5

kHz Security Transducer pair manufactured by M~assa Products t

Corp. (transducer numbers 1 and 2) also provided good signal

characteristics, but they were large and bulky, produced an

audible tone, and cost over 12 times more than the TDK trans-

ducers. The majority of the breadboard experiments therefore o

used the TDK pairs.

There were two classes of "noise" noted during the evaluation

of the simple pulse hardware. The first type of noise has

been broadly termed scintillation. Scintillation in the ul-

trasonic return manifests itself as random amplitude varia-

tions in the return pulse train. These variations do not

occur uniformly over the entire return interval, nor do they

have any distinct period of oscillation. Experimental obser-

vation of the effect under differing environmental conditions

demonstrated that the major causes are air turbulence and

temperature gradients within the sound field. When the i
transmitter/receiver pair is pointed in the direction of an

air conditioning duct, amplitude variations up to 100% are

typical. By contrast, the signal in still air does not

change perceptively.5
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$ Pointing the sound field directly at an air conditioning duct

represents a worst case situation because both turbulence and

temperature gradients occur simultaneously. Turbulence or

7 temperature variations by themselves produce less severe
scintillation, but still significant. Figure 3-46 shows the

- return pulse interval for the hallway scene again, however a

fan had been placed behind the sensor such that it induced

;~ turbulence in the sound field. The shutter on the camera was

-~ held open for two seconds so that multiple pulse intervals

would be recorded on the same photograph. The smeared

appearance of the large reflections in Figure 3-46 is the re-

sult of the amplitude variations occuring from pulse-to-pulse

(trace-to-trace) in the two second interval.

The other principle source of interference noted during these
- tests was due to noise sources that produced frequencies in

the ultrasonic range. One concern was the effect of tele-

phone ringing since the intended application is interior in-

trusion detection. Telephones do not, however interfere sig-

nificantly when they are not directly in front of the sensor.

Figure 3-47 shows the hallway scene with a ringing telephone

q positioned on the beam's axis at a range of five feet. Even

under these conditions, the interference is not severe. Note

that the interference becomes more apparent during the latter

part of the pulse interval. This effect arises because the
receiver gain is greater there than at the start of the in-
terval. Likewise the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded
towards the latter part of the pulse interval.

Another ultrasonic noise source evaluated in these tests was

~: ~.the jinqling of keys. Figure 3-48 shows the interference

produced when keys were jingled in a room adjacent to the
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Figure 3-46. Ultrasonic Simple Pulse Carrier and
Envelope; Fan Induced Scintillation in Hallway

Figure 3-47. Ultrasonic Simple Pulse Carrier and
Envelope; Telephone Ringing in Hallway at 5 Feet
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sensor. The carrier frequency is 25 kHz. Note that the

noise amplitude is similar to that produced by a telephone

directly in the beam. If the keys were jingled directly in

the sound beam at a five feet range, the resultant inter-

ference would completely mask the signals of interest.

Operation at 40 kHz was examined to determine if the higher

* carrier frequency lies outside the spectra emitted by both

telephones and keys jingling. There was however, no readily

discernable improvement in the susceptibility to these ultra-

sonic noise sources at 40 kHz. In fact, scintillation was

noticeably more prevalent, ard increased attenuation resulted

in reduced signal strength when operating at 40 kHz. Because

of these factors, remaining tests were conducted using the 25

kHz transducer set. E.Offects of these nuisance signals was

subsequently reduced through an increase in the transmitted

pulse power which permitted equivalent signal return at

reduced receiver sensitivity.

3.6.3.7 Ultrasonic Coherent Pulse Doppler Ranging System

With MTI Processing

-~ 3.6.3.7.1 Hardware - A coherent pulse Doppler system was

.4 breadboarded that inherently provides a moving target indi-

cation with ranging capabilities. The moving target indica-

tion is provided by measuring phase modulation induced by a

target's motion. Since the system is pulsed, the modulation

will occur only at a time corresponding to the round trip

propagation delay between the transmit/receive pair and the

* moving target. By measuring the delay time the target's

* range is thus determined.
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Figure 3-49 is the schematic diagram of the coherent pulse

Doppler detector. The receive amplifier is identical to that

used in the simple pulse breadboard minus the envelope detec-

tor (see Figure 3-39), therefore it is not repeated in this: NO drawing. The receive amplifier's output is applied at the

point denoted as "RCV IN". An external CW sine wave oscilla-

tor operating at the carrier frequency (25 kHz) is applied at

the point denoted as "CW IN". The CW oscillator is adjusted

for a 2V peak-to-peak output.

Figure 3-50 depicts the functional block diagram for the en-

tire system. In operation, the 25 kHz oscillator runs con-

tinuously. Pulses to the transmit transducer are generated

by an analog switch that gates a portion of the CW on and

off. The pulse width and repetition interval are determined

by sync pulses from the processor. As in the simple pulse

system, the gain of the receive amplifier is controlled by

the processor through the variable gain preamp. The gain

control provides distance/amplitude correction over the pulse

repetition interval for a more uniform response. The return

signal is bandpass filtered about the carrier frequency and

amplified again. The multiplier performs the analog equiva-

'" lent of the mathematical operation, (sin a) (sin b) = 1/2

(cos (a-b) - cos (a+b)I, where sin a represents the return

wavetrain and sin b represents the CW oscillator reference.

The output of the multiplier then contains two terms; the

differenced term and the summed term between the return and

the reference. The multiplier output is low pass filtered to

remove the summed term.

-% Analysis of the differenced term reveals that in the absence

of a moving target, the "a" frequency and the "b" frequency

are identical and will cancel. There remains however, a
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residual phase factor that is range dependent. Therefore,

stationary target returns can produce non-zero outputs de-

pending on their range. Their output however, remains con-

stant from pulse-to-pulse since the relative phase difference

between the reference signal (oscillator) and the returns is

always constant. This is the coherent aspect of the system.

When a moving target returns energy, two effects take place.

First, the range dependent phase term is no longer constant

from pulse-to-pulse due to the target's change in range.

This is the principle source of output modulation. Secondly,

* the target velocity imparts a Doppler shift so that frequen-

cies "a" and *b" are no longer identical. They do not cancel

in the cos(a-b) term and therefore will also contribute to

the output modulation.

Figure 3-51 is the coherent return obtained for the same

hallway scene previously depicted in Figures 3-42 and 3-43

for the simple pulse system. The pattern displayed in Figure

3-51 may be considered as a relative phase map of the sta-

tionary reflectors in the hallway. This map remains constant

from one pulse to the next so long as the fixed targets do

not move. Figure 3-52 shows the coherent return for a man

rocking back and forth at a range of about five feet. In

order to show the "butterfly" effect of the phase modulation,

the shutter on the oscilloscope camera was held open for two

seconds. The long exposure enabled the film to record mul-

tiple pulse intervals.

There are several features to note about the coherent return.

* The most important features are the increased sensitivities

to both target detection and target motion sensing. The
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total signal change shown in Figure 3-52 is about five times

the level shown in the corresponding simple pulse photo (Fig-

ure 3-43) under similar test conditions. Unlike the envelope

detected output, the coherent output is bipolar, thus contri-

buting to the increased sensitivity. A moving target will

produce a full cycle polarity swing for a radial position

change equivalent to one-half wavelength at the carrier fre-

quency. At 25 kHz, this distance corresponds to a movement

of about 0.27". Motion detection using the simple pulse sys-

tem on the other hand can occur only during the target's

transition from one range bin to the next. Typically, the

digital range bins are set at equivalent one to two feet in-

tervals in the processor.

Another point to note about the coherent return is the modu-

lation that occurs following the target's true range at five

feet. This modulation is the result of phase changes induced

by the moving target's presence. That is, since the man is

at a relatively close range to the sensor, his body blocks a

portion of the sound field which otherwise could have illu-

minated the area behind him. The target's movement modulates

the sound field behind him which modulates the observed out-

put. The same effect occurs in the simple pulse return, how-

ever the increased sensitivity of the coherent detector ac- '

centuates it. Range accuracy in either case is unaffected

since the multipath signals all occur later in time (behind)

the target's main return.

The coherent system was subjected to similar nuisance condi-

tions as the simple pulse detector. Figure 3-53 shows the

effect of fan induced scintillation upon the coherent output.

Like the simple pulse system, the amplitude variations are

most evident at the points in the return corresponding to
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large reflections from stationary targets. The total ampli-

tude variation is worse for the coherent output, primarily

due to the bipolar nature of the output. If the coherent

'S response was limited to the upper half of the waveform (as

the envelope representation is), then the responses would be

.4 comparable.

*Figure 3-54 depicts the coherent detector response to the

ringing telephone directly in the sound beam at five feet.

The level of interference is equivalent to that of the simple

pulse output. Again,.if the phone is not directly in the

sound beam or at a more distant range, the interfi,.rence is

negligible. (Consideration has been given to the suggestion

that the telephone ring may have somewhat of a coherent na-

ture with respect to the ultrasonic pulses. Additional -

thought along these lines however dismisses the idea, and

evidence of this is-contained in Figure 3-54. The signals

displayed in Figure 3-54 were recorded during a single ring

of the telephone, with the camera shutter open for two sec-

onds. In the two secon~d interval approximately 35 pulses

were transmitted. if the telephone ring had constant phase

(coherence) relative to these pulses, the interference would

have been uniform from one pulse to the next. The random na-

4 ture of the interference shown in Figure 3-54 suggests that

this is not the case.) Figure 3-55 shows the coherent output

responding to jingling keys in a room adjacent to the hall-

.4 way. The keys produce major interference at ranges greater

than about five feet (where gain begins to increase signifi-
cantly). Although the absolute magnitude of the key inter- f

ference is greater than the corresponding simple pulse output

(Figure 3-48), the (target) signal-to-noise ratio remains

better for the coherent return.

21
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Figure 3-55. Ultrasonic Coherent Output;

Response Obtained by Jingling Keys
in Vicinity of Receiver
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Further efforts to improve signal-to-noise ratio and reduce

susceptibility to ultrasonic noise interference were devoted

to increasing the intensity of the transmitted pulses. In

the circuit shown in Figure 3-49, the transmit transducer is

driven directly from an op-amp output. Using the +/-12 VDC

supply,, the maximum peak-to-peak voltage that can be applied

directly is then 24 volts. The TDK 25 kHz transducer how-

ever, has a maximum input rating of 70 V peak-to-peak in

pulsed operation. Therefore additional acoustic power can be

obtained by driving the transducer with higher voltages.

Audio transformers were used in a step-up configuration to

produce voltage gain at the output. While gain was achieved

in the unloaded state (transducer disconnected), the low im-

pedance of the transmitter operating at resonance (-350Q),

loaded the secondary windings too much to produce significant

step-up voltage. The output of the op-amp driver was then

buffered through a power transistor .to increase the current

available in the primary of the transformer. Using this con-

figuration, the transformer was able to drive the transducer

with increased voltage. The pulses actually driving the

transducer however, were severely distorted and therefore

precluded the usefulness of the circuit. The output drive

circuit must be the subject of a careful design effort if

increased power is desired.

3.6.3.8 Ultrasonic Software Development

3.6.3.8.1 Simple Pulse Radar - Simple pulse radar operation

begins with the transmitter emitting a pulse-modulated sine

wave. The distance of any target from the transmitter is de-

termined by measuring the time interval between signal trans-

mission and signal return. Preliminary testing of ultrasonic
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transducers was done at 19.5, 25, 40 and 56-60 kHz to deter-

mine optimum received signal levels. Human annoyance was

significant at 19.5 kHz. 25 kHz provided the best received

-~ power levels.

Software processing of the simple pulse radar began by dif-

ferencing returns from successive pulses. To do this, the

% return was sampled at fixed time intervals and stored digi-
tally. Digital subtraction was performed on the two most re-

cent returns and the result routed to an oscilloscope. Out-

put pulse width, pulse repetition interval, and sampling in-

tervals are all determined in software. The large noise sig-

a nals seen in this difference are due to signal scintillation
(Figure 3-56).

To obtain a smoother difference signal, several pulses were

transmitted initially, the returns averaged to create a ref-

erence, and then the difference of each pulse from the refer-

ence was displayed. The noise level of this difference sig-

:~ r~nal was still unacceptable. To eliminate the low-level
noise, differences below a negative threshold were assigned a

uniform negative value, differences above a positive thres-

hold were assigned a uniform positive value, and all other
differences were assigned a value of zero. The effects of

scintillation were so great that the vast majority of differ-

ences exceeded the most liberal of practical thresholds. To

.. further reduce the differences due to scintillation, multiple

pulse returns were averaged for differencing from the refer-

ence. Prior to this differencing, both the reference and the

averaged returns were converted via thresholds to 3-level

signals. To improve the received signal characteristics, a

gain control voltage on the receiver amplifier was modified
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via software as time-since-transmit increased. With these

• Wmodifications the difference signal was the most reliable

produced. Stationary targets such as walls and doorways

still produced difference signals indicative of motion. The

"* return from any flat reflector (doorjambs, ceilings, walls,

all doors) was orders of magnitude greater than the return from a

human, resulting in sporadic detection of human targets.

3.6.3.8.2 Coherent Pulse Doppler Processing - The pulse Dop-

. .pler system specifically detects moving targets, as opposed

to the simple pulse detection of all signal reflectors.

Software processing of this signal also began by examining

- the difference of successive pulse returns. Scintillation

noise is still present, however the signal-to-noise ratio is

.- :-*'vastly improved (Figure 3-57). Averaging of several pulses

before differencing was tried and then discarded in consider-

ation of the AC nature of the pulse Doppler signal. This AC

. nature also produces an AC characteristic in the difference

signal between two pulses. In consideration of this, after

pulse-to-pulse differencing all differences are converted
from absolute differences to magnitude differences. The dif-

ferenced return from an intruder typically has one or more

zero crossings, creating multiple peaks in the difference

signal from a single target. Multi-path returns and air tur-
"* "bulence induced by a moving intruder created additional peaks

- in the differenced signal (Figure 3-58).

To smooth scintillation noise from the difference signal and

to eliminate multiple peaks due to zero crossings each dif-

ference in the differenced signal was averaged with it's

nearest neighbors. A threshold value equal to the average

amplitude of this signal was subtracted from each averaged

"'i difference. A new, filtered signal was output, equal to the
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thresholded, averaged difference if this thresholded, aver-

aged difference is part of a group of at least n consecutive,

non-zero, thresholded, averaged, differences. The filtered

-. output is equal to zero otherwise. n is varied with pulse
width and with the characteristics of the averaging function.

* Another new signal was output, a binary signal with a single

pulse present for each group of non-zero outputs in the fil-

tered signal. This binary signal is the beginning of an

alarm decision routine to assess the absolute motion of tar-

gets. A binary target-tracking display is output with pulses
present where time and space continuity are observed in the

first binary signal (Figure 3-59).

To increase the effectiveness of thresholding, the greater of

~j a constant minimum value or the average amplitude is subtrac-

P~ ted when producing the filtered signal. An alarm indicator

was installed with the alarm condition being movement on theN target-tracking display greater than a fixed distance. De-
tection was satisfactory with walking, creeping, running,

wall-hugging, or crawling intruders. Nuisance alarm rates

were higher than desired when keys were shaken near the sen-

sor. It is believed that further refinements in producing

the filtered output will improve both detection capabilities

* and nuisance alarm rejection capabilities.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BRASSBOARD EVALUATION

As was discussed in the sections pertaining to evaluation

criteria and candidate selection, virtually any scheme en-

visioned for interior intrusion detection can be forced to be

.. ranging if enough sensors are deployed and one is not con-

cerned with installation, maintenance, or reliability con-
straints. Deployment, installation, maintenance, and relia-
bility however, are significant factors that cannot be ig-

~ ~-.nored. The problem addressed in this study has been the dis-

.4 tillation of the many conceivable schemes into those few can-

didates that meet the requirements of being ranging and cor-
relating, and which do so in the most direct manner with the

fewest practical limitations.

The theme stated above was carried through the breadboard

investigations and in the evaluation of their results. of

the eight systems examined, those in the active acoustic and

.. ~ ~.passive infrared environments displayed the best overall per-

formance. While the dual frequency RF radar in principle of-

fers a ranging capability, its performance was impeded by the

complex frequency components contained in human target re-

turns. Since the problem relates to the inherent nature of

the signals, the technique has fundamental limitations as

well as the practical problems associated with penetrating

radiation. Little improvement can be expected even with

hardware and signal processing development. Alternative RF

L ranging techniques that offer fundamental improvements in thej
signal available for processing have other limitations such

as bandwidth requirements that exceed FCC regulations. The

active electromagnetic environment therefore, is not viewed

as a primary candidate for interior intrusion detection.
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SCOPE proposes the coherent pulse Doppler ultrasonic tech-

nique (with MTI processing) to be used as the principle rang-

ing component of the sensor. The breadboard tests demonstra-

ted its superiority in sensitivity for target range detection

and motion indication over the simple pulse scheme. The

principle sources of nuisance are ultrasonic noise interfer-

ence and severe air turbulence. The susceptibility to noise

interference can be improved by increasing the output power

of the transmitting transducer. This will have the direct

effect of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. (In the

breadboard experiments, the transmitter was only driven at

approximately one-third of its maximum voltage rating.) Ex-

periments performed after the writing of this report demon-

strated that by driving the transmitter with 60 VPP pulses, a

useable range of approximately 40 feet was achieved. Since

ultrasonic transmitters' outputs are governed by safety regu-

lations, consideration will be given to the actual acoustic

power being generated and whether operation at these levels

is in violation of the safety regulations.) The susceptibil-

ity to air turbulence has no direct solution other than ad-

dressing the positioning of the device within the interior l
volume to be protected. The magnitude of turbulence genera-

4% ted1 during tests of the ultrasonic systems was intentionally

severe and most likely will not be encountered in actual ser-

vice. The systems were normally operated in lab areas yen-

tilated by conventional forced-air circulation. During norm-

al operating conditions, the signal processing algorithm had

no difficulty distinguishing scintillation from true intruder

activities. Nevertheless, caution should be exercised in the

mounting of the device such that it does not direct the ul-

trasonic field at heating or air conditioning ducts.
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The correlating aspect of the sensor can be achieved through

a number of options. Correlation can assume different mean-

ings depending upon the context in which it is used. For
-0 this application, "correlating" will be defined by its in-

tent; that is to reduce false alarms by establishing the re-

lationship between events (intrusion) occuring in the envi-

ronment and the signals detected through independent meas-

urements. Since the ultrasonic detector is a pulsed system,

independent measurements are obtained from one pulse to the

.. ~. .~next. Imposing the requirement of tracking a target through

several range bins before alarming creates one form of corre-

lation that can alleviate susceptibility to nuisance. Anoth-

er type of correlation that can be used is to compare range

data obtained from two distinct ultrasonic channels. Corre-

lation here is obtained when the moving target range reported

~ by each unit is identical (within predetermined error lim-

its).

Target detection based upon two independent techniques repre-

:~ ~:'sents a higher order of correlation. It is at this level

that the passive infrared techniques will become useful. The

* infrared channel may be considered as the correlating factor

for an ultrasonic target detection. In the simplest form, -an

alarm condition exists only when an ultrasonic channel de-
~ tects (and tracks) an intruder and a single passive infrared

channel provides a target indication during the same relative

time period. In this form of correlation or coincidence de-

tection, a target indication provided by one or the other.1 j channel will not be cause for alarm. Correlation at this
level and higher is appealing for interior intrusion detec-
tion since the phenomenon responsible for nuisance alarms on

one channel will not necessarily affect the other. The po-

tential for false alarm therefore may be significantly re-

duced.
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The passive infrared channel can be expanded to provide both

000 range (spatial) and coincidence (temporal) correlation with

the ultrasonic channel. This is accomplished by using a pair

of passive infrared linear arrays or multiple single element

detectors to simulate linear arrays. Positioning the arrays

in the manner depicted in Figure 4-1 will create overlapping

zones of coverage. Each zone represents the intersection of

two elements' fields of view, with each field of view emana-

ting from a different array. Since each zone created in thisI!manner is unique, an intruder's position (by zone) can be un-

ambiguously determined by measuring which pair of elements
"sees" him. Resolution by zone is determined by the number

of elements in the arrays. In this scenario, an alarm con-

dition will be invoked only when the event (intrusion) occurs

**. It.at the same time on both the ultrasonic and infrared chan-

nels, and the range provided by the ultrasonic measurement

coincides with the tone determined by passive infrared.

In the correlation scheme just described, the passive in-

frared channel's zonal detection ability is two-dimensional,

providing both target range and bearing simultaneously. The

bearing information, however, is not used in the correlation '

process because a single ultrasonic channel determines range
only. An even higher order of correlation can be implemented
by using two spatially separated ultrasonic ranging channels.

when positioned as shown in Figure 4-2, the ranges provided

by the two ultrasonic channels will uniquely intersect at one

point at all locations interior to the room for real targets.

K. Now the ultrasonic channel can also provide moving target lo-

cation in two dimensions, and therefore correlation with the

infrared channel can be obtained in both the range and bear-

ing parameters. By imposing added constraints such as target

44. tracking and time coincidence between the independent chan-

nels, this scheme provides the highest level of nuisance re-
4% .

jection.
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The brassboard phase will determine what level of correlation

is required to provide the best trade-off between nuisance

rejection and alarm sensitivity. This phase will require

constructing the devices described and measuring their re-

sponses in a typical FIDS environment under various nuisance

and intrusion conditions. By logging the data provided by

each device simultaneously, the results can be analyzed in

R the various combinations to arrive at the optimum sensor con-

figuration.

For the brassboard effort, SCOPE proposes to construct two

ultrasonic coherent pulse Doppler modules, and to evaluate

these in conjunction with two passive infrared modules.

Since the passive infrared portion of the sensor is the least

defined at this point, two avenues of investigation will be

explored.

The first approach (and most cost-effective) is to configure

the two passive infrared modules from the Amperex pyroelec-

tric detectors. Each module will be constructed using five

RPY-97 differential detectors such that five distinct "beams"

of coverage will be produced as depicted in Figure 4-1. Op-

tics will be selected such that the detectors will cover an

approximate 900 field-of-view. Two such modules properly

oriented will then permit zonal location of a human target by

the intersections of the ten corresponding "beams". Since

each detector channel will be independent, the use of single

.P Jdetectors can be examined by simply ignoring the others. A

single detector using a multifaceted mirror can be simulated

by "OR-ing" the outputs of several channels on one module.

.4-
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The second approach involves using the Texas Instruments

passive infrared cameras to examine additional detector

configurations. By devising an appropriate interface de-
vice, the pixel data corresponding to one or more individual

array elements can be extracted from the video output. In

this manner, many array configurations can be simulated by

selecting and processing only those pixels (elements) of in-

terest, without generating new hardware each time. For exam-

pie, a linear array may be simulated by sampling and proces-

sing a single line of the video output. various linear array

lengths and elemental spacings, as well as smaller two-dimen-

sional arrays can be simulated by sampling only the desired

portions of the video output. Different element sizes can be

simulated by post detection integration of several adjacent

elements' outputs.

it may also be possible to extract target range and bearing

from a single two-dimensional array. Figure 4-3 graphically

depicts the concept. An off-axis parabolic mirror section is
used to image the protected area onto the two-dimensional

AL array. The array is positioned on the true axis of the para-

bola with a slight skewness so that the focused energy will

impinge on its surface more directly. According to the laws

of reflection and refraction, an object at a large distance

from the mirror will be imaged at a point further away than

objects at closer distances. Therefore an intruder at posi-

tion "A" in Figure 4-3 will be imaged at a different point on

the array than if he was at point "B". A one-to-one map be-

tween target range and the elements of the array illuminated

is therefore possible. Although not depicted in Figure 4-3,

a lateral movement of a target in the field of view will

translate into a lateral shift of the image point on the
array. It is therefore possible to obtain brcth range and

4-7
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bearing from a single array. The concept is untested at this

time so it is uncertain what the sensitivity and resolution

for range and bearing information will be. SCOPE proposes to

examine the concept in more detail during the brassboard

phase.

In summary, the brassboard effort will be used to construct

- "two ultrasonic coherent pulse Doppler modules and two passive

infrared modules based upon the Amperex pyroelectric detec-

tors. A parallel effort will be to design and fabricate two

interfaces to the Texas Instruments passive infrared cameras

to permit evaluation of additional detector configurations.

* "- Conceptually, the brassboard system will appear as depicted

in Figure 4-4. The modules will interface to one or more

6809 microcomputers. The 6809's will control data collection

and data processing from the sensor modules, and also com-

municate with a microcomputer development system. The micro-

computer development system will be used to log data output

from the sensor modules and to download the data collection

and processing programs to the 6809's. The programs will

set-up the brassboard system in a variety of optional config-

urations whose performance will be evaluated in real-time and
through subsequent analysis of the logged data. The princi-

:7): ple options to be evaluated using the system described are
listed in Table IX. The evaluation of these options will

-. : determine the best system to pursue for Advanced Development

Models.

4-9
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A TABLE IX. SUMMARY OF PRINCIPLE OPTIONS AVAILABLE

USING BRASSEQARD MODULES

1) SINGLE CHANNEL ULTRASONIC

-RANGE AND TRACKING

2) TWO CHANNEL ULTRASONIC

-TWO DIMENSIONAL LOCATION AND TRACKING

3) SINGLE CHANNEL ULTRASONIC + SINGLE CHANNEL IR

-RANGE AND TRACKING + CORRELATION

IN SECOND SIGNAL ENVIRONMENT

4) TWO CHANNEL ULTRASONIC + SINGLE CHANNEL IR

6*~ -TWO DIMENSIONAL LOCATION AND TRACKING

~ ~. + CORRELATION IN SECOND SIGNAL ENVIRONMENT

5) TWO CHANNEL ULTRASONIC + TWO MULTI-DETECTOR

IR CHANNELS

-TWO DIMENSIONAL LOCATION AND TRACKING

IN TWO DISTINCT SIGNAL ENVIRONMENTS
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF INTRUSION ALARM USING TWO

COMPLEMENTARY SENSORS

Term Kovattana

February 1973

Mathematical treatment of using two sensors in an AND com-

bination. Results include:

* Sensor pairs should be chosen to have disjoint nuisance

alarm sets.

e Nuisance alarm reduction depends as much or more on nui-

sance alarm rates of the individual sensors as it does on

the effect resulting from their combination.

e Tables of nuisance alarm rates for various sensor pairs

are given with microwave Doppler - passive IR, shadow

detector-capacitance probe, ultrasonic Doppler-capacitance

probe, ultrasonic Doppler-passive IR, RF field-capacitance

probe, and RF field-passive IR combinations, among others,

appearing as strong candidates.

This paper should be considered required reading for back-

ground purposes if a two sensor deployment is considered.

Conclusions on sensor performance should be viewed with the
caveat that this paper is 10 years old.
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Detection of Human Intruders by Low Frequency Sonic Inter-

ferornetric Techniques

NBS

1974

An extensive report on detailed testing done in the frequency

- - band .5-5 kHz. Noise was found to be from ambient acoustical

A sources and to arise from changes in the environment. Envi-

ronmental noise was found to be the factor limiting detection

7. at signal source levels of 54-66 dB. Environmental noise is

greatest at low frequencies and decreases with increasing

frequency. Intruders were detected consistently throughout

four test volumes, independent of geometry. Additional test

results are also presented. This work should be contrasted

with the BDM and Sandia conclusions. This report establishes

the capabilities of intruder detection at this part of the*1 acoustic spectrum and must be considered when assessing sonic
* - techniques.
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REPORT ON SENSOR TECHNOLOGY FOR BATTLEFIELD AND PHYSICAL

SECURITY APPLICATIONS

July 1977 1
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Use of the Pyroelectric Vidicon for installation security,

Page 147.

IR thermal imager, detects motion. Application discussed

is for perimeter security and surveillance. Field tests

showed excellent results. No obvious ranging capabili-

ties.

Piezoelectric and Pyroelectric Polymer Sensors, Page 204.

A discussion of the applications and potential applica-

tions of this polymer technology in sensing devices of

various types. No direct information for our purposes.

Discussion of selected new sensor transducer technology, Page

213.

I A preliminary report on new line sensors; strain, mag-

netic, and gamma radiation. Gamma ray beam-breaker looks

promising though it is described for use as a perimeter

sensor.

Selective Digital Filtering, Page 225.

Theoretical treatment of improvement in signal-to-noise

characteristics of sensor analog signals.

Radar video processing with charge coupled devices, page 236.

A mathematical discussion of the use of CCDs in MTI and

transform processing. Significant improvements in spec-

tral analysis and radar video processing are possible

with savings in A/D conversions, size, power, weight, and

cost also possible. An important article in the consi-

deration of MTI and transform processing.
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Detection of mechanical waves generated by concealed persons,

page 258. V

A demonstration of the feasibility of presence sensing by

low frequency mechanical waves with a low frequency geo-

phone. The technique is not inherently ranging but is

important for correlational consideration.

Comparison of available target classification techniques,

page 297.

A very general discussion of target classification,

applicable to the battlefield or to intruder detection.

Improved techniques for seismic and seismic-acoustic passive
4.."

ranging from a single sensor, page 312.

By identifying and classifying attenuation in the fre-

quency domain the range of a target can be determined.

This approach seems primitive for our purposes yet can be

considered for correlational purposes.

Passive infrared motion sensor, page 339.

Good, detailed discussion of specifications for one par-

ticular volume sensor. No peformance comments incluaed.

Senior Test System for the FIDS, page 351.
-a

A presentation of the overall FIDS. For matters of curi-

osity primarily.

a''
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Installation security radar employing microprogrammed signal

processing and threat analysis, page 381.

A discussion of a specific radar under development. The

paper is a hit too abstract for our purposes.

Personal attributes verification, page 414.

- -No relevance to our purpose.

AN/GSS-20, page 503.

Good in-depth discussion. System uses AND combination of

L.. microwave Doppler (915+/-13 MHz) and ultrasonic Doppler

(23 kHz).

Practical testing and calibration of electrodynamic seis-

mometers (Geophones), page 526.

Has application only to mechanical wave detection appli-

cations. See "Detection of Mechanical Waves Generated by
Concealed Persons."
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MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS IN INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS

James L. Shannon
4%

From Carnahan Conference, 1977

The treatment of a microprocessor based signal classifier is

primitive and the information presented is unsuitable for

our purpose.
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RADARS FOR INTRUSION DETECTION a

Aaron A. Galvin, 1978

..

IR Radar - Very narrow, "pencil" beam which is easily circum-

vented if the beam location is known. Several units may

be operated in close proximity without interference.

Microwave Radar - Mutual interference among units. Penetra-

tion through walls.

Ultrasonic Radar - Non-penetrating. Nuisance alarms due to

vibrating walls or room objects, air motion, or ultra-

sonic noise can be reduced by rejecting double-side-

band events and accepting single-sideband events.

Sonic Radar - Same features as ultrasonic, different tech-

niques.

.. I

,.4 .-
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Proceedings 1978 Carnahan Conference on Crime Countermeasures

Electronic Antipilferage System, page 61
."Q.

Retail store oriented system, shoplifting control.

Illumination Criteria in Imaging System Design for Security

Applications, page 91

A general discussion of ilumination followed by specifics for

exterior applications. Of interest if an imaging system is

selected.

. Improvement of CCTV Surveillance Through Selective Contrast

Enhancement and Weighted Averaging Light Control, page 97

The techniques for contrast enhancement and weighted aver-

aging are of interest for any processing scheme. The exam-

ples of hardware deployment could be of interest if an ima-

ging system is selected.

Infrared Ilumination for Closed Circuit Television Systems,

page 109

Three commercial IR illuminators are evaluated. IR imaging

is primarily for covert purposes, and there is a minimum safedistance for human exposure to an IR illuminator.

a...
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1979 Carnahan Conference on Crime Countermeasures

Microwave Respiration Monitor, page 53.

Respiration monitoring could be useful as a correlation tool.

OR This particular monitor has several drawbacks, including the

fact that the area of illumination must be only the lower

torso.

A Microcomputer-Based video Motion Detection System, page 127

A multi-camera, image subtraction system is detailed. The
important results for our purposes are the alarm decision

schemes and the deployment problems (including image burn-in,
image blooming, extraneous light sources, vibration, and
chordate and arthropodan activity). We should consider

* -CCD's, photoconverters, photomultipliers, and IR illumination

along with other devices as components in an imaging system.

An imaging technique correlated with a ranging technique

. . could be a powerful combination.

Reliability Demonstration of Imaging Surveillance Systems,

page 173

Use of resolution charts and exponential accept/reject cri-

teria are the only items of interest.

111
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PROCEEDINGS, 1981, Carnahan Conference on Crime Counter-

measures

Testing Intrusion Detection Devices fcr Probability of Detec-

tion, page 35

A statistical assessment of the difficulties in measuring

sensor performance regarding Type I and Type II errors. A

knowledge of these results will benefit anyone involved in

the testing of sensors.

Cable Television Security Systems, page 117

A crude concept and outside the area of our application.

Note the difference between a closed circuit television

security system and a cable television security system.

Fiber Optics in Security Systems, page 121

A highly generalized description of applications. of inter-

est is the potential of fiber optic sensing of sound or temn-

perature changes and fiber optic transmission of IR beams.

A Volumetric Terrain Following Sensor, page 125

A perimeter protection system operating at 915 MHz using

multiple antennas. The concept as applied to an interior

protection sensor seems to have only the operating frequency

as a unique feature.

A Microprocessor-Based Burglar Alarm System far an Apartment

Dwelling, page 129

A trip loop system, of no special interest for our applica-

tion.
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New 23 GHz Microwave Systems, page 159

Components are designed for microwave links, not for interior

protection.

-A
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INTRUSION SIGNATURE DATA BASE: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

.%J

THE BDM CORPORATION

September 1982

An excellent source with many reference tables including FCC

regulations, nuisance alarm matrix, and sensor characteris- 2

tics. The discussion of sensor characteristics here together

with the technical details from the Ademco catalog and the

Sandia handbook form a comprehensive base for a knowledge of

conventional interior intruder technologies.

Much of the report is devoted to perimeter penetration acti-

vities, therefore a careful analysis is required to find the

applicable information.

,..4
,i
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SIGNATURE DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The BDM Corporation

December 1981

A well detailed report devoted to four goals:

1) Describe security environments.

2) Identify detectable intruder activities.
3) Describe detectable intruder produced phenomena.

4) Identify detectable nuisance phenomena.

* Among the results which are of interest to us are:

o Identification of threat categories:

o Thieves, soft target

o Thieves, hard target
o Activists, cause

IP o Activists, terrorists
o Foreign nationals, agents

o Foreign nationals, special operations units

5A%1
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- Detailing of interior intruder activities under

the headings of:

o Motion

S.o Presense

o Disturbance Z

o Contraband

. Detailing of Nuisance alarm producing phenomena

under the headings of:

o Mechanical sources

0 E/M Electrostatic sources

A.16
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PROCEEDINGS, 1982 CARNAHAN CONFERENCE ON SECURITY TECHNOLOGY

* Reducing Storage Requirements of Digitized Fingerprint

Images, page 1.

Information compression theory can be useful in any form of

imaging or scan-to-scan cancellation scheme. Distillation of

general concepts from these specific fingerprint image tech-

niques will be useful for the above schemes.

*-.. Security of the Smithkline corporation Building, page 15.

No technical discussion of any interior protection devices

is given.

Remotely Monitored, Multichannel Magnetic and IR Intrusion

Sensors, page 43

An OR sensor for personnel or vehicle movement in the field.

* *. The IR sensor uses a dual element pyroelectric lithium tan-

talate detector. A target must be detected by each element

sequentially within a fixed timeframe of >60 ms and <2.4
seconds. The magnetic sensor operates by observing the

change in a magnetic field vector produced by an approaching

and passing magnetic target. Performance data are not given

for either sensor. The technical discussions of the sensors
are detailed and complete yet the important aspect of this

4-

paper is really that these sensors are designed to monitor

military activity and may be entirely too crude for interior

v. applications.
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An Image Processing System for the Enhancement and De-Blur-

ring of Photographs, page 67

A higher-level discussion of de-blurring. The specific in-

formation is not as useful as some of the other enhancement

papers.

Near-Infrared Motion Detector, page 101 Is

A simple yet conceptually pretty system. Unfortunately the

only performance data given is change of effective distance

with warm-up time. The addition of a reference voltage which

varies with ambient environment is described. It is claimed

that this eliminates the effects of environmental changes and

yields a constant effective distance but no test results are

given to support this. While there are obvious questions

concerning the performance of this device, this short paper

is worth reading for the concept alone.

Microprocessor Target Assessment for Microwave Intruder

Alarms, page 105
Am

A short paper with the most applicable results to date.

Doppler returns of modulated and unmodulated radars were

examined with results including the following: Due to the

complex nature of human movement (arm and leg swing), results

from artificial target experiments may be unduly promising.

- " For unmodulated radars the frequency of Doppler returns is

more consistent with velocity than return amplitude is with

range. In fact, range determination based on Doppler ampli-

tude proved unreliable. For diplex modulated radars, range

determination by phase difference proved more accurate.

Typical Doppler returns are shown for several experiments.

AA-18
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Application of a Ground Vibration Detector Security System,

page 157 -

Though the article is directed primarily towards soil de-

ployed sensors it highlights the difficulties of identifying

a human via footfall phenomena. This article could be part

of grounds to eliminate or de-emphasize detection of vibra-

tion from footsteps.

Measures of Effectiveness for Physical Security System

Assessment, page 177

Description and discussion of a mathematical, probabilistic

model to assess effectiveness of countermeasures to various

intrusion scenarios. Of no direct utility to us.

A Subminiature Microwave Video Transmitter: Crime Counter-

measures Applications, page 187

The discussion is primarily of the physical characteristics

of the transmitter. Though the transmitter is presented for

video applications, Doppler might well be another area of

interest. This matchbox size transmitter greatly advances

the state-of-the-art in size, power efficiency and frequency

stability limitations. The transmitter is based upon GaAsFET

technology and the developing company is located in Reston.

This device is important in consideration of imaging schemes

and in assessment of microwave-based sensors.

ArJ.
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USE OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING TO OPTIMIZE ON ALARM SYSTEM,-

J. W. Phillip

Discussion of a data base developed from tapes of attacks on
arms rooms and from a variety of noise sources and simnula-

tions thereof.

*A-2
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INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS HANDBOOK

Sandia National Laboratories

The Handbook is quintessentially a guide to purchasing an

intrusion detection system, thus much information must he

prised from it in an indirect fashion, as opposed to more

straightforward techniques used with other technical litera-

ture. The point of view within the handbook is that intru-

sion detection system objectives should be defined in three

primary areas; 1) probability of detection, 2) vulnerability

to defeat, and 3) false alarm rate and causes of false alarm.

The Handbook does not include discussions of all types of

interior sensors and this is done by purpose. Three classes

of sensors are discussed; motion, boundary penetration, and

proximity. Four types of motion sensors are evaluated;

ultrasonic, microwave, and audio Doppler, and passive IR.

The only other evaluation included that possibly merits our
attention is of vibration sensors. The enumeration of envi-

ronmental considerations and known nuisance phenomena is the

most comprehensive encountered to date, yet, as acknowledged

in the Handbook, is far from exhaustive.
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* .Remotely Monitored, Multichannel Magnetic and IR Intrusion

Sensors .

See abstract, page 43, Carnahan 1982 Conference. IR detector

for exterior motion sensing. Dual element IR pyroelectric

detector with very narrow beam widths. Block diagram of

- processing circuitry is given. Order in which each element

-': picks up radiation determines which way target is moving.

."Security of the Smithkline Corporation Bldg," 1982, Carnahan

Cameras on the parking level utilize video motion detection

after normal working hours to alert guards of activity.

"Multistatic Airborne Intruder Detection Radar," 1982, Carna-

han Conference
. I1

Detects intruders carried by parachutes, hang gliders, and

helicopters.

Radar unaffected by presence or absence of sun, clouds, and

.other thermal-optical energy sources which can mask operation

of infra-red and optical sensing system.

Uses multistatic radar system. Single transmitter and re-

motely-located receivers which pick up the scattered radar

signal.

Multistatic radar receiver can be kept on continuously be-

cause it does not have to be switched during the transmit

pulse.

Disadvantages of bistatic system - more complex communication

system. Receiver can be iluminated directly by the trans-
mitted signal so more care must be taken in isolating re-

ceivers and transmitters.

. .. A-22



System must - detect target, measure signal params, assess

threat, track target, locate target, and discriminate

against various targets.

Disadvantages of short pulse radar - required high power for

transmit, require large bandwidth, not suitable for

Doppler filtering.

Advantage of Pulse - no elaborate signal processing for

detection and measure of target echo time.

Disadvantage of long pulse - the direct signal may overlap

the return.

Disadvantage of CW - can't be used to detect range.

Ensco used CW signal composed of a small number of CW tones

spread over a frequency band.

Has synthetic bandwidth comparable with short pulse radar.

Has power requirements comparable with Doppler radar.

Has time ambiguities and coherence requirements.

Near Infrared Motion Detector, Carnahan, 1982, Chung San Inst

'- of S&T, Taiwan

Active sensor. Uses LD271. GoAsIR diode at 950 nm. 20 ft.

range for sensor.
'.5

Hot bodies (lighted cigarettes, matches, lamps) are sources

of IR radiation.

IR beam is pulsed to increase S/N and increase pulse power.
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Amplitude of detected return is processed. Rate of change of

amplitude with respect to time is measured and is used to

distinguish moving target from stationary target.

* Microprocessor Target Assessment for Microwave Intruder

Alarms, 1982, Carnahan-

Discusses the processing of unmodulated and modulated CW

returns with microcomputers.-

Extracts range info from modulated CW operating in diplex

mode.

The signal consists of 10.7 GHz with a frequency deviation A~F

of 8 MHz switched at a 10 kHz rate.

In most commercial units of CW radar, the Doppler return is

processed to remove noise, to select frequency range corres-

ponding to human motion, and to integrate signal energy. The

-~ work done here directly processes the Doppler return without
any prior filtering or integration.

Advancements in Leaky Cable Technology for Intrusion Detec-

tion, 1982, Carnahan

Used for perimeter intrusion sensors.

Use leaky coaxial cable for transmitting radar signal and

another leaky cable placed parallel to it to receive return

* from a target. Lines are buried in ground.
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Basically it is a bistatic radar.

Can be pulsed or CW.

If pulsed, range is given by delay of echo from transmitted

pulse. Range is that measured along cable.

Down looking to exclude false-alarms from distant hot

- sources.

•. -, Used sweep-to-sweep cancellation and computer processing of

sweeps.

. Testing Intrusion Detection Devices for Probability of Detec-

t, . tion, 1981, Carndhan

Discusses perimeter intrusion alarm systems.

A mathematical analysis which uses probability theory to show

that a particular performance specification as dictated by

NRC leads to intolerably high rejection rates for sensors and

excessive manhours required for testing and maintenance.

: " . Fiber Optics in Security Systems, 1981, Carnahan

Optical fibers can be used to make sensors that are sensitive

to

Pressure or sound

Magnetic field

Temperature

Light

Motion

Optical fibers can be used in intrusion detection through

fiber breakage.
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Although fibers have been developed m'ainly fur communication

to be resistant to environment, they can also be developed to

be highly sensitive to these changes.

U. S. Government is developing these sensors under the FOSS

program, (Fiber Optic Sonar System) through NRL.

G. L. Mitchell, "Survey of Fiber Optics Magnetic and Acoustic

Developments," 1980, Western Design Engineer Show and ASME

Conference.

J. D. Montgomery and F. W. Dixon, "Fiber Optics for Sensor

Applications," 1980, Western Design Engineering Show and ASME

Conference .

An optical Efber can be used to detect any sound in a room.

CCTV as a Viable Aid in Bank Hostage Situations, 1981, Carna-

han

mentions use of a concealed TV camera that uses a narrow
diameter fiber optic bundle (.5") to receive the image.

Prospects for Computer Vision in Security Systems, Carnahan,

1980

In the most sophisticated commercially available systems, a

scene can be monitored automatically to detect motion changes

and using other hardware, the moving objects can be tracked

for recording.

Currently available systems only alarm on motion but have no

ability to ignore harmless motions or to detect subtle chan-

ges.
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Computer vision technology under development for 20 years.

N. Started as pattern recognition.

~"4 ,- ~Computer vision systems capabilities:

.2' Detection - one model for comparison - yes/no output.

Identification -several models for comparison - outputs

name.

Analysis system - supplies information about relation-

- ships, quantity, position, and contexts of objects.

Implementation problems:

High cost -Vid icon + memory =$2,000 $6,000 for non-

computer $4,000 real time.* $100,000 for
real-time.

OP Lack of System Flexibility - need new set patterns for

different installations.

Real time hardware is not presently available.

Lack of knowledge as how to apply.

A microcomputer-based video motion detector system, 1979,

Carnahan

Used in Oak Ridge Y-12 plant.

Motion detected by digitizing and comparing successive video

Vframes and making an alarm decision based on degree of mis-

match.
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500 pixels per camera.

Alarm decision basis:

1. Percent change of video signal AMPL of a pixel.

2. Number of suspect pixels to distinguish motion.

3. Proximity of suspect pixels.

4 Thresholds based on:

1. Camera coverage.

2. Detected object size.

3. Undetected object size.

4. Noise of video signal vs temperature.

5. Reference frame refresh rate.

50 pixels per line by 100 lines per frame.

Two suspect pixels on a single frame cause alarm.

Problems:

1. Image retention on regular video camera reduces

sensitivity.
2. Blooming on bright objects. Careful placement of

*camera so that no lights or bright reflections were

-. in the field of view.

3. Extraneous light sources generated false alarms,

such as through windows or doors.

* .*4. Vibrations

5. Temperature extremes - require local cooling of
each camera.

6. Insects crawling over lens caused false alarms.
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Resource Protection by Segmented Leaky Coaxial Cables, 1979,

Carnahan

Loop of leaky cable surrounds resource to be protected. One

or more monopoles act as receiver elements inside circle. As

intruder crosses cable he distUrbs field producing change in

signal level received.

Microwave Respiration Monitor, 1978, Carnahan

Used microwave unequal path Michelson interferometer to moni-

tor respiration in human beings. output of device varied in

step with torso expansion and contraction that accompanies

respiration.

D.O.E. Sponsored Evaluations of Interior Intrusion Detection

Systems, 1978, Carnahan, Sandia Labs.

"Intrusion Detection Systems Handbook" provides guidance in

Y selecting, procuring, installing, testing, and maintaining

elements in an intrusion detection system.

Work in Sandia is funded by D.O.E., safeguards and security

organization.

Paper discusses interior intrusion detection system only.

Use of all three types (penetration, motion, and proximity)

detectors yields maximum protection and minimum false alarm

rates.
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Sensor performance characteristics:

1. Probability of detection -Detected attempts

T1otal Attempts

2. False alarm rate - rate of alarms not attributable

to adversary or intruder activity.

3. Vulnerability to defeat - can be reduced by tamper

alarms, anticapture circuitry, line supervision, .

and full end-to-end self test capability.

Probability of detection must (be qualified by) consider also

the environment, method of installation and adjustments and

* assumed intruder behavior.

Above also applies for the other two performance characteris--

tics.

Sandia doesn't assign numbers to the performance characteris-

tics. Instead it identifies the sensors capabilities and

limitations.

Examples:

Sandia determines detection pattern as function of

intruder velocity. -

Causes of false alarms.

*Methods to render a sensor useless.

Sensor detection patterns are generated two ways:

1. With regard to the most sensitive modes of operation

* of the particular sensor technology.
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-- 2. With regard to general modes of operation of

different types of sensors.

' The human factor is removed as much as possible from the

tests.

In testing motion sensors, the human target holds onto the

end of a string which is pulled along at a constant velocity
by machinery toward or away from a sensor mounted on a rotat-

able platform.

Intruder - A motor driven manequin, controlled by an HP9825

calculator/controller. Adequate as is for an ultra-

sonic sensor. Needs aluminum foil wrap for microwave.

I i Needs bottle of hot water for IR.

Electronic Intruder Simulator - Speaker or antenna that

greturns a frequency of a controllable difference from
: ,the transmitted frequency to test Doppler sensors.

Above systems allow temperature testing without human inter-

vention.

Sandia also measures transmitted and received power by plac-
ing a microphone or antenna/meter away from sensor and

measuring the power as a function of azimuthal angle from the

field of view centerline.

Sandia uses Anechoic chamber also to determine free-field

(no-reflections) response of sensors.

A- 31
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Automatic Movement Detection Applies to a Television Surveil-

lance System, 1969, Dept. of Supply, Australian Defense

-. Scientific Service

Subtracts incoming picture from one stored previously in a

storage tube. When motion occurs a non-zero difference

voltage is detected.

False alarm rejection methods:

First threshold detector is triggered from any different

signal and coordinates of disturbance point are stored.

The frame difference signal within this area is inte-

grated and if it exceeds a threshold an alarm is gener-

ated.

A second window can be set up to only look at a selected

portion of the raster.
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APPENDIX B - REPRESENTATIVE TRANSDUCERS FROM

I COMMERCIAL VENDORS
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